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PREFACE 

The present script is a simple historiographic sketch, based on information gathered by 

chance during the course of my studies, with no pretension of being an exhaustive one. 

A thorough historiography would require a more in depth investigation of the pertinent 

sources. 

I also wish to emphasize the fact that the italian translation (Ercole Gusberti) and the 

english translation (Josephine Gusberti and Costanza Naguib) of texts often written in 

remote times and therefore of difficult reading have been realized to the best of our 

linguistic know how and of the translation aids which internet has provided. Also, in 

order to avoid distortion of the original texts, we tried to adhere to their 

original version as closely as possible, translating literally word for word, even 

though at times this approach favored substantial sacrifices in style and 

grammar. 

In addition, the text occasionally gives reference to news under the headline of: 

Annotation: this information is intended to illustrate a certain object or an historical 

period or to help to have a better understanding of the text. 

Curiosity: This news refers to digressions, which are not specifically related to the 

central theme of this research, but at any rate are of singular interest to the topic of 

hunting with decoys. 

Moreover, at the end of the present work there is an addition with the title of: 

Supplement: this is a theme, which is strongly related to the primary object of this 

survey, even if it is formally stranger to the research. Indeed, both the enticing and 

the scaring of preys use sometimes similar artefacts. 
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FORWARD 

The aim of the present work is to take a bulk of information related to the creation 

and the use of artificial visual decoys for the practice of bird hunting and put it in 

chronological order. The time span taken into consideration ranges from prehistory 

to the end of the 18th century, given that the period from the 19th century to the 

present has already been the object of numerous publications. 

A storiographic research like the one proposed in the present work is particularly 

complex for a variety of reasons, the main of which are the following: 

1. Heterogeneity in the written docuements (cynegetic, law, religious texts,

poetry, etc…)

2. The language in which the document itself was written (meaning of words

coming from other epochs, change in the meaning of the same word over time,

etc…)

3. Change in meaning of the same word in different languages or the difficulty

of translating a word in another language

The above-mentioned and other reasons pose conditions in the evaluation of the 

material under scrutiny as well as in the reliability of the research results. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the theme of this work comprises a vast 

amount of information spanning different fields and historical periods, from the 

hunting traditions to historical linguistics, from ethnology to anthropology, from 

prehistory to modern history, and much else. Unfortunately our knowledge of 

these matters, despite being supported by some readings on the theme, is quite 

limited, but it remained our priority to examine the information collected by using 

archival research methods, as far as it is allowed by our limited competence, 

without distorting the content. 

However, it is important to keep in mind that the first signals of whatever kind of 

artificial decoys should not be interpreted as the first making or beginning of their 

use. Further , one could wonder if what we have collected up to now is from the 

past is only a collection of casual findings, i.e. biases (a bias is a single non 

representative data point, which generates a prejudice and not allow to infer 

reliable general conclusions). 



TERMINOLOGY - ABBREVIATIONS - TIPOGRAPHY 

A research presupposes a clear definition of its main object. The multiplicity of 

definitions and meaning attributed to the terms hunt decoys, or bird decoys forced us 

to a disambiguation operation, which, despite being necessarily approximate, allowed 

us to direct the present research on a more orderly and consistent basis. To this aim, 

the following algorithm has been created. 

animal or mean or tool for hunting 
↓ 

Living ¹ ↔   mean or tool
↓ 

lure ↔ other ² 
↓ 

other ³ ↔ visual

↓ 

bird-like artefact  ↔ other ⁴ 
↓ 

lure ↔ aversion 
↓ ↓ 

↓    flight ⁵ ↔ attack ⁶ 
↓ 

made with materials ↔ made with parts of a bird ⁸ 
natural or artificial ⁷ 

1) wild or tame
2) camouflage, …
3) whistles, baits, …
4) light sources (mirrors, …)
5) bird scarers
6) mobbing inducers
7) decoys wood, cork, …
8) stuffed
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Given that hunting terminology, far from being univocal, is often characterized by 

relevant discrepancies in its interpretation and difficulties in its translation, in order to 

avoid annoying misunderstandings, we indicate below with which meaning some terms, 

that are frequently used in this publication, have been employed. 

fowling: the part of hunting which aims at catching birds (with rifle, moss, 

nets, traps, laces and other means) 

(live) bird-catching: is the technique of hunting birds by catching them live with 

various artifices (with rifle, moss, nets, traps, snares and other 

means) 

decoy: artificial (man-made) facsimile of a bird or part of it which may be 

made in wood, cork, marsh grass or other material. When referring 

to “live decoys” both words are always used 

stuffed (decoy) bird:    artificial facsimile of a bird created using the external parts of 

a dead bird held in place with some filler material (straw, hay, 

wooden form or other) 

However, the distinction between decoy and stuffed decoy is not always clear-cut (see 

for example chap. Lovelock Cave) and above all the stuffed decoy may occasionally be 

indicated simply as decoy. This lack of clarity is also due to the differences in meaning 

that these (and other) terms have in the different languages and that often only allow 

for an approximate translation. 

 
 
Abbreviations 

EN , en editor’s note 
 
TN , tn translator’s note 

NB Nota Bene, Take special note 
 
nd no date 

 
 
Typography 

Italics used for original text 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES 
 
 
The first testimonies of the use of decoys for fowling are either of iconographic or written 

nature. The scarcity of both types of documentation leaves a considerable margin of 

risk of subjective interpretation, especially in the iconographic field, where the intention 

of the artist is obviously unknown. And more often than not these testimonies are 

intended to corroborate preconstituted theories for pseudohistorical purposes (and at 

times of commercial nature) instead of being the object of pluridisciplinary scientific 

studies. 

 
There is a term in the scientific language called « wishful thinking » which stands for 

the formation of beliefs according to what might be appealing to imagine without any 

proof of evidence. 

 
We deliberately propose an example of this here below: 

 

The Lascaux cave in southwestern France contains extraordinary works of rock art 

dating back to the Upper Paleolithic period and is often called the Sistine Chapel of the 

Paleolithic *). A hunting scene, la Scène du Puits, in particular has been the object of 

numerous interpretations which range from it being considered a simple wall decoration 

to it being an iconographic document with religious, mythical, magical or simply 

venatorial significance (Le Quellec 2017). 

 
On observation of the photograph, one notes a bird on a stick portrayed in the lower 

part of the picture. Is it alive ? Is it dead ? Is it a copy of a bird ? It is most likely a 

hunting scene which is depicted. The period of time portrayed in this scene is that in 

which man was in the hunter-gatherer stage of existence, and therefore very dependent 

on hunting as a means of subsistance. 

 
*) The Sistine Chapel is a chapel in Vatican City (Rome, Italy), famous for the frescos that 

decorate the chapel ceiling, especially the Last Judgement by Michelangelo. 
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Grotte de Lascaux (Dordogne) – Scène du Puits 
 
 
 
 
The use of newly killed or stuffed birds utilized as decoys is and has been in the course 

of time a widespread basic practice. Therefore, why not imagine that the bird in this 

scene is that of the first depiction of a hunting decoy used by man ? This is for example 

the hypothesis proposed by George Lechler (1951), who also re-proposes the 

interpretation given by F. de F. Daniel (1950), according to which the bird mask (burtu) 

worn by the man lying on the ground is nothing else than a camouflage as in use among 

the Hausa African population to approach close to the game. 

Actually the interpretation of rock art represents quite a challenge for the archaeologist, 

and, due to the scarce knowledge of that era, what we do know is based more on 

hypotheses formulated by comparison with other eras than by actual objective data. 

And, unfortunately, as is pointed out for example by Paul G. Bahn (2012), beyond all 

interpretations of a work of art only the artist can truly convey what the work represents 

and for what purpose it was undertaken. 

Any other explanations are just conjectures. 
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Lascaux, cave of 

17000-20000 years BP 

 
Could this possibly be man’s earliest depiction of a bird decoy ? 
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LIVE BIRD-CATCHING: A PRIMORDIAL ACTIVITY OF MAN 

It is not surprising that in a world such as the pre-historic one, when men were hunters 

out of necessity, that fowling was a widespread activity (Clark, 1948; Bochenski, 2009); 

however, clues on the use of artificial decoys at that time have not been found. 

The picture below depicts a sculpture found in the famous pre-historic site of Göbekli 

Tepe in Turkey, dating back to approximately eleven thousand years ago and about 

which the discoverer says: “… five birds similar to ducks move in front of a sort of net … 

therefore, it could be about the theme of the catching of birds with the net” (Schmidt, 

2011). 

Göbekli Tepe - Pilastro 12 Struttura C 

from: Klaus Schmidt, Costruirono i primi templi, 

2011 
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SUMERIANS - the first clues 

Even if the earliest iconographic depiction of wildfowl dates back to 11000 B.C. (see 

previous chapter), one must at any rate wait until the Sumerian period (about 5000 

B.C.) in order to encounter the first expression of wildfowling involving the use of decoys

(Salonen 1973, Jankovic 2004). 

Hunters and fishermen have been indeed the first colonies of the Sumerian-Babylonian 

“country between the two rivers” towards the end of the late Paleolitic and the beginning 

of the early Calcolitic, around year 5000 before the current day. There, they found an 

ideal hunting and fishing territory, since the marshy areas were full of water animals, 

water birds and fishes (Salonen, p.7). 

In the archeological documentation of that epoch, several interesting hints for our 

research emerged. 

In her book Vogelzucht und Vogelfang in Sippar im 1. Jahrtausend v. Chr. (2004) Bojana 

Jankovic refers to the Babylonian tablet 64020 in the custody of the British Museum, 

where Šamaš-ēţer “rents” 9 geese from the Temple to be used as decoys (arrāūtu). 

Aided by 10 fowlers (ušandû), he is required, in payment of it, to deliver 150 geese 

to the Temple within one year (Jankovic 2004, p.98). 

Information of even greater interest to our research is narrated by Armas Salonen 

(1973). According to this author, the Sumerians employed doves and geese as live bait: 

arru (Salonen 1973 p. 29) is the sumerian term indicating bird used as bait. Other 

terms, too, such as issūr tubāqi = šeš-mušen and marratu stand for decoy bird. 

But in particular an inscription in cuneiform characters attracted our attention: im- 

mušen, a term which is used with two different meaning, the first one is a clay 

reproduction of a bird, which is used in the hunt for larger birds of prey (Salonen, 1973, 

p.194, VAT 9124). Another term, too, has a similar meaning: tamšilu, which indicates

the clay imitation of a dove: doves were used as decoys in catching devices for birds 

such as the mušenharu and the tubaqu, where two doves were usually posed with a 

luring function for large birds of prey (Salonen, 1973, p. 269). 
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pre-sargonic clay tablet with bird list (VAT 09124) 

www.smb.museum/museums-and-institutions/vorderasiatisches-museum/ 

At any rate, it is opportune to note that the subject of sumerian lessicology is a highly 

debated one, still the object of profound studies and it is placed in a protostoric and 

storic frame in which many basic queries do not yet have valid answers (see e.g. 

Veldhuis, 2004 and Whittaker, 2010). 
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ANCIENT EGYPT 

It is difficult to analyze the hunting habits of the Ancient Egyptians. In the analysis of 

Egyptian iconography, it is worth taking into account the fact that hunting 

representations are often strictly linked to the theocratic imaginary of the ancient 

Egyptian society and hence need to be evaluated with caution, in order to reconstruct 

the hunting practice of that time. 

Many digital and paper publications take for granted the fact that they used to practice 

fowling on a large scale (e.g. Alison, 1978, Bailleul-Lesu

Fowling scene ftom the north wall of the Esna temple
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and that they used decoys in the hunt for water birds. Therefore, it is not surprising 

that there are numerous representations of hunting in the marsh in Egyptian art. 

Nakht and his family hunting birds and spearing fish in the marshlands 

De Garis Davies 1917 - www.metmuseum.org 

The fowler is usually portrayed standing on a small boat, holding a boomerang in one 

hand and one or more herons in the other hand, most likely to be used as decoys. 

However, one wonders, were the herons live or stuffed? This question, also formulated 

in the past, for example, by Norman De Garis Davies (1917) in reference to the scene 

of Nakht’s grave, finds no clearcut answer in the Egyptological literature to our 

knowledge. 
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Painted Tomb-Chapel of Nebamun - detail 

British Museum, London - www.britishmuseum.org 

Another author, Karl Martin (1986), suggests the hypothesis that the live birds cries 

may frighten those birds living in the midst of the cane thicket so as to induce them to 

rise in flight. Visual representations of fowlers who hunt by grabbing with one hand one 

or more birds by their paws are not rare. So at the Louvre Museum in Paris an Assyrian 

sculpture of the VIII century B.C. portrays a hunt scene in which a hunter using a bow 

and arrow is standing next to an assistant grasping the paws of a bird (live? 

sparrowhawk?) in upright stance in his right hand (or is it a bird already killed by the 

hunter? Corradini 1993, p.46) 
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 Assyrian bas-relief from the palace of Sargon II in Khorsabad 

Musée du Louvre, Paris - www.louvre.fr 

Charles Estienne (1564, L’agriculture et maison rustique), also, seems to offer some 

support to this interpretation. In fact, in the chapter “Quelques autres manieres de 

chasser aux oyseaux” describes the chasse à la pipée as follows: 

Pour prendre oyseaux à la pipée, un hŏme se doit cacher dās un buisson, & y mettre de 

la fueillee, & auec un sifflet, piper & siffler cŏtrefaisant un oyseau, qui est prins ou qu'on 

prend. On doit prendre un passereau, & le faire crier en luy serrãt les ailes ou les pieds: 

lors les oyseaux viendrons au secours, pensans q le chathuant ou hibou (qu'on aura 

perché aupres retenue en un laq) le tienne …(sixièsme liure, chap. 45, pag. Qiij) 
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In order to capture birds with a whistle, a man has to hide in a bush, create a coverage 

with leaves and whistle with a whistle or with the mouth imitating a bird, already caught 

or that he is going to catch. It is necessary to catch a little sparrow and to make him 

cry by tightening his wings or paws: then the birds will come to help, thinking that the 

brown owl or the long-eared owl (which would have been posed on a branch after having 

been kept in a cavern) holds it … 

It is possible to suppose that with the same procedure the Egyptian hunter made the 

heron with its strong cry induce the other winged inhabitants of the cane thicket to rise 

in flight (Folkard 1864, p.26). Even though it must not have been easy to keep the legs 

of three birds in one hand, as seen in the following image. 

Tutankhamon grave, antechamber, little golden casket, detail 
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On the contrary, some authors affirm that “migratings ducks associate the presence of 

a standing heron, even a model, with safety” (Linda Evans in Bailleuil-Lesuer, 2012, 

p.94). From this viewpoint, the use of artificial decoys must be considered a valid

hypothesis, also in the light of the fact that the Egyptians, great experts in the art of

mummification, would have had knowledge of efficient techniques to conserve stuffed

birds.

Noteworthy is also a love poem dating back to ancient Egypt (Müller, Die Liebespoesie 

der alten Ägypter, 1899 ), which speaks about geese hunting aided by the use of nets 

and baits, but it is not clear of which kind these baits are. 

(2.1) Ich bin eine Wildgans, eine jagdbare (?). 

Meine [Blicke ?] (sind) in dem Haar 

an einem Köder unter dem Sprenkel, 

um mich zu fangen (?) (Die Londoner Handschrift, III (Die Falle), p.16) 

Haar = hair; according to Müller, the joking vision of love as hunting explains the analogy 

between hair and hunting net (indeed, this analogy had been already found in other ancient 

texts). 

I am a wild goose, a hunted one, 

My gaze is at thy air, 

At a bait under the trap 

that is to catch me 

Translation: George A. Barton, Archaeology and The Bible, 3rd Ed., 1920, pp. 413-416. 

The dilemma remains as to whether those birds were alive or possibly stuffed. From 

our limited research on the subject no written clue has emerged supporting 

the hypothesis of the use of artificial decoys in the hunt for water birds in 

ancient Egypt. But a more in depth research of the immense amount of literature 

available on ancient Egypt would most likely reveal interesting information on this 

subject. 
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Moreover, we find it appropriate to signal that Michael Brander (1964, p. 15 e 1971, 

p.16 ) as well as John Marchington (1980, p.21) mention the finding of duck decoys of

mud and feathers in Egyptian tombs. This news was later repeated by various US

websites devoted to decoy collections (e.g. MacMillan, 2012). Unfortunately, any

bibliographical reference that may allow a critical evaluation of such

information is missing.

Annotation  I 

Prior to the introduction of firearms for hunting, it is likely that 
the use of nets for capturing birds was the most widely used 
technique employed. Lime and traps were also very popular for 
this purpose. The use of acoustic and even more that of visual 
decoys (mainly live decoys) had only an auxiliary and often 
marginal role. Therefore one can presume that the absence of 
literary and/or iconographic traces of those devices does not 
necessarily exclude their use. 
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LOVELOCK CAVE – about 2150 years ago 

The use of the radiocarbon exam has made it possible to place the famous Lovelock 

decoys, the most ancient decoys in the world, in a much more precise time frame. They 

were an extraordinary discovery, especially if one takes into account the fact that 

decoys in general are highly perishable items. In this case, the particularly favorable 

climatic conditions of the cave, in which they were found in 1924, allowed them to 

remain almost intact until today. 

We will devote considerable space to this exceptional discovery. 
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At present, the Great Basin in the Western U.S. is a vast desert area. At that time, it 

was the site of several lakes, one of which was called Lake Lahontan. This lake witnessed 

alternated periods of expansion and decline. In particular, toward the end of the 

Pleistocene and the beginning of the Olocene era, a marked increase in the amount of 

precipitations caused a great expansion of the lake, with successive swamp formation 

and an overabundance of plants and animals. These in turn supplied a great amount of 

food and sustenance to a large human population of hunter-gatherers. (Adams 2008). 

Ethnographic researchers have underlined both the evolution over time and the time 

co-existence of different survival patterns in this extensive territory. In particular, these 

patterns were influenced by the fluctuation of the lake level, by the population density, 

by the degree of mobility or sedentarity and by the spectrum of their diet as compared 

to the availability of food resources in the territory (Morgan and Bettinger 2011). 

Especially in the Low Humboldt Valley, based on the large quantity of artifacts found in 

the site, we suppose that the population, most likely ancestors of the Northerm Paiute, 

occupied the sites in proximity of the lake during alternating periods and the caves in 

the nearby foothills were used at that time as storage sites (Harrington, 1927; Heizer, 

1956; Heizer et Krieger, 1970). 

LOVELOCK CAVE , UTAH , U.S.A. 
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One of these caves, named the Lovelock Cave, became suddenly renowned in 1924, 

when two archaeologists, Llewellyn Lloud and Mark Harrington, discovered a chest 

containing eleven decoys. The radiocarbon test attributed them to an average age of 

approximately 2200 years (Tuhoy and Napton 1986)- 

 LLEWELLYN L. LOUD   and the chest with the eleven decoys 

 (L.& H. 1929, plate 7b) 
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Harrington also described them in detail: 

There were many pits with yield as poor as pit 10, or poorer. In contrast to these were 

some rich ones, among them pit 12, which gave us the best single find of the season ... 

At 3 feet 6 inches below the present surface, or 10 inches below the pit's "level of origin" 

lay a bag made of rush matting ... 

The “disguised” pit 12 before opening (L.& H. 1929, plate 7a) 

Beneath this were three large pieces of twined pack basket ... Underneath this were 

more pack-basket pieces ... It was so cleverly arranged that looking in from above no 

one would guess that anything would be concealed beneath such a lining. When the 

layer of the mats and basketry was removed it was seen to be a false bottom (fig.4) for 

beneath it lay a bulky package wrapped in rush matting (pl. 7a). This contained eleven 

remarkable decoys made of rushes, most of them feathered and painted to represent 

ducks (pl.7b); a rush bag full of feathers; feathers wrapped in a piece of mat; a bunch 

of feathers tied with a string; and two bundles of snares made of string 
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and twigs (pl.48 a, b), and all in excellent condition. Some water-fowl hunter had hid 

his decoys here against another season. He may have filled the pit with refuse as an 

added precaution, but if not, anyone who looked into it saw only stones and the lining 

of an apparently empty storage cache. (Loud et Harrington 1929, p. 12) 

Snares (L.& H. 1929, plate 48) 

Harrington, again, described them in detail: 

The decoys found in the Lovelock cave fall into two types, the painted and the stuffed. 

In the former the body was formed by bending a bundle of 25 or 30 large bulrush (tule) 

stems (Scirpus validus) and binding them together as shown in plate 33b. 
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Duck decoy body pattern (L.& H. 1929, plate 33) 

The ends were then cut off to simulate the duck's tail, and a head was cleverly 

constructed of rushes and smoothly bound with the same material split, then sewed 

fast to the body, with evident care to attain a realistic pose. After the bend of the rushes 

has been smoothly bound over with split rush to form the breast, we have a result like 

plate 33a. To complete the decoy it was then only necessary to paint the head, breast, 

and tail to represent the bird, using black and reddish-brown native paints, and to cover 

the body with white feathers, the quills of which were stuck under the breast-wrappings, 

and held fast elsewhere with fine native cord of Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabinum 

L.). The complete decoy, representing a canvasback drake, is shown in plate 34b. This 

is 11 inches long. 
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Decoys of passerine bord and canvasback drake 

(L.& H. 1929, plate 34) 

Only ducks seem to have been represented by these painted decoys, but ducks, geese, 

and other water fowl were imitated by the stuffed type, which was commoner, easier 

to make, and still manufactured by the Northern Paiute. The body of the stuffed type 

was made in approximately the same way as the painted type, but the breast was not 

bound, and instead of a rush head, a sort of rush stub or nipple projected from the body 
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to which a complete stuffed head of the bird was fastened, with its natural skin, 

feathers, and beak. Sometimes there was enough body skin attached to the head to 

cover the rush body, but usually it had to be more or less supplemented by small 

bunches of feathers, the quills of which were stuck into the rushes. Plate 59a represents 

a female canvasback decoy of this type, made by the Northern Paiute of the Stillwater 

band. The bottom view of the same specimen is shown in plate 59b, and proves how 

closely the modern Indian decoy makers follow the ancient patterns. This decoy is 14½ 

inches long. Some of the ancient decoys still show a loop of cord on the breast for the 

attachement of an anchor, and one had a short string under the tail, the loose end tied 

to the middle of a bit of quill, which doubtless served as a toggle for the attachment of 

an anchor cord on this end also. (Loud et Harrington 1929, p. 114) 

Modern Northern Paiute decoys 

(L.& H. 1929, plate 59) 

Later, Gordon Grosscup (1960) reexamined the portion of the material rescued from 

the Lovelock Cave, which is at present in the custody of the National Museum of the 

American Indian, Heye Foundation. He concluded that all of the eleven decoys 

discovered in 1924 pertained to the type I decoys (painted). Studying the second 
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type of decoys (stuffed), he gives a description which is similar to that of Harrington. 

However, on the body of the decoys (that are similar to the painted ones, but without 

breast binding) either a bird head is mounted on a tule neck (subtype A) or a head, 

neck and a part of the body of the bird is mounted on the tule foundation and 

supplemental bunches of feathers may be stuck around the edges. Grosscup concludes: 

No examples like the modern Northern Paiute decoys, in which the entire back of the 

decoy is covered with skin, are known from Lovelock Cave, although one was recovered 

from Humboldt Cave (Grosscup, 1960, p. 55). 

Moreover, a sample of the type II decoys with total body covering is missing. Therefore, 

in order to give an example, Harrington is forced to present a modern stuffed decoy 

made by the Northern Paiutes. 

In other words, the eleven Lovelock Cave decoys are not of the same as those 

made by today’s Northern Paiutes 

However, we must consider the fact that the Lovelock Cave, despite certainly being 

the most important one, is not the only cave that provided us decoys dating 

back to that era. In other two caves located in the area of the Humboldt Lake (one of 

the various lakes in which the Lahontan Lake divided itself in its retreat), in fact, decoys 

and parts of decoys analogous to those found in the Lovelock Cave were brought to 

light. These are the caves of Humboldt and Ocala. 

Like for the first one, Heizer and Krieger write: 

One decoy, complete except for the head, and four specimens of twisted tule, which are 

probably decoy fragments, were recovered from the Humboldt Cave. The first specimen, 

45229, is shown in top view in plate 28 a. It was constructed quite like the modern 

Paiute duck decoys shown by Loud and Harrington (1929 pls. 33, 59), being made of 

unusually large tule culms bound into bundles of twos and threes and bent to simulate 

very realistically the rounded body of a waterfowl. At the tail end the culms were clipped 

off short. The tule foundation of this specimen is not covered with a skin or painted, but 

on it the blue-black feathers of a mud hen are glued in their natural position, and a few 

white feathers are stuck into the clipped ends of the tule culms to form an upright tail. 

A sharp wooden peg is thrust vertically into the body toward the front, and a head of 

tule must once have been pushed down on this peg. A mooring string makes a turn 

round a large culm at the front, is brought up to the peg, round which it makes two 

turns, then leads out again. (Heizer e Krieger 1956 p. 13) 
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Finds from the Humboldt Cave (Heizer and Krieger, 1956, Plate 28) 

Along with this decoy, four fragments of decoys were also found, two of which seemed 

to be heads, whereas the other two could have been tail parts. 

At the Ocala Cave 4 stuffed coot heads and one seagull head were found. 

Lastly, it is worth remembering that in 1912 (i.e. prior to the archaeological campaign 

of 1924, which brought to light the discovery of the famous basket), Loud had already 

collected many bird fragments: 

The bird remains found in the cavern are comprised of bones, bone artifacts, loose 

feathers, bundles of feathers, quills, stuffed heads and wearing apparel made from the 

skin of birds (Loud et Harrington 1929, p. 35). 
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As for the stuffed heads, Loud specifies: 

Duck decoy heads - (L.& H. 1929, plate 32) 

Plate 32 illustrates the method of stuffing the head of water birds with tule, probably 

for use as decoys. There were 24 such specimens ... The objects illustrated on plate 32 

were prepared by taking the skin from the neck of the bird up to the skull, which was 

either taken out as in the case of the geese and sprig, or broken into at its base in the 
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case of the merganser, in order to extract the brains. The beak was retained with the 

skin. The mandible was sometimes prevented from falling by tying it with a piece of 

split tule or cord passed trough the nostrils. Some of the incomplete specimens 

consisted only of these tied bills. The head was stuffed with grass to give the correct 

form. Inserted in this grass and bent to give the proper arch to the neck was a bundle 

of tule about 10 inches in length as a rule. A total was obtained of 48 more or less 

complete specimens of stuffed heads of birds, or of stuffing identical in every respect 

to that found with the heads. (Loud et Harrington 1929, p. 49) 

 Wooden duck’s beak, with mounting pivot 

Duck’s head in bulrush 

National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution 

Photo by NMAI Photo Services. 
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Studying the above-mentioned texts, one can deduce a few conclusions. 

First of all, the Indian hunters of the time were not limited to only one type of decoy, 

but rather used decoys of various kinds.But the most interesting aspect of this analysis 

is the assessment that the famous decoys of Lovelock, discovered in 1924 (the type I 

decoy), are neither the classical stuffed version (i.e. either stuffed with tule or realized 

by covering a skillfully fashioned core made of tule with an intact animal skin), nor 

simple decoys made of reeds. Unfortunately, the study of these decoys has been 

conditioned by the trend of both ethnologists and archeologists to frame these findings 

in a wider historical context and by the rush that other researchers showed in 

establishing an analogical linkage with the corresponding material in use among today’s 

Indian populations (e.g. Loud and Harrington 1929, Steward 1941, Wheat 1967 Heizer 

and Krieger 1970, Fowler 1990, Hill and Hill 1994). 

The decoy collector has a more meticulous vision of the findings; therefore, 

unfortunately, our conclusions do not coincide with those presented by those 

respectable experts. In the case of the above-mentioned decoy, on the contrary, we 

derived the impression that it was a sophisticated variant of a bulrush decoy, where 

only the feathers and the plumes, the only parts of the animal, are fixed or tailed to the 

substratum. The use of colors, too, contributes to the originality of this object. 

Therefore it would be useful to understand what was the reason for such an elaboration 

which was much more costly in terms of time compared to other solutions 

(manufacturing cost vs benefit from use). Keeping in mind that the stuffed bird is the 

most efficient non-living decoy that can be used to entice game (together with the 

recently-killed fresh animal), the Indians, too, may have been bothered by the high 

perishability of the classical stuffed birds, which were exposed to the wet and humidity 

and hardly survive one hunting season (in the North American archeological and 

entomological literature we didn’t meet any mention of the use of heat or other 

procedures in order to improve the longevity of the skins; see by comparison Aitinger, 

p. 88). The contruction of a decoy that, on the one hand, uses the parts of the bird that

are less subject to decay (feathers and plumes) and, on the other hand, can be repaired,

may have led them to prefer this kind of decoy, which is surely more laborious to create,

but is also likely more durable.
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On the other hand, the decreased resemblance of the reproduction of the “Lovelock” 

decoys, as compared to the decoys covered in skin and feathers, is not likely to have 

compromised the efficacy of the former, given the scarce acumen of the ducks. On this 

last issue, it is almost inevitable to ask why feathers have been used for the white parts 

of the decoy, instead of a painted color. Perhaps the decoy manufacturers of that time 

did not have a white color that could adhere to the rush and that was resistant enough 

to water. 

In conclusion, we strongly believe that these exceptional findings deserve a deeper 

analysis, compared to what has been done until now. 

Painted decoys finished and unfinished 

National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian 

Institution 

 Photo by NMAI Photo Services. 
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Painted decoys finished 

National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution 

Photo by NMAI Photo Services. 

Unfortunately, it is still difficult to understand the human and technological context in 

which these decoys were developed. Probably, reasons linked to the environment or to 

socio-cultural patterns may have contributed to that specific evolution. Regrettably, the 

recent exploitation of the guano deposits previously created inside the cave didn’t favour 

their investigation.. On this theme, Heizer and Napton (1970) write: 

It is probably fair to say that the guano mining activities in 1911 nearly destroyed 

Lovelock Cave as an archaeological site. 

Therefore, we can only rely on hypotheses. Much has been written on this subject (and 

often without the necessary scientific caution), but in reality we know very little about 

the hunting habits of those ancient populations, and especially about their hunting 

techniques for water birds. For example, it would be interesting to understand whether 

they hunted on the lake with rush boats, whether they used nets (which ones?) or 
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traps *) to catch birds (a bulk of traps is in pit 12!), or exactly how the decoys were 

used (see Tonelli 2007). How the ancient Paiute could have hunted for aquatic waterfowl 

is described, for example, in a Beechey’s report (1836) on one of his Pacific Coast 

expeditions. 

The country inhabited by the indians abounds with game …. Their method of taking 

ducks or geese and other wild fowl is equally ingenious. They construct large nets with 

bulrushes, and repair to such rivers as are the resorts of their game, where they fix a 

long pole upright on each bank, with one end of the net attached to the pole on the 

opposite side of the river to themselves. Several artificial ducks made of rushes are 

then set afloat upon the water between the poles, as a decoy, and the indians, who 

have a line fastened to one end of the net, and passed through a hole in the upper end 

of the pole that is near them, wait the arrival of their game in concealment. When the 

birds approach, they suddenly extend their net across the river by pulling up the line, 

and intercept them in their flight, when they fall stunned into a large purse in the net, 

and are captured. They also spread nets across their rivers in the evening, in order that 

the birds may get entangled in them as they fly (Beechey, p. 451). 

*) In a cave near Ocala, 14 miles to the south of the Lovelock Cave, a net with birds entangled 

in it was reported (Loud and Harrington 1929, p. 88) 

Unfortunately, the study of the habits of the modern Paiute populations has only a 

limited validity in order to clarify those of the ancient populations. We can only hope 

that, in the future, new archeological and ethno-anthropological discoveries may spread 

light on this theme (Smith et alii, 1983, p. 54-56). 

In conclusion, regardless of the limited nature of the available data, we are firmly 

convinced (at least on the basis of the material that we could examine) that this kind

of decoy presents a character of originality and laboriousness of construction 

that has only rarely been found in the context of the decoys made with bulrush. 
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National Museum of 

the American Indian, 

Smithsonian Institution 

LOVELOCK  decoys compilation

 Photos by NMAI  Photo  Services          
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GREEK AND ROMAN WORLD 

Dionysios Periegetes - Oppian from Cilicia 

The world of Greek and Roman hunting presents some peculiarities that merit an 

analysis. First, the usual categorizing of the physic world into air, soil and water is also 

reflected in the world of hunting, where live bird-catching, hunting for land animals and 

fishing are seen as distinct activities. Whereas the hunt for land animals is mostly 

praised as a form of physical, as well as a spiritual preparation for war, live bird-catching 

is generally regarded in the Greek world as an unbecoming activity (Anderson p. 20) 

and it is only occasionally tolerated. Plato, for example, condemns as idle both fishing 

and fowling and also the hunt for land animals that is practiced at night with laces and 

nets. In the Roman world, on the contrary, live bird-catching is more acknoledged, even 

though it is still relegated to the edge of the hunting world. 

Five treatises of that time pertain to hunting: these are the cinegetica by Xenophon, 

Grattius Faliscus, Flavius Arrianus, Oppian of Apamea (Syria) and Marcus Aurelius 

Olympius Nemesianus. The first three are Greek and the latter two are Latin; none of 

them discusses live bird-catching, neither do they hint at the use of decoys. Moreover, 

in treatises that are not specifically focused on hunting, such as the writings by Varro, 

Cato and Columella, or even the Naturalis Historia by Pliny the Elder or the Georgics by 

Vergil, live bird-catching is, in the space reserved in these text to hunting, either ignored 

or mentioned only in a very marginal way. 

To the best of our knowledge, there are only two annotations of the use of artificial 

decoys dating back to that period; one can find the first one in the Paraphrases by 

Eutecnius of the Ixeutica by Dionysios Periegetes, whose original version has been 

lost (of uncertain attribution, since the original work is sometimes attributed to Oppian 

of Apamea). The paraphrases probably date back to the second half of the V century, 

whereas the original work, if effectively written by Dionysios Periegetes, was composed 

in the II century A. D. 

Below is an extract of the French translation by Bruno Sudan and co-authors (2009): 
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...On fabrique une oie en bois, on l'attache à un jonc au milieu de l'étang et on la laisse 

dériver. Les autres oies s'assemblent autour d'elle, la frappent et la chassent comme 

un individu étranger à leur group. Alors le chasseur, qui est caché dans une cabane et 

qui tient à la main un mince fil, ramène à terre l'oie de bois. Les autres, croyant qu'elle 

s'enfuit, la suivent, quitte à se retrouver, dans leur poursuite, prises dans les filets. Le 

chasseur tire alors sur les perches, redresse son filet et enferme d'un seul coup toutes 

les oies qui nageaient autour de l'oie de bois...... 

Antonio Garzya (1963), too, offers a Latin translation as well: 

Anseribus capiendis etiam alius dolus excogitatus est: ligno anserem fabricatur auceps, 

quem fune alligatum in palude immotum continet; hunc circa congregantur anseres 

impugnantesque rostro veluti alienum a grege abigunt. Auceps in attegia conditus tenui 

funicolo ad terram ligneum anserem trahit; illi vero fugientem quasi insequuntur, et ubi 

intra retia persequendo devenerint, perticas auceps attrahit, erectumque rete omnes 

simul anseres circum lignum natantes obvolvit. (Dionisius, De aucupio III, 23) 

For the ducks, they use another trick: having made a wooden duck and having bound 

it with a rope, it is left alone in a pond, and the ducks gather themselves around it 

and peck at it as if they would expel it as foreign to their group. The hunter, hidden in 

a shack, drags the wooden duck by means of a light rope towards the ground. The 

others (true ducks, tn) thinking that it is escaping, follow it, until, behind it, they find 

themselves inside the nets. Then, the hunter pulls the perch and lifts the net and 

wraps up all the ducks that swim around the wooden one. 

The second mention comes from Oppianus from Cilicia ( II century C.E.), who, when 

talking about birds indicated by the name of Catarrhactes *), writes: 

Catharractas imaginibus piscium super tabulas positis capiunt. Nam dum impetu in illas 

ceu vivos pesces feruntur, illisi pereunt. Oppianus (from: Ulyssis Aldrovandi, 

ornithologiae, 1637, liber XIX, De Catharracta, Capiendi ratio) 

Catharractas grab the images of fishes posed on the tables. And then, when they throw 

themselves with impetus against them, as if they were live fishes, they perceive the 

impact. Oppianus 

*) difficult to identify (this information is analyzed in further detail under the entry Gessner) 
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THE MIDDLE-AGES 

At the end of the Greek and Roman period, a centuries-long void followed (Lindner, 

1955), without any relevant contribution to the hunting literature. However, Linder 

(1955) emphasizes the existence of several dissertations on hunting in the Islamic 

cultural world, which was really flourishing at that time; that work is scarcely known to 

us, but it probably greatly influenced the first European writers who authored treatises 

on hunting. Byzantine literature also could have been a relevant source of information. 

However, one must wait until the Middle Ages to encounter European treatises on 

hunting once again. 

Annotation II 

In the Middle Ages, hunting is an element of primary importance in the social life of the 

feudal world and soon becomes a privilege of the small dominant class. Hunting is 

essentially an activity of the nobility and therefore is focused on falconry and important 

furred game. On the contrary, fowling, as Roi Modus (1486) highlights, is an activity 

and an entertainment for the poor: 

Le roi modus monstra lordõnance et la maniere de faire esquelz a trestous désduitz, et 

sont communs Car combien quilz soyent ottroyes pour les poures qui ne peuent avoir 

chyens ny oiseauix pour chasser et voller, sont de telz q tous se y peuent esbatre et 

prendre grant plaisance et délit. Et les poures qui se de ce se viuent y prenuent aussi 

grant plaisance, et pource quil y prennẽt leur vie en euix délectất, sont ilz appeles 

déduitz aux poures. ( Le livre du Roy Modus et de la Reine Racio, 1520, Pour prendre 

oyseaux, fueil. lvv viii ) 

Roi Modus demonstrated to all the order and manner to perform those hobbies, and 

they are common; because, even if they are left to the poor that cannot have dogs and 

birds to hunt and fowl, they are such that all can enjoy themselves and have great fun 

and pleasure. And the poor that live from that obtain great pleasure and since they 

devote to them their life, getting passionate about them, they are called pleasures for 

the poor. 
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The first texts from the Middle Ages appear in the XII century and, except a pair 

of texts, among which the De arte bersandi by Guicennas, are exclusively devoted 

to falconry and to the healing of sick birds: this literary stream will culminate in 

the subsequent century with the publication of the extraordinary De arte venandi 

cum avibus by Federico II, emperor of the Holy Roman Empire (around 1240). It is 

only  towards the end of the XIII century and during the XIV century that we find 

the first great essays systematically devoted to hunting, such as the Livre du Roi 

Modus, Le Livre de Chasse by Count Gaston Phoebus,  the Libro de los animales que 

caçan by King Alfonso X of Castiglia and Le livre des déduits di Gace de La 

Buigne,. This literary movement progressively expands to include Northern Europe, 

particularly England and Germany. Unfortunately there was no mention of 

hunting decoys in these treatises.   

*) The most well-knonwn texts are the Ghatrif treaties and the Moamin, Arab texts which have 

their roots into the Persian, Hindu, Babylonian, Byzantine and Greek hunting cultures, beyond 

obviously the Arab one (Viré and Möller, p.15). Composed around the VIII and the IX century, 

respectively, they were translated into Latin and diffused in Europe in the XIII century. 

 Da:  Petrus von Crescens , Opus ruralium, 1304 
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Annotation III 

However, one must not assume that live bird-catching was unknown in the early Middle 

Ages. For example, a fragment of a canticle dating back to the beginning of the X 

century, the Waltharilied, clearly refers to that type of hunting. The Waltharilied is a 

chanson de geste composed around 930 and attributed to Ekkeardo I, abbot of the 

Abbey of St. Gallen. The text comes from an ancient German poem written by an 

unknown author, presumably composed in the 5th century, when the Huns invaded 

Europe. Waltarius of Acquitania, a Visigoth prince, escapes captivity from the court of 

the Huns and hunts using this method while hiding from enemies chasing him: 

Waltharius fugiens, ut dixit, noctibus ivit, 

Atque die saltus arbustaque densa requirens 

Arte accersitas pariter capit arte volucres, 

flow by forming b 

Nunc fallens visco, nunc fisso denique ligno 

Ast ubipervenit, qua flumina curva fluebant, 

Immitens hamum rapuit sub gurgite praedam (Ekkehart I, pag. 48) 

Walther fugitive, as I told, traveled by night 

and during the day sought thick woods and scrubs 

enticed with cunning and at the same time captured with ability birds 

either fooling with lime, or instead with klobe *) 

then when he arrived where the rivers ends, 

by throwing the hook captured the prey in eddys 

*) klobe (german word meaning cleft stick): two wooden sticks bound together, which are 

maneuvered with a rope and which are tightened suddenly at the very moment in which a bird 

settles on one of them, allowing the hunter to capture it. It is a hunting technique that was 

mainly practiced in the German world. (Lindner, 1959) 
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Source: Le livre du Roy Modus 1839 

The “Klobe” was usually employed with the help of acoustic decoys (human or 

artificial whistle) and sometimes with the aid of birds, either live or dead or stuffed 

(see Bechstein p.149 

For a very deep and exhaustive presentation of the “Klobe”, it is advisable to see the 

relevant contribution of Cristoph Gasser (2016) in Das Kunst-, Weydny- oder 

Vogelbuch des Jodok Oesenbry. 
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ROY MODUS - Anonymus - XIV sec. 

Probably the the Norman nobleman Henry de Ferrières (or Henri de Ferrers) is the 

person behind the pseudonym of Roi Modus, author of Les livres du Roi Modus et de la 

Royne Racio. Of the two books, one is devoted to the hunt (Livre de chasse), the other 

to the Black Death (Songe de pestilence). Even though the original version is missing, 

many copies of this book are available. According to Tilander (p. 16), the original book 

was written between 1354 and 1377. 

There are no clear quotations regarding the use of decoys in the Livre de chasse. 

However, in the chapter devoted to the capture of the sparrowhawk, we can read the 

following: 

Cy devise la maniere et comment on prens esperviers a la perche (Chapitre ii) 

… et les cordeaux si peu amorses es oches quels cheent voulentiers se lespervier se 

siert dedas / puis fay ton pelcon des deux deliees verges en la maniere q tu le vois en 

hault / es deux verges aura lie ung peu de mousse ou une huette si sera et aura environ 

elle ung peu de plumet et au meilleul de cest arsson aura lie une ligne dequoy le bout 

sera port loing / et celui qui le gectera sera au bout du cordel enfeullolé. Et sil veoit 

lespervier il tirera a soy tout bellement la ligne et au laissee aller la huvette se braouellra 

des helles et qunat lespervier la verra il viendra flactir emmy les ftans / ainsi sont prins 

les esperviers a la perche (Le livre du Roy Modus, s.d., p. feuillet. lvvvi, chapitre ii) 

Here is debated about the way and how to take the sparrowhawks on a perch 

… and the little ropes weakly inserted in the notches so that they easily fall if the 

sparrowhawk sets in the interior/ then create your trap with the two untied rods, so 

that you can look up / and to the two rods you will have bound some moss and there 

will be an owl and around it there will be some feathers and in the middle of this arch 

you will have bound a rope, whose end is far away / and one who watches it remaining 

hidden will be at the end of the rope, covered in leaves. And if he sees the sparrowhawk 
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he will slowly pull the rope and when it is released the owl will shake its wings and when 

the sparrowhawk will see it, he will come to rush against the nets / so the sparrowhawk 

are captured with the perch. 

 from: Livre du Roy Modus et de la Royne Ratio (1839), feuillet cxxij 

That indication on the use of moss and feathers clearly recalls the technique used for 

the capture of peregrine falcons described by Albertus Magnus (see p. 52), where a 

visual decoy that simulates the prey is set next to the owl. 
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CURIOSITY  -  Roy Modus 

The Roy Modus advices two methods to entice birds. In the first one, he suggests 

attracting the pheasants toward the trap with some wheat, then, in order to make them 

enter in, one should mount a large mirror equipped with a little tab bound to the cage, 

so that when the pheasant bumps into the mirror, the cage closes and traps him. 

According to Roy Modus, the male pheasant, when in couple with a female, does not 

tolerate the presence of another male. (“Faisans sont de telle nature, que le masle ne 

peut souffrir en sa compagnie autre masle; mais s’entrechassent, & courent fus, les uns 

aux autres”). Confusing his own image in the mirror with that of another male pheasant, 

he attacks it with resolution by clashing against the mirror. (Roy Modus, 1486, pp. 97-

98) 

from:  Le livre du Roy Modus, 1839 
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The second method is used for hunting larks, partridges, woodcocks, snipes, waterfowl 

and many other types of birds and it is put in practice by three huntsmen. One of them 

brings round the neck a cilindric container, full of sand and gravel, in which it has been 

inserted a larg rove, drenched in suet. Once this has been lit, the man proceeds by 

ringing a bell and at the sight of a bird he shackes it frantically, so that the other two 

men are warned and can capture it with their nets. In fact, as Roy Modus reports, it is 

frequent that, when the bird sees fires near him, he raises the wing against it (“Et 

abbient souvent que quant l’oysel voit le feu près de luy, que il liève l’aesle contre le 

feu”), (Roy Modus, 1486, pp. 104-105)    

 from:  Le livre du Roy Modus, 1486 
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ALBERTUS MAGNUS – XIII century 

Albertus Magnus (ca. 1200 - 1280), philosopher, theologian, law scholar, historian, 

naturalist, awarded the title of Doctor Universalis, bishop of Regensburg (Germany), 

was an author of countless works. One opera is entitled De animalibus libri XXVI 

(unknown date); of which several paraphrasic re-editions from the following centuries 

are in existence. Among these, that of Hermann Stadler is acknowledged to be the most 

accurate (1920). 

In treating life habits of birds, Albertus says: 

… Sed imitantur civilitatem in habitatione congregata et defenssione communi, sicut 

grus et anas et sturnus, propter quod decipiuntur ab aucupibus talia animalia: positis 

enim quibusdam suae speciei avibus vel imaginibus avium iuxta retia statim adveniunt 

ad cohabitandum illis et in retibus concluduntur… (Stadler, 1. Band, Buch I, p.22) 

… But they are politely reunited in flocks to live and to defend themselves together, like 

the crane and the duck and the starling, for this reason such animals are fooled by 

fowlers: in fact, posed some birds of the same species or figures of birds near the nets, 

they suddenly come to stay with them and they are trapped in the nets… 

Albertus devotes much attention to falcons and on the theme of peregrine falcons he 

writes: 

Uno namque communi modo fere in omnibus terris capiuntur ita quod rete disponitur 

patulum ita quod faciliter cum corda convertitur super id quod interderit auceps et ante 

illud extenditur corda cui alligatur rubeus lanarius quem vulgo sweimer vocant, et ad 

cordam dependentem ad eam extensa corda alligatur avis vel laneum aut pilosum 

aliquid simile avi ita quod quando corda extensa trahitur et concutitur ab aucupe, 

videtur sweimerius avem insequi ad praedandum; et haec corda saepe sic concutitur, 

quod videns falco qui forte perinde peregrinatur, in impetu descendii intendens praedam 

lanario praeripere et sic deceptus cadit in rethe (Stadler, 1 Band, Buch XXIII, p.1462) 
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In fact they are caught (the peregrine falcons, en) in all the countries approximately in 

the same manner, either by preparing a large net or because (the peregrine falcon, en) 

is easily enticed with a rope over what the fowler has prepared, and before it a rope is 

stretched to which is attached a red lanner (falcon) that people call sweimer and 

sequentially to it a bird or something woolly and hairy similar to a bird is bound in 

suspension with a rope, so that, when the second rope is pulled and shaken by the 

fowler, the sweimer is seen as if it is chasing the bird about to be captured; and that 

rope is frequently shaken, so that in particular the falcon that wanders by chance sees 

it and in the impetus of the dive while he attempts to steal the lanner’s prey, fooled in 

this way he falls into the net. 

Later, under the heading of Gallus sylvestris *) we can read: 

Haec avis fatua est et facile decipitur. Si enim pannus albus quadrangulus inter quatuor 

virgas vel baculos indeflexibiliter distensus pictum in se fasianum rubei coloris praeferat, 

tantum fasianus miratur picturam quod non advertens venatorem retrorsum in rete 

contruditur adhuc longe praeparatum. Rete etiam per modum dictum quadrangulum 

erigitur et baculo sustentatur ita quod levi motu cadere potest, et in baculo sustentante 

corda est sub nive vel foliis ad latibulum protensa aucupis et sub illo retis cibus avenae 

qui est pabulum fasiani ponitur et super congregatos ibi fasianos rete deicitur (Stadler, 

2. Band, Buch XIII, p.119)

This bird is a fool and it is easily caught. In fact, if a square white cloth stretched with 

strength between four canes or sticks or exhibits (the figure of) a pheasant, painted in 

red colour, the pheasant is so astonished by the painting that it does not perceive the 

hunter behind him and is pulled into the net prepared a long time in advance for this 

moment. Moreover, the quadrangular net is erected according to what has been said 

before and is supported with a stick so that it could fall for a light movement, and the 

rope sustaining the stick is stretched under the snow or the leaves towards the hiding 

place of the hunter and under it (the stick) is posed some oat, which is the fodder of 

the pheasant and the net is thrown over the pheasants collected there. 

*) black cock or black grouse 
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Annotation  IV 

Tetraonidae are a sub family of Phasianidae that includes the 
genres Tetrao and Lyrurus. To the first one belongs the Tetrao 
urogallus or capercaille (gallo cedrone euroasiatico Ita., Auerhahn 
Ger., grand coq de bruyère Fr.) and to the second one  the 
Lyrusus tetrix or black grouse or blackcock (fagiano di monte 
eurasiatico Ita., Birkhahn Ger., faisan de montagne ou coq de 
bruyère à queu forchue Fr.). This distinction was categorized by 
Linnaeus in 1758. However, even if the distinction between these 
two varieties of birds was already known by the ancient Greek 
(Aristotle, Athenaeus), much confusion appears in the following 
centuries also for their denomination in the romance languages 
and in the various dialects (see for example Pliny the Elder, 
Albertus Magnus, Gessner, Aldrovandi, Buffon). 
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PETRUS DE CRESCENTIIS – 1304 

The use of artificial decoys during hunting was first mentioned in the medieval literature 

by Petrus De Crescentiis (Pietro de Crescenzi) of Bologna (Italy), writer and agronomist. 

His extensive treatise on agriculture, the Liber ruralium commodorum, comprises 12 

books, the tenth of which focuses on hunting (Crescentiis 1304). In the last section of 

this book a specific reference is made to the use of stuffed decoys. 

...In hoc spatio vacuo tenentur columbi et turtures aliqui excaecati vel habentes 

palpebras supra oculos, ne aliquid videant, cum filo ligatas; vel stant ibi aves 

excorticatae aliquo stramine repletae, habentes caput integrum et virgam parvam loco 

crurium, qua stant recte, ut videantur vivae. Pro parvis aviculis ponitur ibi guvetta, ad 

quam videndam libenter veniunt, vel tenentur ibi aviculae parvae filo alligatae, ad quas 

aliae parvae accedunt. Ancipitres etiam et falcones causa rapiendi descendunt. 

Aucupator autem nusquam exspectare debet, quod aliqua avis accedens se in terram 

deponat; sed cum prope fuerit, trahere funem debet et avem volantem ad terram 

prosternere ipsamque capere... (Crescentiis, Liber X, 17 Qualiter aves cum retibus 

capiuntur) 

Within this space both doves and turtledoves are kept, some blinded or with their upper 

eyelids bound by string as not to see; or there may be birds which have been hollowed 

out and stuffed with hay, with their head intact and a small twig in place of the claws, 

in order to remain upright as if alive. And to entice smaller birds either a little owl is 

employed, at the sight of which the small birds close in, or else small birds may be tied 

down with string next to which other small birds will come. Even sparrowhawks and 

falcons descend to try to take them. The fowler must never wait for the incoming bird 

to land; once the bird is close, he must pull the string and hit the bird in flight and 

capture it. 
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Also in the paragraph devoted to the capture of ducks, stuffed ones are likely to be 

mentioned: 

In rethis loco sint duo vel plures anseres domestici silvestribus simile duobus pali / culis 

alligati et duo scorticati similiter si velis – ut illuc silvestres confidentius veniant 

( Crescentiis, Liber X, 17 Qualiter aves cum retibus capiuntur ) 

In the place of the net there are two or more domestic ducks, similar to the wild ones, 

bounded by the tail to two sticks and, if you like. in the same way two skinned ones 

(stuffed?) – so that the wild ducks come with greater confidence.  

  Duck hunting ( from: Petrus de crescensus zu teutsch mit figuren ) 
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The Ruralia Commoda were translated in many other languages, especially in Italian, 

French and German, often with a high degree of incompleteness and approximation. 

    f rom the  "Livre des proffitz champestres et ruraulx" by Pietro de' Crescenzi 
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ANONYMUS  -  1450 

The University Library of Munich in Germany possesses an anthology of manuscripts 

composed around 1450 by an unknown author and which probably includes all the 

information available in German hunting liiterature at that time. One of those is a 

treatise indexed as Anonymous: " Vogelfang und Hasensuche " (catching of birds and 

catching of the hare), in which we read: 

...vnd zu obresst in den pavm mach ain spen vder zbo mitt toten fogeln, dan füll dy 

pälg aus, also // machtt du auch chlain vogll vnd gros oder wo pirchkhan ain vall haben 

fachen, ban du nur guett spen vnd lochvogell hasst // (Lindner, 1959, p. 22). 

 … and on the top of the tree make up one or two decoys (spen *) with dead birds, 

then fill the skins, put big and little birds where the black grouses perch, that you 

capture only if you have good stuffed and call birds. 

*) spen: see Dalby, 1965, p. 208 

        Gallus sylvestris,  from Thierbuch Aberti Magni 
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CURIOSITY   -  1455 

In his Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus (1455) Olaus Magnus, a Swedish 

ecclesiastic, describes a peculiar hunting technique, which enables the fowler/fisher to 

catch both birds and fishes during the same hunting session. Here is the description:  

Imago igitur superioris hominis, duobus officiis, exercitiisque notatur, aucupis videlicet, 

& piscatoris. Aucupis, ob maximum aquatilium avium multitudinem, anatum, fulicarum, 

& mergorum: quae aequo eventu, laboreque super caput callide rapiuntur, ut inferius 

pisces in aquis. Eliguntur ad hoc perficiendum aridi fungi betulini ligni, quos maximos 

ea regio gignit: qui per vadosas aquas proiiciuntur, ut vagantes aves sint securiores. 

Auceps autem magno fungo, uti gales, caput contectus, ac mentotenus stagnum 

ingressus, insidias eis ut struat, ad volucrum natantium agmen progreditur: hae viso 

fungo capiti aucupis imposito, persuasum sibi habentes, unum esse ex reliquis 

natantibus, appropinquantes manu ipsus aucupis intercipiuntur (De aestiva Piscatione, 

& Aucupio – Liber XX -  Cap. XI) 

from: Olaus Magnus, Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus 
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Then one notes the appearance of a tall man, with a double function, that is with the 

tasks of fowler and fisher. As fowler for the enormous number of water birds, of coots 

and mergansers: which are kidnapped with cunning over his head with equal success 

and effort as the fishes are caught from below. To accomplish it, dry mushrooms of the 

birch wood have been chosen, which are produced in great amount in that region: which 

are dispersed on shallow water, so that wandering birds feel safer: but the fowler with 

a big mushroom, by using a headgear that hides the head and the chin, enters in the 

pond to prepare traps for them and goes ahead towards the flock of water birds: these 

birds, having seen the mushroom posed on the head of the fowler, believing to be alone 

among them and to be the only ones among the remaining natant beings, come nearer 

and are caught with the hand by the fowler himself.     

Below, a sophisticated kind of bird call (for swans): 

 from: Olaus Magnus, Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus 
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DOMENICO LOREDAN - 1504 

In 1504 Domenico Loredan left in his Will “a Damian mio zovene le mie rede con i suo 

fornimenti e tuti oxeli scortegadi et forme exceto uno par de redi darcaze et uno par 

da Totani cum i suoi fornimenti et scortegadi i qual voio che abia Zorzi mio schiavo. 

Lasso al dito Damian la mia barcha pescaressa et chel sia tegnudo pregar per lanema 

mia” (3) 

(3) 1504. 27 agosto. Atti de Gratarolis Pasino, busta Guglielmi (di) Pietro, 174, IV.

(From: Cecchetti, p. 54)

In 1504 Domenico Loredan left in his Will “to Damiano my young (son ?) my nets with 

their harness and the skinned birds (stuffed ?) and shapes (wood or reed decoys ?), 

except one for the nets for curlews (arcaze) and one for redshanks with its harness; I 

want my slave Zorzi to have these. I leave to the aforementioned Damiano my fishing 

boat and that he will have to pray for my soul” (3). 

(3) 1504. 27 agosto. Atti de Gratarolis Pasino, busta Guglielmi (di) Pietro, 174, IV.

(From: Cecchetti, p. 54)

This document, that is however written in the vulgar language, uses the term “shapes” 

not only in the sense of silhouette, mold, but also it is explicitly differentiated from the 

term “skinned”; hence, it allows us to suppose that we are talking about not animal 

artificial decoys. 

STATUTA CRIMINALIA BRIXIAE - 1429 – 1508 

In the Middle-Ages, starting from the XI century, many municipalities, mostly in 

Northern Italy, emancipated from the feudal condition and organized themselves freely. 

The statuta civitatis collected both the laws emanated from the Municipality and the 

written local habits, often in disagreement with the imperial law. Among these, there 

are the statuta criminalia, which included the criminal laws. In those of the City of 

Brescia, on the theme of the protection of the owners of pigeons against poaching, we 

read that all those who are caught having with them a pigeon, dead or alive, or even 

something made similar to a pigeon, are subject to punishment (repertus fuerit 

secū habere aliquē colūbū vivū:vel mortuum:vel etiam aliquid factum in forma columbi, 

Statuta Civitatis Brixiae, p.230). 
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CONRAD GESSNER - 1555 

From 1551 to 1558, the Swiss physician and naturalist Conrad Gessner or Gesner 

(1516-1565), also availing himself with the contribution of other authors and several 

correspondents, publishes the encyclopedic work Historia animalium in six volumes. The 

third volume, “Avium natura”, is devoted to birds. This latter chapter describes 217 birds 

and occasionally hints at the methods used to capture them. The Historia, a very 

successful opera, was re-elaborated and translated several times (in particular in 

German). In the “Avium natura” there are several suggestions of the use of artificial 

call. However, a caveat is necessary here: Gessner, as well as Aldrovandi some years 

later, freely took inspiration and material from the writings of Albertus Magnus for his 

encyclopedic work (see the word of caution in the box on page 62). 

In the part devoted to crows ("De Cornice"), Gessner writes: 

Sunt qui ut cornices & graculos alliciant, cum uiuis alleciatricibus carent, pelles 

occisarum materia aliqua farcitas, ut uiuentiu speciem referant, exponant. (Gessner, 

1555, p. 311:40) 

There are some people who, lacking live decoys to entice crows and rooks, expose 

(mount) skins of dead (birds), stuffed with whatever material, in order to capture live 

species. 

Moreover, on duck hunting he writes: 

Etliche vögel brauchend mit jrer beywonung und gemeinen versamlung ein burgerliche 

zucht: darumm werdend sy leychtlicher von den weidleüten betrogen: daň so man 

etliche vögel jres gschlächts / oder nun gemacht bildtnussen der selbigen /zu den 

garnen stelt / kommend sy zu jnen / und werdend denn gefangen / als der Kranch / die 

Ent / der Starr / und dergleychen (Gessner et Hüsli, 1557, cap. XXIX: Von den Enten). 
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Some birds, with the habit of living together and gathering, adopt an ordered behavior; 

therefore, they are more easily fooled by the hunters; then, in fact, they put near the 

nets some birds of the same species or figures *) of them and the birds are caught. So, 

it happens for the crane, the duck, the starling and similar birds. 

*) Bildnis (-se): Picture, figure, effigy 

Later on, in a chapter devoted to seagulls, we read: 

Den Catarrhactem *) fahet man mit fischen / so man auff ein tafele gemalet hat: dann 

dieweyl sy mit macht darauf als auff läbendige Fisch schiessend / stössend sysich selbs 

zu tod / sagt Oppianus. Ich hören dass man etliche Meeben im Rheyn auch also betriege 

/ dass man sy namlich mit einer taflen / daran ein Meb gemalet seye / fahe. (Gessner 

et Hüsli, 1557, cap. CLXXVII: von mancherley Weben: Von den Meerweben) 

The Catarrhactes is captured with fishes / that have been painted on a table: 

consequently, the bird flings itself forcefully over it and deadly crashes against it / as 

Oppiano says. I have heard that some seagulls are also fooled near the Rhein / i.e. that 

they are captured with a table / on which another seagull has been painted. 

This observation is taken from Oppiano from Cilicia (see chap. the Greek and Roman 

world) 

*) The term Catarrhactes has given origin to a terminological debate. Some authors, 

like the above-mentioned Samuel Oedmann (see Kongl. Swenska Wetenskaps 

Academiens, Untersuchung über den Vogel Catarrhactes der alten Autoren, Stockholm; 

1786), believe that the Catarrhactes mentioned by Oppiano from Cilicia for various 

reasons was in reality a pelican (Pelecanus Bassanus). On the other hand Pliny **) 

classifies it as a Diomedeide (albatross, en), whereas Gessner uses this term to indicate 

a seagull (Larus Parasiticus), as it can be deduced by the following passage found in the 

same chapter: 
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Catarrhactes mag villeicht der vogel seyn / so von Frieslenderen ein Seemew genennt 

wirt / welcher der grössest ist im Webengschlächt / garnach dem Weyhen änlich: 

welcher todten schelme /auch mensche cörpel isset: und so er hunger hat / raubet er 

auch die Enten... 

Maybe the Catarrhactes is that bird / so the seagull is called by the Frisis / which is the 

greatest among all species of gulls / almost similar to the kite: that craves the dead / 

it also eats human corpses when hungry / and preys ducks … 

**) see Aldrovandi, 1603, p.84 

We are left with the doubt, in our opinion, that given the hunting characteristics of the 

bird, we are actually talking about merganser. 

Annotation V - THE MERGANSER 

The propension of the merganser to crash his own head in the rush to catch 
fishes and water animals has also been mentioned by Eugenio Raimondi 
(1621) in his work Le caccie delle fiere The hunt for beasts ( Della caccia del 
mergo/On the hunt for the merganser, chap. XIIII, p. 192): 

It is nice to see this bird catching fishes, and mostly when he catches the 
octopus. The octopus, who just exited from the sea and stays with one 
hundred mouths attached to a rock, a reef, and never changes its original 
color. When the merganser sees it, goes down to nourish his ravenous furor: 
then, the miserable is from one hundred feet from the octopus hit by a rock, 
which in the end falls in the sea, and he fatally regrets of his ravenous, 
limitless and stupid appetite, because he is killed. And in this way the 
unhappy merganser is dead. 
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TITO GIOVANNI SCANDIANESE - 1556 

Tito Giovanni Ganzarini, also known as Tito Giovanni Scandianese (1518-1582), an 

Italian scholar, publishes in 1556 “I quattro libri della caccia” (“The four books of 

hunting”). In the fourth book, regarding the hunt for turtle doves, he writes: 

E egli d’Estinte Tortore la pelle 

Piena di paglia in le campagne adatta, 

E poi le reti sue pregiate e belle 

Intorno al gioco vagamente appiatta. 

Ecco da longi alhor si veggon quelle 

Volarne in frotta, e ei l’agile e atta 

Rete quando le vede a se retira 

E quelle colte con diletto mira ( Scandianese, libro quarto, p.158) 

And he places the skin of extinct turtle doves 

Full of straw in open country side 

And then he sets out randomly round to the decoys spread 

his valuable and beautiful nets . 

It is now that you see them flying from far away 

In flocks and when he sees them 

He pulls towards himself the nimble and suitable net 

And looks with pleasure those he captured. 
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PIETRO ANGELI DA BARGA  -  1561 

In 1561, the Tuscan humanist Pietro Angeli da Barga (1517-1596), also called “Il 

Bargeo”, dedicates a short poem in latin to Francesco de Medici, in which he refers to 

how the use of live decoys at times is combined with the use of other decoys (most 

likely made of wood). 
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In it, he notes that to use of live decoys, it is sometimes associated the use of 

artificial decoys. 

Quin etiam multi tabulis ad retia pictis 

Exponunt similes imitati fraude volucres, 

Et passim nantes sinuoso in gurgite linquunt. 

Quas simul atque aliae forte inspexere, gregales 

Esse ratae, dum stagna super pigramque paludem 

Una omnes abeunt ad pascua nota volantes, 

Demittunt, sociasque ollis se protinus addunt. 

This short poem was translated in Italian in 1735 by G.B. Bergantini. However, 

Bergantini reserved himself ample freedom in the translation of the poem. 

Non vi manca chi tavole dipinte 

Tali imitanti per finzione augelli 

Ponga innanzi alle nasse e lasci intanto 

Che le casalinghe anitre diguazzino 

Come lor piace. Quando l'altre a caso 

Hanno queste guatate, divisando 

Sien lor compagne, mentre unite, a volo 

Vanno, e alla burchia, e passano di sopra 

Lo stagno, o l'acquitrino, calan presto, 

E fanno camerata, e ciancie insieme. (Bergantini, 1735, p. 21) 

Here is a more literal translation from our part. 

Moreover, many place painted tables to the nets, similar to birds, which are fooled 

by imitation, and they let them float without any order in the sinuous eddies. Then, 

the others together inspect them by chance and judge them as congeneric, whereas 

the birds, which all fly in flock over the ponds and the stagnant marsh towards the 

usual pastures, come down and immediately join themselves to those companions. 

It is not clear whether the sentence “et passim nanates sinuoso rigurgite linquunt” 

refers to live ducks, used as bait, as claimed by Bergantini, or to the “painted 

tablets” (where nantes has to be interpreted in the ample meaning of “that are 

moving” and not literally as “that are swimming” ), in which case one could suspect 

that they are floating decoys (Gasser 2006, personal communication). 
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CURIOSITY - 1592 

Jost (Jodocus) Amman (1539-1591), a Swiss-born (and later Nürnberg citizen in 

Germany) drawer, etcher and wood-engraver,  in his iconographic work “Künstliche / 

wolgerissene new Figuren von allerlai Jagt- und Weidwerck” presents a table entitled 

“Lupus cum Ansere deceptus” (wolf fooled by a duck), where a duck is used as a bait in 

the hunting of the wolf. 
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FRANCESCO SFORZINO CARCANO - 1568 

Francesco Carcano named Sforzino (approx. 1500 – 1580) , born in Milan but adopted 

by Vicenza, devoted all his studies to hunting topics. In 1568 he published in Venice the 

“Tre libri de gli vccelli da rapina” (Three books of prey birds). 

In Chapter X of the second book, by the title “On throwing chickens to the goshawk”, 

he writes: 

Non restarò di dire qui che chi avesse in vece di pollastra una pernice morta, overo uno 

stampo d’essa fatto con un sacchetto di sabbioni, al qual sia cusito sopra penne con 

l’ale e coda di pernice, imitandola quanto più si puote, e buttar questo a l’astore, molto 

meglio sarebbe, perchè meglio conoscerebbe la pernice viva. 

I won’t neglect to mention here, that who has in place of a pullet a dead partridge, i.e. 

a decoy made with it by a bag of sand, over which feathers, wings and a partridge tail 

have been sewn, so that it imitates the true one as much as possible, and then you 

throw this decoy to the goshawk, and that would be better, because it would better 

recognize the live partridge 

JOHANN COLER - 1599 

In 1599, Johann Coler or Johannes Colerus (1566-1639), a German Protestant 

theologian and preacher, wrote the “Calendarium perpetuum et sex libri oeconomici”. 

In the fifth book, “De venatoria”, where referrals and analogies to the work by Gessner 

are very frequent, decoys are mentioned in two chapters. 

Vom Kybitz*) und Weeben 

Man sol sie auch mit gemelden fangen / wie Gesnerus schreibet. Mit Fischen pfleget 

man sie auch zu fangen / wie denn alle andere Fischfressende Vogel / als Wasserhühner 

/ Ibis / Schneegans / Teucher / Wasserschwalben und dergleichen. Man malet Fische 

auf eine Taffel / und setzt sie an das Ufer des Wassers / darauff schiessen sie so 

geschwinde / dass die Köpfe daran zerstössen / unnd gefangen werde. (Coler, 1599, 

Das funffzehende Buch, Das LXIV. Capitel) 
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On grey-headed gulls and great black-headed gulls **) 

They (the gulls, en) can be captured also with paintings, as Gessner writes. They are 

also usually caught by using fishes/ as also all other fishpreying birds can be captured 

/ such as the coots/the ibises/ the snowgeese/ the mergansers/ the sea swallows / and 

the like. Fishes are painted on a tablet/ and then it is placed in the water by the shore/ 

they strike against it so rapidly / that they crack their heads against it / and they are 

captured. 

*) Kybit/Kybelit/oder Kywitz/Kybelitz/Larus (ibidem) 

**) tentative translation: name attributions to the different species of seagulls and related birds 

not only vary according to the author (see for example “Historiae animalium liber III qui est de 

Avium natura”, by Conrad Gessner), but also according to the various editions of the same 

author (such as Johann Coler). 

and also: 

Wie man Vogel mit gemelden fehet 

Wie man Füchse / Wölffe und etliche andere Thier mit gemelden uund bildern fehet / 

also werden auch etliche vogel mit gemelden oder gemalten bildern gefangen. Wenn 

sich die Rebhühner maussen / so kan man sie mit einen Spiegel / darinnen sie sich 

besehen/ fangen / so pfleget man sie auch sonsten mit gemalten Thieren in die netze 

zutreiben ... (Coler, 1599, Das funffzehende Buch, Das XX. Capitel) 

How to catch birds with paintings 

Like foxes and wolves, and other such animals that are caught by using paintings and 

images of the animals / so also birds are captured by employing paintings and painted 

images. When the partridges mute, they can be caught by using a mirror, in which they 

see themselves, otherwise they can be coaxed into the nets by using painted animals.... 
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Gemelden - Bilder 

In this text, the use of the two words gemelden (engl. painting) and bildern (engl. 

picture), apparently with the same meaning, is intriguing but evidently aimed to define 

two different objects. Let us examine why: 

The term Gemälde derives from middle high German (Mittelhochdeutsch) gemælde and 

from old high German (Althochdeutsch) gimâlidi and is used to indicate an image 

created on an adequate support, for example canvas or paper. Even though after the 

XV and the XVI century, following the rapid diffusion of oil painting, this term is mainly 

used to refer to a work created with this latter technique, it is worth noting that in the 

previous centuries (but sometimes also later) a wider meaning was attributed to the 

word gemälde (of drawing, not necessarily a colored one), by including in it, for 

example, also engravings on wood, copper or coins (DWB, Duden, v. bibliography). 

The term Bild (and the related term Bildnis), too, went through a similar mutation: in 

fact, it originally indicated a plastic opera and only later did it evolve to mean the 

representation of a plane image (DWB, Duden, v. bibliography). 

Generally speaking, it is useful to remember that, as Dalby (1965, p. VI) emphasizes, 

it is risky to attribute equal meaning to a medieval term and its modern counterpart. 

Overtime changes in meaning or in emphasis have often occurred. Therefore, it is not 

always possible to clearly differentiate the meaning of the two terms: at times one can 

deduce it from the context (in particular iconographic), while at other times it is difficult 

to discern. However, it should be pointed out that the two terms are used in the afore 

mentioned text to indicate different objects: it very likely refers to the term gemälde as 

the reproduction of a bird image on a flat surface (e.g. flat shapes in wood or metal), 

whereas the term bild stands for a 3-dimensional representation. 
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL IMAGES 

COLER - MARSILIUS FICINUS – PTOLOMAEUS 

Frequently, the hunting literature of the Middle-ages and of the Renaissance testifies 

that the use of painted reproductions of animals in order to either attract their live 

similars (e.g. the plovers) or adversaries (e.g. the owl), to frighten other animals (e.g. 

the sparrowhawk) or to fool them (e.g. the deer, the horse, the cow) was a relatively 

common technique used for hunting. A practice that sometimes transcended the usual 

boundaries of the hunting world as we will see in the next paragraph. Coler, again, 

mentions: 

Wie etliche mit Philosophicis Imaginibus viel Vogel fangen 

Mizaldus *) lehret / wie man ein Bild machen sol /das viel Vogel damit gefangen werden 

/ und setztet also / mache ein bildnis eines halben Rabens in ein ziehnen plech / in 

auffsteigung Primae faciei virginis, sagende: Es bleibe kein Rabe in dieser ganzen 

gegend / der nicht zu diesem Bilde komme / an welchen orth dasselbige wird begraben 

werden. Vergrabe darnach das bild / wohin du wilt / nur das es an einem freyen orte 

an der lufft geschehe / so wirstu wunder sehen … Hier aber ist auch diss in acht zu 

nehmen / das wenn man dieses oder dergleichen Magische Bildwerck formieren oder 

vergraben wil / so sol der Monden in ascendente seyn / mit guten aspecten der Planeten 

begabet / unnd dargegen von anblick böser sterne / und conjunction welche cadentes 
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seyn sollen / befreyet. Zu dem sol auch der Herre des ascendentis einem glückhaffrigen 

Gestirne zugefüget sein / etc. … Was von solchen Philosophischen bildern zu halten sey 

/ besihe Marsil.Ficinum lib. De triplici vita. (Coler, 1599, Das XXI. Capitel) 

How someone captures many birds with philosophical images 

Mizaldus teaches that you have to make a representation / with which many birds are 

caught / as a consequence, he states / realizes a reproduction of a half crow with a tin 

foil/ In the ascendent of the first house of the Virgo, he tells that no crow remains in 

the whole region / that does not come to this reproduction / in the place in which it is 

buried. Bury then the reproduction / where do you want / but this should happen in a 

place with open sky / so you will see miracles. Here you have to take into consideration 

/ that if you want to form or to bury this or similar magic reproductions, then the moon 

must be on the ascendant / Supported by favourable aspects of the planets / and on 

the other hand free from the aspect of unfavourable stars / and from conjunctions to 

the descendent … (What to think about such philosophical images / see the book De 

triplici vita by Marsilio Ficino (1489). 

*) Mizaldus (Antoine Mizauld) French physician and astrologist (1510 -1578) 

Coler (1599), quoting (and almost by copying and pasting the text of) Mizaldus (1566), 

tackles a relevant aspect of life in the Middle Ages that played a significant role in the 

culture of that time, i.e. that of astrology and magic in relation to the belief that stars 

have a profound influence on the life on earth. The selection of the right astral moment 

was essential to the successful outcome of any endeavor, according to the astrological 

thought of Ptolemaic-Islamic origin. However, it is worth suggesting that it would be 

more appropriate to interpret the term “philosophical image” used by Coler as 

“astrological image” and not as it would be intended in the present day. 

Coler also mentions an important astrological opera, the De triplici vita by Marsilius 

Ficinus, an Italian humanist, philosopher and astrologist (1433-1499), who writes: 
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Cap. XIII De virtute imaginum secundum antiquos atque medicinarum coelitus acquisita 

Ptolemaeus ait in Centiloquio rerum inferiorum efficies vultibus coelestibus esse 

subiectas,antiquosque sapientes solitos certas tunc imagines fabricare, quando planetae 

similes in coelo facies quasi exemplaria inferiorum ingrediebantur. Quod quidem Haly 

comprobat, ibi dicens utilem serpentis imaginem effici posse, quando Luna Serpentem 

coelestem subit aut feliciter aspicit. (Marsilio Ficino, 1489, Liber III, Cap. XIII: p. 1-6) 

Cap. XIII On the virtues acquired from the sky by the images and the medicines 

according to the Ancients 

Ptolemy says in the Centiloquio that the images of inferior things are subject to the 

vault of heaven, and the ancient wise men used to manufacture certain images when 

the planets were in the corresponding celestial houses as if (in this way they) entered 

in the inferior images. In reality, Haly **) confirms this, by saying that he can create a 

useful image of a snake when the moon enters into the celestial Serpent or opposes it 

favorably. 
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In his turn Marsilio Ficino refers to the great Ptolemy *), who in his work Centiloquio 

(a collection of 100 aphorisms devoted to astrology) writes: 

9. In generation and corruption earthly forms are subordinated to celestial;

wherefore they frame images, do then make use of them, by observing when

planets do enter into those constellations or forms (Ptolemy: Centiloquium:

aphorism number 9, transcribed and annotated by Deborah Houlding)

This collection of aphorisms is on occasion attributed to a Pseudo- Ptolemy, as the 

authorship of the opera is openly questioned. 

*) Claudius Ptolemy, Greek astronomer, geographer and mathematician, lived in the II century 

A. D.

**) Abû l-Hasan 'Alî ibn Abî l-Rijâl, commonly known as Haly,  Arab astrologist of the end of the

X century/beginning of the XI century.
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Annotation VI - Images as enticing devices 

Can reproduction of the image of a bird be considered a visual decoy as well as 

traditional 3D-decoys? If we consider the use of wooden shapes in the different 

countries (US, Italy, France, etc.), we should lean for yes. 

But consider the following example: 

Wolfgang Helmhard von Hoberg (1612-1688), author of a monumental work on 

domestic and agrarian economy, the Curious Georgic (1695-1715), writes on the topic 

of the hunt for the pheasant: 

… Oder es bedecket sich der Vogel-Fänger mit einem Tuch / worauf ein Fasan gemahlet 

ist / so wird ihme der Fasan nach und nach folgen / und nicht von ihme weichen / 

dadurch wird er dann heimlich mit dem Garn gefangen. 

Dann so man ein weiss viereckigt Tuch in eine leichte Rahm ausspannet / und ein Fasan 

darauf gemahlet wird/ so stellet man dasselbige auf / dass er des Vogelfangers nicht 

achtet / sondern also hinter sich in das Garn getrieben werden kann. 

Unweit davon wird ein Netz zugerichtet / also / dass das gemeldte eingespannte Tuch 

in dem Rahmen / welches zugerichtet worden / dass es leichtlich fallen möge. Hernach 

eine Schnur an einen Stecken gebunden / so unter dem Schnee oder Laub bis zu des 

Vogelfängers Hütte gezogen ist. 

Unter diesem Garn ist haber gesprenget / zu welchem die Fasanen fliegen / und also 

mit dem Garn überzogen werden. 

( Des Adelichen Land- und Feld-Lebens, dritter Teil, zwölftes Buch, S. 353) 

… or the fowler covers himself with a canvas in which a pheasant has been painted, so 

that the pheasant follows him and doesn’t go away, so that it is furtively caught in the 

net. 

Then you stretch a square white canvas on a light frame and you paint a pheasant on 

it, then you put the canvas so that the pheasant doesn’t notice the fowler, but on the 

contrary is guided behind it into the net. 
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Not far from there, a net is prepared, and then the painted and stretched canvas has 

been prepared so that it easily falls. Then a rope is tied to a stick, so that it is 

stretched under the snow or under the foliage, up to the hut of the fowler.  

Under this canvas, some oats has been shed, so that the pheasants fly towards it and 

then are covered by the canvas. 

It is apparent that is the image perceived by the bird to entice it, as well as in 

the case of the traditional decoy. Nor the material used to support the image 

does not seem to play any role in the enticement.  
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ULISSE ALDROVANDI - 1599 

Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522 – 1605), Italian naturalist and scientist, authored several 

publications, three of which were devoted to birds (Aldrovandi, 1599, 1600, 1603). It 

is an encyclopedic opera, in which Aldrovandi attempted to collect, although not 

selectively, that which had been written on ornithology from antiquity until present. 

Aldrovandi quotes as many as 595 authors (Aldrovandi, 1640). Below are some 

examples in which Aldrovandi mentions the use of decoys: 

on crows: 

Cardanus memorat se aliquando Cornices manu cepisse, cum inter carnes nucem 

vomicam miscuisset. Sunt qui alliciendas Cornices & Gracculos, cum uius 

allectatricibus careant, fictitias proponant pellibus occisorum tomento quodam farctis, 

ita vt viventium speciem referant ( Aldrovandi, 1599, p.741). 

Cardano *) tells that, if you ever mix nux vomica with meat, the crows will have been 

caught with the hands. There are people who, not having the possibility of enticing 

crows and rooks with live decoys, propose imitations made by skins of killed (birds), 

filled with some stuffing material, so that they imitate the feature of life (birds). 

*) matematician and Italian physician (1501-1576) 

and on rooks: 

Alij vero ad decipiendos Gracculos longe alio astu utuntur. Quosdam enim eorum pelle 

exuunt, pelles vero stramine implent, & ita concinnant, ut vivi Gracculi appareant. His 

alios alliciunt, qui cum suum genus ardentius aequo ament, ad mortuos illos studiose 

accurrentes, so in manus aucupum incidunt ( Aldrovandi, 1599, p.760). 

Others, indeed, act in a really craftier way. In fact, some remove their skins, fill the 

skins with true straw, and in this way they prepare them, so that they appear as live 

rooks. These entice the others, which, given that they rightly love more passionately 

their species, fly zealously to those dead, so that they fall into the hands of the 

fowlers. 
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The paragraphs devoted to doves demonstrate Aldrovandi’s lack of critical spirit in the 

text selection: 

Germani, teste Ornithologo Livias allectratrices faciunt, & vulgo vocant Locktuben, ut 

sui generis aves in rete pelliciant. Fuerim antem paleutriae, ut recte quidem Oppiani 

paraphraites existimat, forsitan dictae, quasi veteranae quidam. Sunt enim veteres, hic 

est, olim captae. Sic meo iudicio Eubulus apud Athenaeum meretrices appellat 

paleutrias, quae iuvenes suis blanditijs alliciunt: quo desti iuvenes etiam faciei suae 

decore faciant, veteranae tamen magis id verborum lenocinijs praestant, quas nos ab 

officio roffianas, id est, lenas dicimus. Caeterum excecatarum loco, ubi desunt, 

Columbarum imagines subrogari possunt. Simplices enim sunt, atque ceu ad vivas ad 

volant. Imo vero Athenaeus alibi author est Columbam pictam conscendere ob 

similitudinem (Aldrovandi, 1600, p.353). 

German people, as testified by the Ornithologist *) create Livia doves **) to be used 

as decoys, and they commonly call them Locktuben (literary translation: decoying 

dove), to entice similar birds to the nets. Once, maybe they would have been called 

paleutriae, as the paraphrases of Oppiano rightly claim, in a certain sense veterans 

***). In fact, and it is in this way, usually those captured are veteran. So, in my 

judgement, Eubulo (Greek statesman of the IV century b.C., en) according to Ateneo 

(Greek writer of the II century A.D., en) calls the paleutrias courtesans, who lure the 

young with their flatteries: even if these young ones make a decent use of their beauty, 

however the veterans, which we with complacency call pander, i.e. pimp, excel in magic 

enticing with their words. However, instead of (doves) to make blind, when (these) are 

lacking, it is possible to replace them with images of doves. In fact, (the images) are 

natural, exactly as when (the enticed) fly to the live (paleutrias). On the other side, 

even Atheneo in one passage writes that, due to the similarity, they fly down on a 

painted dove. 

*) Conrad Gessner is not directly mentioned by Aldrovandi in the three ornithology texts, instead 

he is quoted under the pseudonym of Ornithologus, perhaps because all the books by Gessner 

had been put to the Index by the Inquisition. Aldrovandi, too, had problems with the Inquisition 

more than once. 

**) columba livia is the rock pigeon 

***) Aristotle in the Historia animalium speaks of (doves) paleutriae as enticing birds 
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In other passages, Aldrovandi repeatedly mentions the use of dead birds, presumably 

stuffed, as visual decoys. For example, when he speaks about the hunt for lapwings: 

Aucupes nostri, ut mihi retulerunt, ad hasce aves cupiendas, retia in paludibus alijs 

aquis tendunt, mortuis aliquot ibidem ceu vivis collocatis (Aldrovandi, 1603, p.528) 

Our fowler, as they report to me, in order to catch the desired birds, stretches nets in 

the marshes or other water, by setting some dead (birds) besides the living ones. 

Whereas, on plovers: 

In Belgio, ut audio, aucupes sibilum illum tam exacte imitari norunt, ut Pluviales, quae 

ibi sunt satis frequentes, eo aedito, ad locum venire cogant, ubi posita sunt retia, iuxta 

que, ut facilius alliciantur, allectrices etiam Pluviales mortuas collocant (Aldrovandi, 

1603, p.532) 

In Belgium, as far as I know, the fowlers were able to imitate very well that cry, so that 

the plovers, which are quite numerous there, come to gather where the nets are posed, 

near to which they also pose dead plovers as decoys, so that they are more easily 

enticed. 

C U R I O S I T Y 

With regard to a bad reputation, the Locktuben bring to 
mind the Chinese bustards, also used as decoys. A 
writing by the imperial prince and sixteenth son of the first 
monarch of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), states: “The old 
ones among the pleasure women are called bustards. The 
bustards resemble the geese, but they are bigger. They 
enjoy sexual debaucheries, are insatiable and they concede 
themselves to the desires of any bird”. 
From Morohashi, Dat-kanwa-jiten, Bd,12, p. 13403 apud 
Hoffmann (1960, p.60) 
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ANTONIO VALLI DA TODI - 1601 

In 1601, the Italian ornithologist and fowler Antonio Valli da Todi (date of birth and 

death unknown) published “Il canto degli augelli” (The song of the birds), a work that 

contains a large number observations on birds, including the methods used to hunt, 

raise and care for them. The author mentions the use of decoys for hunting starlings 

and lapwings, as well as, the fowling of the Italian sparrow. 

For example, in the chapter “The real way and the accuracy of fowling starlings at the 

proper time” he writes: 

...Si ha da ucellar con stampe di cornacchie biscie, o cutte nere vicino a 25 incodati, 

con la sua Croce, che vi siano quattro Storni per leva, ch'ogni incodato habbi le sue 

pastorelle con li tornelli, & la gabbia sempre sopravento, e le stampe sotto vento di 

Cutte però, e altre de quali habbiamo detto. Avertendo anco, che si mette a detti Storni 

il mese di marzo con stampe di Pavoncelle con una Pavoncella viva alla lieva, con diece 

Storni incodati e mettere à canto alli rotti, o vero stazzi di pecore le reti; e il tiratore si 

medesimo modo della sopradetta caccia, le stampe fuora della rete e vento con un 

cappanello, e questo è quanto s'appartiene a questa caccia. (Valli da Todi, 1601) 

... You need to fowl with decoys of grey crows and black-headed wagtails near to 25 

tail-tied, with his Cross, so that there are four starlings for each luring device, each tail- 

tied has its tethers with the spinning tops, and the cage is always windward, but the 

decoys of wagtails and the others that we mentioned before must be downwind. You 

also need to pay attention that, in the month of March, you put these starlings with 

decoys of lapwings and also a live lapwing in the luring device, with ten tail-tied starlings 

to be put by side to the sheep-pen. In the same way, the shooter in the above- 

mentioned hunt places the decoys outside the nets and the wind with a small hut. This 

is what belongs to hunting. (Valli da Todi, 1601) 

Although the author doesn’t mention it explicitly, the decoys, used at that time, are 

stuffed birds. In additon to luring (live) birds, Valli also refers to the use of birds which 

have died because of the cold (“morti interizziti” , cap. XI and “interenziti” (cap. 

XXXXIIII), literally struck and frozen to death. 

In order to be fair, take note that the relevant illustrations of this opera have been 

created by Antonio Tempesta (1555 -1630), a Florentine painter and carver (Italy). 
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To fowl the birds - A. Valli da Todi / A. Tempesta – 1601 
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GERVASE MARKHAM – 1621 

Gervase Markham (1568 ? - 1637), poet and English writer, publishes the work Hungers 

preuention: i.e., The whole arte of fovvling by vvater and land. 

In the chapter dedicated to the use of stales with the lime-bush he states: 

Now if you haue not a liue Owle or a liue Batte, if you can get but the skins of either 

and stoppe them with woole or flockes, they will serue as well as if they were aliue, 

and continue (with carefull keeping) twenty yeeres and better. I haue seene some that 

for want of either of these hath had an Owle so liuely cut out in wood, and so 

artificially painted, that it hath serued him for this purpose, as well as any liue one 

could doe, and he hath taken Byrdes in wonder∣derfull great abundance therewith. 

(Markham, 1621, p.133)
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Markham gives a detailed description of what he considers to be the most widely used 

net at that time, i.e. the Day-net (see following figure): once again the use of feathers 

as a means of enticement is mentioned 

When your Nets are thus layd, you shall some twenty or thirty paces beyond your Nets, 

and as much on this side, place your Gygges, or playing wantons; being fastened to the 

toppes of long poales, and turnd into the winde, for as they may play and make a noyse 

therein, and these Giggs are certaine toyes made of long Goose feathers in the manner 

of shettlecocks and with little small turnells of wood ruuning in broad and flat Swan 

quilles made round like a small hoope, and so with longer strings fastened to the Poale 

will with any small winde or ayre whatsoever, twirle and flicker in the ayre after a such 

wanton manner, that the Birds will come in great flockes to wonder and play about the 

same. (Markham 1621, p. 114) 

     Day – net  (Markham 1621, p. 122) 

 E = the bird stale (alive)  -  F = larks mirror  Q = Gygges 
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GIOVANNI PIETRO OLINA - 1622 

In 1622 the canon Giovanni Pietro Olina, an Italian doctor of law and naturalist (1585- 

1645, uncertain dates) published “l'Uccelliera overo discorso della natura e proprietà di 

diversi uccelli e in particolare di que’ che cantano, in modo da prendergli, conoscergli, 

allevarli e mantenergli” (“The aviary, or a treatise on the nature and property of different 

birds and in particular of those, who sing, in order to be able to capture, know, grow 

and breed them”). 

With a technique that today would be defined as copy-and-paste, he plagiarized large 

parts of Valli da Todi’s opera, by directly copying some passages and openly exploiting 

others, without ever mentioning the source. He also appropriated various illustrations 

from the Valli da Todi’s “Canto de gl'augelli” (“The song of the birds”), a fact that is not 

surprising if we consider that the illustrations in the text have been realized (in 

collaboration with Villamena) by the same Antonio Tempesta who had already illustrated 

the Valli da Todi’s work. 

In the chapter devoted to the hunt for the lapwings, in which text and illustration are 

copied from Valli da Todi, he writes: 

… Nel piano tra le due pareti (del Paretaio, n.d.r.) per zimbello, vi si metton 15. o 20. 

Pavoncelle seccate, o stampe, che si dichino, procurando anco d’haverne due vive, che 

servono da lieva, … Si deve avvertire, che la maggior parte delle Pavoncelle secche, o 

stampe, dev’esser messa da basso sotto vento con tutte le teste volte sopra vento, 

mettendo un terzo di dette stampe sopra vento, e le altre due in mezzo… (Olina, 1622, 

p. 21)

… in the floor between the two nets (of the trapping area with nets, TN) for live decoy,

15 or 20 dried lapwings or decoys are put, as those are said, by caring of also having

two of them live, so that they work as luring birds… It is worth noting that most of the

dried lapwings, or decoys, should be put at the bottom (of the trapping area, TN)

downwind, with all the heads turned windward, putting a third of these decoys

windward, and the other two in the middle…

It is also worth noting that, by speaking of starlings, Olina adds the following footnote: 
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Notisi, che quando si parla di Stampe, si deve intendere Uccelli della sorte che si nomina, 

seccati, e ripieni di paglia,che si mettono per far calare gli altri, a quelli si dice, che 

s'habbia à metter sotto vento, acciò quello non gli habbia à abbaruffar le penne, e 

discreditare appresso gl'Uccelli le dette Stampe  (Olina, 1622, p. 19) 

Note that when we speak about decoys, it must be intended birds of the species which 

is mentioned, dried and stuffed with straw, that are used in order to lure the others in, 

and it is said that they have to be put downwind, so that the wind do not ruffle their 

feathers and do not discredit those decoys among the (living, tn) birds.  

 To fowl the lapwings -  G.P. Olina / A. Tempesta - 1622 
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MARTIN STRASSER VON KOLLNITZ - 1624 

Around 1624 Martin Strasser von Kollnitz (1556 ? – 1626) , a Carinthian prince-bishop 

master hunter, composed a major opera pertaining to the art of hunting, which has only 

recently been rediscovered and published. In this work, the issue of fowling is analyzed 

in depth and on two occasions a reference to the use of artificial decoys is made. Let us 

take a closer look at these passages. 

Auf solche Greil *) macht man auch biswillen an ainem ain schen ausgezognen oder 

überzognen hülzen Cronabetvogel, gleich als wan ain lebentiger Vogel oben stünde. 

Under disen Pämen hat man Lokhvögl nach Gelögenhait der Zeit in verreisten Heüslen, 

als Cronabeter, Dröschl, Prachvögl, Gimpln, Krumpschnäbl und dergleichen Vögl. Die 

schreien und lokhen bisweillen und verursachen die für- und überstreicheten Vögl , dass 

si an die // im Greill angestökhte Leimbrueten anstehen und also gefangen werden. 

Nachet darbei soll der Waidman ain Hüten haben, damit, wann Vögl anstehen, ers 

abnemen, und was etwo notwendig erscheinet, richten khüne (Das Jagdbuch des Martin 

Strasser von Kollnitz, p.374). 

Over such a “Greil” sometimes a well-carved or skin-decked wooden fieldfare is 

attached, as if above there were one alive. Under these trees decoy birds are kept in 

iron cages, according to each moment’s occasion, such as fieldfares, thrushes, curlews, 

bullfinches, common crossbills and other similar birds. They cry and sometimes cause 

that the birds that pass flying attach themselves to the embroiled perches, and therefore 

they are captured. The hunter needs to have the shack near there, so that, when the 

birds attach themselves, he suddenly detaches them and, when it is necessary, he 

confidently makes them (perches) straight again. 

*) Greil: it is a particular construction for enticing; it is essentially made up by a partially de- 

branched tree, on which limed twigs were attached. 
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JOHANN CONRAD AITINGER - 1626 

Johann Conrad Aitinger (1577-1637), a German civil servant, in 1626 published a 

fundamental work of the hunting literature of that time: "Kurtzer Und Einfaeltiger 

Bericht Von Dem Vogelstellen" (Brief and simple report on trapping areas). Aitinger’s 

work is marked by the exceptional precision and detail with which the author describes 

the various phases of fowling, including the building and the maintenance of decoys. 

Several re-prints of this book (1631) exist, as well as post mortem ones (1653 and 

1681), the latter of them entitled Volständiges Jagd- und Weydbüchlein / Von dem 

Vogelstellen / In dryen Theilen verhandelt (Little essay on hunt / on trapping areas / 

treaty in three parts…). Several passages on the use of artificial decoys are mentioned: 

a number of those referred to are carved wood and painted. Let us consider the main 

ones. 

Von den wilden Endten 

... Die Lockendten / so sie recht gewehnet /fragen nichtes darnach wann die Netze 

uberschlagen. Damit die Endten ferner desto lieber herbey gebracht werden / unnd die 

menge der Lockendten sehen mögen / lassen ihnen etzliche hierzu bilder schnitzeln / 

und mahlen / oder machen Belge uber strohe / und setzen die zwischen die Wände / es 

kan eine Lockendte allein auch offt aussgelassen und gebraucht werden (Aitinger, 1631, 

cap. 4 , p. 86) 

About wild ducks 

…The decoy ducks/ even if they are clearly accustomed to it / do not care about when 

the nets cover them. In order to make the (wild) ducks more easily enticed there / and 

so that they can see the multitude of decoy ducks / some people make shapes being 

carved /and painted/ or they put skins on (bodies of, tn) straw / and pose them between 

the walls / often it is possible to put to work and use only one decoy duck… 
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And also: 

Von den überzogenen Lockern / Uffsteckern oder Bälgen / so zum Vogelstellen 

gebrauchet warden 

Diese werden gezeuget und bereitet entweder / dass der gefangene und gewürgete 

Vogel / wie er an sich selbst ist / nur aussgeweidet / und mit sampt seinem Fleisch unnd 

ganzem Leibe in einem Backofen so offt getrockenet / dass er keine Feuchtigkeit 

behalte. Dieses ist an sich selbst gar natürlich und hübsch / es zeucht aber doch 

wiederumb Feuchtigkeit und Fäulung an sich / darin wachsen unflätige hessliche Würme 

/ so diese Uffstecker bald verzehren und untüchtig machen. Andere ziehen den 

gefangenen Vögeln fein die Häute ab / lassen ihnen darzu hölzerne Klötze schnitzeln / 

darinnen unden im bauch ein löchlein geboret / dass in dieselbe schmale Keislein oder 

Zweiglein an statt der beine an einem ende darein / am andern ende dann in die Erde 

gesteck werden. In diese Klötze pflegen etzliche einen Schnitt mit einer Sägen zu 

machen / darin sie dann mit einem eysernen Dradt ein Gewerbe machen / Den Dradt 

stecken sie dann in die Erde: Und sol dieses darzu nutzen / dass diese Uffstecker im 

überziehen der wände sich ducken können / und an den Köpffen destoweniger 

beschädiget werden möchten / dann von den Gewerben können sie die Köpffe nieder 

ducken / und nicht in Wänden hengen bleiben / darmit sonstet viel Uffsteckern die 

Köpffe abgerissen werden. Diese Uffstecker seind allein des Dradts halben übel 

zusammen zupacken / verstuppen die Bälge / thun auch im umbwenden der Netze den 

Weidman uffhalten / in deme sie wiederumb in die höhe zu richten 

Diese Klötze werden nach statur eines jeden Vogels gemacht / mit Leim übertrencket / 

darinnen ein wenig Wermuht und Aloes vermenget, und also des Vogels Haut 

darübergezogen. Etzliche schneiden Flügel und Schwänze besonders ab / und leimen 

und nägeln sie alsdann wiederumb daran / aber darvon halte ich nichts / wie auch von 

den jenigen / so sie mit einem kleister anmachen / in selbigen wächset das ungezieffer 

desto schleuniger / und seynd die Klötze zu schwer ihrer viel mitzutragen / und auff die 

Weit entlegene Stellsteten fortzubringen. Von denen so über Strohe oder Heuwische 

gezogen/ halt ich am meisten / derselbigen köñen wegen der leichterung viel 

fortgebracht werden / und dieselbigen proportioniren wie man selbst wil / dann grober 

Vögel Holzklötze viel zu tragen / ist beschwerlich. (Aitinger, 1631, chap. 28, p. 181) 
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About covered decoys / stick-up decoys or skin decoys / used for fowling *) 

These are created or prepared / so that the bird caught and suffocated / so as it is / is 

only sketched out / and with all its flesh and entire body is repeatedly dried / until it 

does not contain moisture anymore. This is by itself really easy and seducing / but again 

creates moisture and putrefaction / in it unclean and horrendous worms grow / so that 

they eat and make these decoys unusable. Others remove with care the skin from the 

birds caught / make wooden pieces being carved for them / in these one they make a 

little hole under the belly / so that in it little flints or branches can be fixed instead of 

the paws / that on the other side are tucked to the ground. 

In these pieces (of wood) some are used to make a carving with a saw / where then 

they create a junction with a wire / they tuck the wire in the soil: and this should ensure 

that the decoys with toggle may bend during the lowering of the nets / and that, even 

more, they are not damaged in the heads / because with the junctions the heads are 

able to lower / and to not remain hanged to the nets / since on the contrary to many 

decoys with toggle the heads would be ripped off. 
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These decoys with toggle, due to the wire, are difficult to pack / the skins are crippled 

/ they make the hunter lose time in turning the nets / while he makes them right again. 

These pieces (of wood) are created according to the height of each bird / impregnated 

with glue /mixed with a bit of absinthe and aloe, and then the bird skin is laid over it. 

Some people on purpose cut off the wings and the tail / and then cover them with bird-

lime and nail them down again / but I do not take them into account / as well as I do 

not consider those who do it with a glue / in the same, in fact, the rot grows even faster 

/ and the pieces (of wood) are too heavy to be carried with oneself / and to be brought 

to the nets that are very far. Therefore, I mostly take into account those stretched over 

bundles of straw or hay / these one, thanks to their light weight, can be transported 

very far / and these can be of whatever dimension / because to bring wooden pieces in 

the shape of such gross birds is burdensome.  

*)  überzogenen Lockern = covered decoys (lit.) 

 Uffsteckern oder Bälgen  = stick-up or stuffed skin decoy  (lit.) 

 see note at the end of the chapter 
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In a subsequent chapter, discussing the various ways of making decoys, Aitinger 

writes: 

Diss achte ich also vor die dritte und beste gattung der todten Uffstecker und Bälge. 

Wie etliche sonst Bilder den Vögelein gleich / schnitzeln und malen lassen / und 

dieselbigen vor Uffstecker gebrauchen / ist Notori: Es wird aber doch di Gemähle / nach 

dem sie viel gebrauchet / unscheinlich / darum sie dann auch nur in mangelung jetzt 

erzehlter Uffstecker zu nutzen. (Aitinger, 1631, Wie die gefangenen Vögel zu Streiffen 

und über die Strohewisch zubringen: cap. 29, p. 184) 

Indeed, I consider this third one (straw stuffed decoy, en) the best type of the stick-up 

and skin-stuffed decoys. / That some people in addition sculpt shapes similar to little 

birds and make them being painted /and use them instead of the stuffed ones with a 

toggle (uffstecker) / this is widely known. But after that they have been long used, 

paintings become imperceptible / therefore one should use them only due to the lack 

of the previously described decoys. 
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Aitinger also devotes a chapter to the care and keeping of the stuffed decoys, a kind of 

decoy that, as it is widely known, deteriorates very fast 

Wie die Bälgen vor den Motten zubewahren 

Wan Motten oder Würme in den Bälgen wachsen / und die Federn darauss gehen wollen 

/ müssen sie abermals in einen Backofen gestossen / und also vor feuchtigkeit 

wiederumb verwahret werden / so bleibet das Ungezieffer darauss / und wann es schon 

darinnen / verlieret sichs wiederumb vom Backen: Es ist dieses fast alle Viertel-Jahr 

einmal nötig wenn sie erhalten werden sollen. Etliche legen sie dann in Wermut und 

Hopffen / Beyfuess / Botris oder Katzenpfötlein mit den roth und weissen Blümlein in 

ein Kästlein: Etliche beräuchern sie mit obgemelten Kräutern und Schwefelpulver / 

legen auch wol Niesswurrtzel darbey. Man brauche aber hierzn Künste / wie man wolle 

/ so haben sie selten über ein Jahr oder drey bestandt / ja wann sie auch im Rauch 

erhalten würden / welcher doch den weissen und bleyfahln Federlein nicht dienet / 

sondern ihre Farbe verderbet (Aitinger: Volständiges Jagd- und Weydbuchlein von dem 

Vogelstellen: Cap. 30 , pag. 164) 

How to protect balgs from moths 

When moths and worms grow in the balgs / and the feathers want to sever from them 

/ they have to be plunged again in a oven / and hence again protected from moisture / 

in this way, insects are kept outside and when they are already in / they disappear as 

a consequence of the baking. This procedure is necessary almost every quarter of a 

year if the balgs are to be conserved. Some people then put them in vermouth and in 

hops / in sagebrush / in botris or in cat’s foot with the little red and white flowers in a 

box. Others smoke them with the above-mentioned herbs and with sulfur powder / they 

also add hellebore. Use for this purpose all art / that you like / but they rarely last more 

than one or three years / even if they are kept in smoke, which however does not help 

the white and leaden plumage / but it spoils their color. 
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Notes in the margin of Aitinger’s texts 

As you observed in the text, the words used by Aitinger to describe the different kinds 

of decoys are not easily translatable. Therefore we add the following notes: 

Balg: it is the skin of the bird complete with plumage and feathers. Sometimes this 

word indicates the bird’s skin with plumage and feathers and stuffed with straw or hay, 

i.e. the stuffed decoy.

Uffstecker: stick-up decoy (decoy stuck in the ground)

Streiffen: to skin, in the sense of removing, unthreading innards, fat and flesh of the

bird trough a small hole, without entirely opening the bird. This technique is different

from that, which implies the act of making a large incision in the body of the bird and

subsequently closing it by suturing.

überzogener Locker: meaning the “clad decoy”, in which the skin with plumage and

feathers is mounted on a wooden structure, that has been carved according to the

likeness of the bird.
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Moreover, Aitingermentions two other kinds of decoy: 

1. the skinned bird (i.e., without innards, but still with fat and flesh, which is simply

dried), and

2. the carved wood decoy, realistically painted to resemble a live bird
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JAKOB WESTERBAEN - 1653 

In 1672 the Dutch poet Jakob Westerbaen (1599-1670) published a collection of poems 

in s’Gravenhage (Den Haag). Among these poems, a passage from the one entitled 

Arctoa Tempe Ockenburgh (which dates back to 1653) states: 

Oock komt de kievit in, en vliegt met vreemde swieren, 

Het fluytje gaet lanx’t veld der vrolijcke plavieren, 

Het valsche spreeuwen-touw bedriegt haer al te mael 

Door’t leven daer gelockt of door’t geschildert stael. *) 

(Westerbaen, 1672, p. 161) 

Then the lapwing also arrives, and flies with unusual wavings, 

the whistle of the cheerful plovers run across the field, 

the fake net (lace?) for the starlings deceives them completely 

enticed there from the living or from the painted waders. 

*) and referring to the word stael he writes the following footnote: 

So werde genoemt houte vogelen die de vogelaers op het touw stellen geschildert als 

kievitten, plavieren, spreeuwen, & c., om de levende te bedriegen. (Westerbaen, 1672, 

p. 161)

So are called the wooden birds that the fowlers lay down with the rope, painted like 

lapwings, plovers, starlings and similar in order to fool the live birds. 
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FRANÇOIS FORTIN – 1660 

The first edition of Les Ruses innocents by François Fortin (1592-1661), who signed as 

FFFRDG, i.e. Frère François Fortin Religieux De Grammont, dates back to 1660. In this 

work he speaks, among other things, about the way, in which “on prend les Oyseaux 

passagers, & les non passagers " (one catches migratory and non-migratory birds). 

When describing the hunt for plovers, he writes that: 

Pour les faire venir aux filets, on se sert d'un ou deux vaneaux viuans, qui sont attachez 

par les pieds et la queuë, que l'ont fait voler ainsi que ie diray cy-apres, & et d'vne 

douzaine d'entes, qui sont des mocquettes faites de foin ou paille couuertes de peaux 

de pluuiers, ausquels on met vn piquet pour les faire tenir sur terre, comme s'ils estoient 

viuans.(Fortin, 1700, III livre chap. XVIII) 

In order to make them fly down to the nets, one or two live lapwings are used, that are 

attached to the feet and to the tail, and that are made to fly as I will explain later on, 

and a dozen of stuffed birds (entes), which are “mocquette” (see below, en) made by 

straw or hay and covered in plover’s skin, in which a picket is put, in order to fix them 

to the ground, as if they were alive. 

In the preamble of the third book . (Fortin, 1660, Troisième livre) we find the following 

definitions: 

ENTES sont des peaux d'oyseaux remplies de paille ou de foin, ausquelles on fiche un 

piquet par dessous le ventre pour les faire tenir à terre , comme s'ils estoient sur leurs 

pieds; afin de tromper les autres oyseaux, qui les voyans, se iettent dans les filets avec 

eux, pensant qu’ils soient en vie, on les nomme aussi quelquesfois moquettes. 
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ENTES are bird skins, filled with straw or hay, in which a picket is stuck under the 

stomach, in order to fix them to the ground, as if they stood on their own feet; in order 

to fool the other birds, which, seeing them, throw themselves in the nets believing that 

they are alive. They are also sometimes called moquettes. 

MEUTE est un oyseau attaché à quelque baston ou corde, lequel sert pour faire 

approcher les autres des filets; aussi l’appelle-t’on quelquesfois moquettes. 

MEUTE is a bird attached to a stick or to a rope, which is used to make the other birds 

come close to the nets; they are sometimes also called moquettes. 

HANS PETER VON FIRDENHEIM – 1662 

The Badische Landesbibliothek of Karlsruhe owns a collection of writings of the XVII and 

XVIII centuries, indexed as Manuscripta oeconomica. One of these is a copy of a work 

by Hans Peter von Firdenheim (1560-1664), an administrative officer in (Hessen, 

Germany), published in 1662. It would enter the German hunting literature under the 

name of Waidbuch (Lindner 1969, p.137). A section of this remarkable opera is devoted 

to fowling and the hints to the use of artificial decoys, though infrequent, are not a 

rarity. Let us examine them. 

In the chapter devoted to woodcocks, redshanks, least and common sandpipers, and to 

“weisse Fischfresser (Larus ridibundus ?)” we can read: 

Er muss sehen, dass er bälg von obgemelten vögel hatt in der ersten, biss er etlich 

fangt. Die sezt er in ein keffig von weyden gemacht. Wann sie dann locken, so kommen 

die ander vögel herzue und fallen uf das garn (Lindner 1969, p.175). 
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He has to ensure that he has from the beginning some stuffed ones of the birds 

mentioned above, until he captures some. He puts these in a cage made by willow. 

Then, when they entice, the other birds come there and fall into the net. 

And in that devoted to plovers: 

Seind auch gutt zu fangen mit offenem garne auf einem grünen platz nahe bey dem 

Rhein. Stell bälg und lebendide gifitzen, darein mach flicken, gleich wie man mit krähen 

oder dauben stelt (Lindner 1969, p.175). 

It is also possible to capture them easily with open nets on a green land near to the 

Rhine. Set out stuffed birds and live plovers, and put among these some young fledged 

birds, in the same way in which you set out for crows and doves. 

And in that devoted to curlews: 

Seind gros und grawe (die Regenvögel, ndr) und werden gefangen wie die gifitzen, 

wann man bälg oder lebendige in dass garn stelt. Ist aber gar langweylig, weil wenig 

streichen (Lindner 1969, p.176). 

They are large and heavy (the curlews, tn) and they are captured like the plovers, when 

stuffed or live decoys are set out in the the net. But it is really boring, because they 

don’t come down to the decoys very much. 
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VINCENZO TANARA – before 1669 

Marquis Vincenzo Tanara (ca. 1600 – ca. 1665-69), an agronomist from Bologna, in 

1644 published the fundamental work “L'economia Del Cittadino in Villa”. The first 

edition dates back to 1644 and it has been followed by numerous other ones; in 

particular, the fourth edition, in 1658, is called: “L'economia del cittadino in villa del sig. 

Vincenzo Tanara Libri VII Quarta impressione, riveduta & accresciuta in molti luoghi, 

con l'aggiunta delle qualità del cacciatore”. Tanara also wrote an essay devoted to 

hunting, which should have followed the previous one or been included in it, but for 

some reason the manuscript remained unpublished. It was donated in 1850 by the heirs 

to the Public Library of Bologna (Biblioteca Comunale di Bologna) and it was finally 

published in 1886. 
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In the third and last part of the book devoted to birds, Tanara describes the use of 

decoys in order to catch birds on more than one occasion. Below are some passages 

quoted from the book: 

… Questo (la pizzarda, ndr) , che viene nel pluvioso Autunno, sta in luoghi umidi, e

acquosi; e volendo pigliar questi, si tendono le pareti ove siano due dita d'acquarella, o 

naturale, o vero artificiosa, che sguazzo chiamano, e dove si conosce che questi 

praticano dall'avercene veduti; ed ivi aspettare l'arrivo del primo, il quale pigliato, e 

posto al zimbello , come passano li altri, si fa svolazzare un poco, ed essi facilmente 

calano; si può ancora tenerne de' scorticati pieni di paglia o stoppa, in mezzo alle reti 

(Tanara, 1886, p. 351). 

…this (woodcock, tn), which comes in rainy Autumn, stays in damp and wet places; and 

if you want to catch these, you have to tend the nets where there are two fingers of 

rainwater, either natural or artificial, which is called sguazzo (puddle), and where it is 

known that they hang out, because they have been seen there; and there you have to 

wait for the arrival of the first, and having caught this one and set it as a decoy, when 

the other passes, you make it flutter a bit and the birds easily come down; it is also 

possible to keep some skinned ones, filled with straw or tow, among the nets. 

….Si piglia (la pavoncella o vannetta, ndr) con le pareti di duecentocinquanta maglie,

larghe in maniera che non possa tramagliare. Queste si tendono in acquitrini, o vogliamo 

dire sguazzi, ed in mezzo si pongono de' stalloni di questi, cioè scorticati, e pieni di 

stoppa … (Tanara, 1886, pp. 353-4). 

... It (the lapwing, tn) is caught with the nets of two hundred and fifty meshes, so wide 

that it cannot escape through the meshes. These are stretched in marshes or ponds, 

and among them are set their decoys, i.e. skinned, and filled with tow … 

… S'ingannano (le oche, ndr) però in diversi modi, e fra gli altri col Cavallo che aspettano

benissimo Aspettano anche il bue materiale fatto di legno, e stucco, ma non il dipinto. 

Si pigliano con gli uccelli di rapina, cioè il Girifalco, ed il Falcone. S'ingannano ancora 
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col tenerne una, o due vive in un laghetto, o fossa, o dietro alla ripa la pelle d'altre 

piene di paglia, o stoppa …. (Tanara, 1886, pp. 394-5) 

But they (the ducks, tn) are mocked in several ways, for example with the horse that 

they could unsurprisingly expect… They also trust the artificial ox made by wood, and 

putty, but not the painting. They are caught with birds of prey, i.e. the gyrfalcon and 

the falcon. They are also fooled by putting one or two live birds in a pond or in a pool, 

or in the background of the shore the skin of other ones filled with straw, or tow…. 

... Sugli arginetti si tengono pelli di queste (anatre, ndr) piene di stoppa, dette stalloni

... (Tanara, 1886, p. 406) 

… On the little shores one keeps the skins of these (ducks, tn), filled with tow, called 

stalloni … 

Not only stuffed, but also wooden decoys! 

... Costumano ancora in queste nostre valli sgombrare alcuni luoghi di canne, e strami, 

sì che resti per buon tratto l'acqua chiara scoperta. Poscia in un canto a detto sito, che 

essi chiamano Chiaro, fabbricano un capannuccio, o posta di canne, capace di potersi 

ascondere: poscia sul principio dell'alba mettono in quel chiaro alcune Anatre da gioco, 

dette di sopra, con alcuni stampi, o Anitre di legno, quali vedendo gl'uccelli che passano, 

e sentendo il canto di quelle, si buttano, e calano nell'acqua, e il cacciatore che è 

nascosto facilmente coll'archibugio le uccide (Tanara, 1886, p. 408). 

... It is still usual in our valleys to clear some places from canes, and mulches, so that 

for a wide interval the water remains clear and uncovered. Then, by side of this place, 

that they call Chiaro, they build up a little shack, or cane post, which can be hidden; 

then, at the beginning of dawn, they put in that chiaro some game ducks, which have 

been mentioned above, with some decoys, or wooden ducks, and the birds flying 

overhead, by seeing them and hearing their singing, throw themselves, and fly down in 

water, and the hunter that is hidden may easily kill them with the arquebus. 
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FRANCIS WILLUGHBY - 1678 

Francis Willughby (1635-1672), an English ornithologist and ichthyologist, first pupil 

and later fellow of studies of the botanist and naturalist John Ray at the University of 

Cambridge, is considered one of the founder of scientific ornithology. He died before he 

could spread the results of his vast research. However, thanks to John Ray, his research 

work was published, firstly in Latin (Ornithologiae libri tres, 1676) and then in English 

(The Ornithology of Francis Willughby, 1878). In this latest edition one can read the 

following: 

How to take Pigeons with Lime-twigs: out of the same. 

Get a couple of pigeons dead or alive; if dead, yet order them so as to stand stiff as if 

they were living and feeding (Book I, p.42). 

Note: 

Willughby refers to the use of artificial decoys on many occasions throughout his book, 

but almost always does so by mentioning texts of past authors (e.g. Aldrovandi, 

Gessner, Olina, Markham). 

Some years later two authors, English as well, Richard Blome and Nicholas Cox

simultaneously published two books, each with the same title The Gentleman’s

Recreation (1686). Conspicuous portions of the two books are almost identical, so that 

it is questionable which of the two men was the original author. But in both cases 

excerpts taken from texts of previous authors, such as Markham, are often quoted 

without giving credit to their source. 
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Annotation VII 

Cave: in examining these texts, one should keep in mind that up until the 
XIX century European hunting literature was a sort of melting pot, in 
which each author largely referred to one or more other authors who 
preceded him. The extent of freedom with which an author could ignore 
them or use imprecise quoting, is impressive. The use of a “copy-and- 
paste” technique was frequent. Therefore, without an in-depth and sound 
knowledge of all the hunting literature (including the extra-European one, 
i.e. the Islamic one for falconry), it is not easy to correctly attribute the
originality of a contribution to a specific author.

JACQUES ESPÉE DE SELINCOURT - 1683 

In 1683 the French Viscount Jacques Espée de Selincourt (? - 1695) published a book, 

entitled Le parfait chasseur (The perfect hunter), in which he made reference to decoys 

in the following passages: 

L'autre invention est plus aisée & moins embarassante. L'on fait encore une espece de 

hute au milieu d'un grand bois dans quelque clairiere .... Comme tout est disposé, 

l'Oyselier se met dans la hute, & contrefait la Choüette avec un appeau ........... J'en ay 

vû prendre cinq ou six douzaines de cette maniere en une demie-heure, & on en 

prendroit bien davantage, si l'on pouvoit avoir une Choüette vive, ou même une 

contrefaite avec des plumes collèes, comme si elle étoit naturelle, ainsi que font les 

tendeurs de plouviers, ....... (De Selincourt, 1683, p. 201) 
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The other invention is more manageable and less encumbering. A sort of shack is built 

in the middle of a large woodland in a glade……. When all is in order, the fowler places 

himself in the hut and imitates the owl with a bird call…. I have seen that they catch 

five or six dozens in half an hour in this way and it would be possible to catch even 

more if we could have a live owl, or else an imitation with glued feathers, as if it was 

natural, like the hunters of plovers do…. 

and again: 

Les fauconniers doivent avoir dans leur Fauconneries deux ou trois plottes de laine 

grosse comme Perdreaux qui soit recouvertes de plumes de Perdrix attachés allentour, 

& que de dessus ces plottes plusieurs lacs de crins de cheveaux soient attachés & 

adherans tres-proprement accomodés, & toutes les fois que quelque Oyseau de passage 

paroist, on attache vistement ces plottes à quelques Oyseaux qu'on porte à la Chasse, 

puis on le laisse aller tantôt l'un tantôt l'autre, ou tous ensemble. Dés que le passager 

les void il va à eux pour les dètrousser, & lie cette plotte comme si c'étoit une Perdrix, 

& ne manque jmais de s'empestrer dans quelqu'un desdits lacs: incontinent les deux 

Oyseaux tombent à terre ...... (De Selincourt, 1683, p. 183) 

Falconers should have in their falconries two or three blocks of wool of the dimension 

of partridges, which are covered in partridge feathers, attached all around, and under 

these blocks there should be attached and strictly adherent little laces of horsehair, and 

each time that a passing bird appears, they attach in a visible way these blocks to some 

birds which have been taken to the hunt, and then they let them fly at it by turns or 

all of them together. As soon as the passing bird sees them, it goes towards in that 

direction, in order to catch them, and it attaches itself to this block as if it was a 

partridge and always ends entangled in one of the above-mentioned laces: the two 

uncontrolled birds fall on the ground…… 
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LOUIS ARMAND DE LAHONTAN - 1687 

Louis Armand Baron de Lahontan (1666-1716), young officer of the French army, 

detached in Canada, at that time a French colony, used to spend his free time by 

hunting, often in the company of Iroquois Indians. 

In a letter dated May 28, 1687 he describes a hunting expedition in the area of Lake 

Champlain with thirty or forty Iroquois hunters and he relates, among other things: 

In the beginning of September, I set out in a Canow upon several Rivers, Marshes, and 

Pools, that disembogue in the Champlin Lake, ……. and after we had fitted up our Hutts, 

the Savages made Hutts upon the Water in several places. These Water-Hutts are made 

of the branches and leaves of Trees, and contain three or four Men: For a Decoy they 

have the skins of Geese, Bustards, and Ducks, dry'd and stuff'd with Hay, the two feet 

being made fast with two Nails to a small piece of a light plank, which floats round the 

Hutt. This place being frequented by wonderful numbers of Geese, Ducks, Bustards, 

Teals, and an infinity of other Fowl unknown to the Europeans; when these Fowls see 

the stuff'd Skins swimming with the Heads erected, as if they were alive, they repair to 

the same place, and so give the Savages an opportunity of shooting 'em, either flying, 

or upon the Water; after which the Savages get into their Canows and gather 'em up. 

They have likewise a way of catching 'em with Nets, stretch'd upon the surface of the 

Water at the Entries of the Rivers... (Baron de Lahontan, 1905, p.109) 
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     Iroquois canoes 
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LOUIS LIGER - 1709 

Louis Liger (1658 – 1717), French agronomist, published the work Amusemens de la 

campagne ou ruses innocentes in 1709. In the first volume, he devotes ample room to 

the birdcatching and, when speaking in particular of the plovers with the nets, writes: 

...ces deux verges , c'est-à-dire celles de meute (*), ne suffisent point pour faire venir 

les Pluviers aux filets, il faut encore avoir une douzaine d'entes qui sont des peaux de 

Pluviers remplies de foin; & si on n'en a point, il faut en contrefaire avec du foin, les 

couvrir de toile, & coller dessus des plumes de Pluviers, & tàcher d'imiter la figure de 

ces oiseaux, auxquels on fiche un piquet par-dessous le ventre, pour les faire tenir à 

terre comme s'ils étoient vivans, afin de tromper les autres oiseaux, qui les voyant se 

jettent dans les filets entre eux. (Ligier, 1753, Livre II p. 282) 

(*) Terme de la chasse des oiseaux. Oiseau attaché à une corde qui sert pour faire approcher 

les autres des filets Émile Littré: Dictionnaire de la langue française (1872-1877) 

...these two canes, i.e. those of the decoys, are not sufficient to lure down the plovers 

to the nets, it is also necessary to have a dozen of decoys, which are plover skins filled 

with hay; and if there are none available, it is necessary to forge them with hay, to 

cover them with cloth and to stick to them plover feathers, and try to imitate the 

appearance of these birds, in which a picket is stuck from the side of the stomach, in 

order to fix them to the ground as if they were alive, in order to fool the other birds, 

which seeing them, throw themselves into the nets among them. 

We find again the use of the wings as a decoy in the description of the catching area à 

la pipée. 

Les pipeurs se sont avisés de porter & d’attacher sur leurs arbres de pipée, des hiboux 

& des chouettes, ou à leur défaut, des leurs ailes sur la loge …. (Liger, 1790, p.713) 
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The shrewd whistlers bring and hang on their trees, which have been predisposed for 

the pipée, long-eared owls and owls or, in absence of them, some of their wings on 

the perch … 

 Trapping aerea for the pipée according to Liger (Liger 1790, p.702) 
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NOEL CHOMEL  -  1709 

Noel Chomel (1633 - 1712), French agronomist and encyclopedist, in his treatise 

Dictionnaire oéconomique (1709) mentions the stuffed decoys with the term entes: 

… entes, qui sont des moquettes faites de foin ou paille, couvertes de peaux de pluviers, 

ausquels on met un piquet pour les faire tenir sur terre, comme s'il étoit vivant, ... 

(Chomel, 1709, Tome II, p. 108) 

… ”entes”, which are decoys  made with hay or straw, covered with plovers’s skin, to 

which a stick is added to fix them to the ground, as if they were alive … 

The work of Chomel had great success and after his death was acquired and extended 

by various authors particularly in the 1767 edition. In that particular work Chomel and 

co-authors provide a very detailed description of hunting tools and techniques.  
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In the figure below, for example, they envision the structure of a trapping area for 

plovers. 

 F : vanneau vivant (living lapwing) -  gZZ : entes (artificial 
decoys) 

X : faux huau  (artificial nible)

 Comment il faut tender les filets, & disposer le harnois ou l’équipage 

 ( Chomel et  De La Marre, 1767 ) 
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BARTOLOMEO ALBERTI – 1716 

In 1716 the rag-merchant and hunter from Bologna (Italy), also known as Solfonaro, 

gave a manuscript to the library of the Royal University of Bologna that was not to be 

published in its entirety until 1930. It is an opera enriched by many original illustrations 

and is situated in the wake of those of Valli da Todi and Olina: however, Alberti claims 

that the work was only the fruit of his personal observations and not from the Italian 

and foreign hunting literature, which he claims to ignore. 

The second of the three parts, in which the book is divided, is devoted to the “Inganni 

e vari modi di prendere gli uccelli ed alcuni altri animali” (Tricks and various manners 

of catching birds and some other animals). In this part Alberti speaks extensively and 

in detail of bird traps and occasionally he also mentions at the use of decoys which he 

describes in the following way: 

… Oltre di ciò ci vogliono 10 o 12 fusti di Stornelli (questi altro non sono che le pelli 

vestite delle penne d'altri Stornelli già scorticati, lasciandovi il collo e la testa, e riempiti 

di fieno o d'altro in modo che sembrino uno Storno vivo). Questi fusti, o (come dicono) 

stampe, si dispongono, acciò facciano giuoco, in mezzo alle reti aperte (Alberti, 1716, 

p.31)

...In addition to this, you need 10 or 12 stalks of starling (these are nothing else than 

the skins dressed with feathers of other, already skinned starlings, leaving them with 

the neck and the head, and filled with hay or other, so that they look like a live starling). 

These stalks, or (as they say) stampe (decoys, tn), are disposed among the open nets 

so that they work properly. 

In addition to the chapter devoted to the starlings, the decoys are also mentioned in 

the chapters devoted to the “Modo di prendere le Vannette” (way of catching lapwings) 

and to the “Modo di prendere i Ghiaroni, o come dicono altri, le Lodole, d’autunno nelle 

praterie, o larghe, quando varcano” (the way of catching “ghiaroni” or, as other say, 

larks, in autumn in the grasslands, or “larghe”, when they pass). 
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The trapping aerea for lapwings - Bartolomeo Alberti , 1716 

(the decoys are indicated with the letter b) 
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FERDINAND JOHANN ADAM VON PERNAU - 1720 

In 1720 Ferdinand Johann Adam von Pernau (1660-1731), count of Rosenau 

(Germany), published the important treatise entitled Angenehme Land-Lust Deren man

in Städten und auf dem Lande, ohne, sonderbare Kosten, unschuldig geniessen kan, 

oder von Unterschied Fang Einstellung und Abrichtung der Vögel, which, although giving 

an accurate description of the catching methods for the various birds, ignores the use 

of the artificial visual decoys, except on the occasion of speaking about jays when he 

says: 

Unten auf der Erden um den Stamm herum wird eine Hütte von dicken Aesten gebauet 

/ dass / nachdem man sie gross oder klein haben will / ihrer zwey oder drey / auch wol 

nur einer / oder gar wol vier bis fünff darunter liegen oder sitzen können / und auf die 

Hütte wird entweder eine lebendige Eule angebunden / oder nur ein Haasenbalg / wie 

ein Eulen-Kopf geformet / hingestecket / also / dass man vermittelst eines in die Hütte 

hinein reichenden Stäbleins solchen Eulen-Kopf ein wenig bewegen könne / damit die 

rings herum sitzende Vögel vermeynen / die Eule rege sich (Pernauer, 1720, Von dem 

Häher, p. 171) 

Under the soil around the trunk a shack is build with thick branches/ where/ depending 

on whether you want to have it large or small/ two or three people can lay down or sit 

/ or one person alone / or even four or five people / and over the shack either a live owl 

is bounded / or a hare skin is fixed / shaped as the head of an owl / so that this head 

of owl can be moved slightly with the help of a stick that enters down in the shack / so 

that the birds that are perched all around believe that the owl moves (that it is alive). 

Towards the end of the XVII and in the XVIII century, several hunting treatises dealing 

also with fowling are published. In some of them (e. g. Wolf Helmhardt von

Hohberg : Georgica curiosa,1682 , Joann Cristoph Sartorius: Neues Thierbuch oder 

merckwürdige Beschreibung der Thieren und der Vogeln,1718 and Alexus Sincerus: 

Der in allerley Ergötzlichkeiten vergnügte Land Mann,1750) the use of artificial decoys 

is yet mentioned, but for the most part, it is just rewriting or simple reproduction of 

already known texts, mainly from past centuries. 
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OLOF BROMAN – 1720 

The first reports of the use of decoys in Sweden date back to the XVIII century (Englund, 

2007). Their first description, in fact, goes back to around 1720. Olof Broman (1676 – 

1750), naturalist and dean of the trivial school of Hudiksvall, cites them in his work 

Glysisvallur: 

Wettar, Wittar: det är fägelskinn uppstoppade med huvud, fjädrar och allt tillbehör så 

utställt på ett litet bräde, som vore det en levandes fågel, till vilken sjöfåglarna av 

samma slag sig giva och lägga; då skytten strax får skott på dem. 

(Broman, cited in Englund, 2007, p. 122) 

Wettar, Wittar: stuffed bird skin with head, feathers and all the annexes, set on a little 

table, which mimics a living bird, to which the water birds of the same species gather, 

so that the hunter only has to shoot on them. 

 Old Swedish decoy of common eider  from an unknown private collection 
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First examples of Italian handmade decoys - First half of the XVIII 
century   

It could conceivably be true that the three teal decoys, which were found by chance in 

a flea market by Roberto Basso, director of the Museum of Natural History of Jesolo 

in the Province of Venice, date back to this period. They were part of the dismissed 

material of an ancient Venetian building. The dating (Basso, 2014) has been indicatively 

assessed with the support of the Sopraintendenza delle Belle Arti (Italian Fine Arts 

Commission) on the basis of a visual inspection, as well as of radiographic and carbon-

14 exams (unpublished data). These decoys were made in poplar wood, and are 

basically composed by three overlapping parts. The first one, in contact with water, 

shows more than one stratum of fat or waterproof painting; the second one depicts the 

body of the bird, which reproduces  the usual colors of the wing feathers of a teal, the 

third part includes the neck and the head, made in harder wood (walnut or cherry-tree). 

The various parts are fixed with forged nails and rabbit glue. These decoys can be 

attributed to the first half of the 18th century. Nevertheless, they have been subject   to 

continuous maintenance interventions in the following epochs, with overlapping layers 

of colors and repairs (Basso, 2011; Basso, 2016, personal communication).  
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A fourth teal was already present in the Museum collection without having been 

previously dated, and it probably belongs to the same handcrafted decoy workshop of 

the other three.  
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LARS ROBERG - ADAMUS WERNER 1727 

In 1727 the ph.d. candidate Adamus Werner presented at the university of Uppsala 

(Sweden) his doctoral thesis Dissertatio physica Graes-Oeam repraesentans under the 

supervision of professor Laurentio (Lars) Roberg (1664-1742) *). In this thesis, he 

describes fowling on the island of di Gräsö in the region of Roslagen and, in particular, 

he writes the following on water birds: 

Internoscuntur a piscatoribus nominibus fuis non facile alia lingua interpretandis. Aodor, 

Swartor, Prackor, Knipor, Skräckor, Mosar & harum species sunt Liusor, Swartbaakar, 

Trutar, omnes versicolore pluma, & palmipedes maximam partem, sed & quaedam 

fiscipedes. Hos insulani, vel plumbeis globulis pyrio pulvere ejaculatis feriunt, allectos 

litoralium avium infartis simulacris, quae Wättar appellantur, undis innatantibus: vel 

aves copiose saepe in fretis angustioribus latitantes primo diluculo in retia inter ripas 

extenta subito clamore perterrefactos adigunt, vel ingeniis aliis (Roberg et Werner, 

1727, p. 12) 

They are known by the names of the fishermen, it was not easy to translate them in 

another language. Aodor, Swartor, Prackor, Knipor, Skräckor, Mosar and their species 

Liusor, Swartbaakar, Trutar **), all with colorful plumage and for the most part 

palmiped, but there are also some fissipeds. The inhabitants of the island either kill 

them with lead bullets thrown with gunpowder, enticed by stuffed coastal birds that are 

called Wättar (decoys, tn), floating on the waves: or else often, at the first signals of 

dawn, hidden in narrow sea channels they drive several birds frightened by a sudden 

clamor in a net stretched between the banks, or with other artifices. 

*) In the heading of several university theses there was usually the mention of both a “Preses” 

(supervisor) and a “Respondent” (candidate). It is often difficult to define who actually wrote the 

degree theses, i.e. the preses or the respondent. In the case of complex theses, both may have 

cooperated, but it is also possible that the preses wrote the thesis alone 

**) tentative translation 
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Aodor common eider (somateria mollissima) 

Swartor velvet scoter (melanita fusca) 

Prackor (female?) read-breasted merganser (mergus serrator) 

Knipor goldeneye (bucephala clangula) 

Skräckor gooseander (mergus merganser) 

Mosar ? 

Liusor probably Vitfågel= white birds 

Swartbaakar great black-backed gull (Larus marinus) 

Trutar European herring gull (Larus argentatus) 

ANONYMOUS – 1730 

In Nordhausen (Germany) in 1730 a book (author unknown) appeared entitled “Kurtzer 

doch gründlicher Begriff der edlen Jägerey“ (Brief but deep idea of the noble hunt). In 

the section devoted to fowling we find mention of the use of stuffed decoys: 

Das Wildpret des Staaren ist eben so gar gut nicht, sondern grob, zähe und 

unverdaulich, daher auch wenige sind, die es aestimiren, nichts desto weniger wird dem 

Staaren doch starck nachgestellt, am allermeisten wird er auf den Herden mit Schlag- 

Wänden gefangen, und zwar leichter die Jungen als die Alten, doch werden die Alten 

durch Ruhrvögel, wie auch durch Bälge häuffig berücket, und ins Netz gebracht … 

The flesh of the starling is not good at all, but unpleasant, tough and impossible to 

digest, and therefore there are only a few that appreciate it. Nevertheless, the starling 

is often hunted, it is mostly captured in the trapping areas with clapnets, and particularly 

more easily the older than the young ones, but the old are often enticed with live 

decoys, as well as with stuffed ones, and brought to the net… 
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CARL LINNAEUS - 1734 

Carl Nilsson Linnaeus, also known as Carl von Linné ( 1707 – 1778 ), Swedish physician, 

botanist and naturalist, is regarded as the father of the modern scientific classification 

of living organisms. During one of his journeys in the county of Dalarna (Sweden), 

Linnaeus illustrated a falcon trapping area in his journal. In his description we can read 

the following: 

Ett litet stycke utan för kojan står en stång, från hvilken ett tog går in i kojan. På samma 

togs andre ända hänger fiäderfalken neder, som stadigt drages och drifwes af wädret, 

hwilken representerar för den rätta längt borto awäfwande falken en annor falk, som 

tager en fogel, hwarföre han straxt dit begifver sig, att blifwa delachtig af rofwet 

(Linnes, p.80). 

Not far in front of the hut there is a bar, from which a wire (starts, which) goes in the 

hut. On the same wire, at the other extremum, there is the Fiäderfalcken hanging, it 

continuously oscillate sideways, and , (to entice) for the real hawk hijacked from very 

far away, simulates a hawk catching a bird, and (the real hawk) is therefore suddenly 

confused, (so that) he remains involved with the prey. 

The hawk catching area (from Linnès) 
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The Fiäderfalcken, i.e. the hawk that is used as a decoy, is described as follows: 

Fiäderfalken är en ½ boge med ett twärträd i stället för sträng och för skiöld ett flatt 

träd, warandes emällan  a et a 2 qvarter, emällan  b och e ett qvarter , emällan c och 

d ett qvarter, hvilket alt är giort af träd plumpt (Linnes, p.80). 

The Fiäderfalken is a half bow with a cross-tree in place of the rope and a flat wood in 

place of the shield, given that the lengths are two quarters between a and a, one quarter 

between b and e and a quarter between c and d, and it is made by rough wood. 

 The  fiäderfalken (da Linnès) 
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JEAN-BAPTISTE SIMON - 1738 

The French writer Jean-Baptiste Simon (unknown birth and death dates) in 1738 

publishes the work Moyens de conserver le gibier, par la destruction des oiseaux de 

rapine, essentially devoted to the pipée and to the glue. 

In particular, in the chapter devoted to the hunt for lapwings and plovers he describes 

the use of artificial decoys. Note that Simon calls the live decoys appellant, acoustic 

decoys appaux and artificial decoys mues. 

Les Muës sont des Vannaux morts qu’on a tiré à coup de fusil, ou tué autrement; on les 

pose à terre le bec tourné du côté d’où vient le vent, afin qu’il range leurs plumes sans 

qu’elles restent hérissées; on les appuye avec des petites fourchettes ou crochets de 

bois pour les tenir en état comme s’ils étoient vivans; ou bien on les accommode avec 

du fil de fer, qui les soutient de façon qu’ils ne paroissent pas être morts & on les fixe 

dans une place bien apparente d’où ils puissent étre vûs facilement par leurs 

compagnons passans qu’ils attirent. Pour conserver ces Muës plus longtems & qu’ils 

servent dans le besoin, on écorche les Vannaux sans faire tort à leurs plumages, on les 

rétablit dans leur état naturel, remplissant le corps de paille ou d’autre chose qui ne soit 

point sujet à corruption, & on les recout sous le ventre pour leur donner leur forme 

ordinaire, ou bien on se contente de les vuider proprement , & de les remplir de sel & 

de persil haché bien menu, ou d’orties bien séches & bien hachées, ou de tout cela 

ensemble; on les préserve ainsi de corruption qui leur arriveroit en peu de tems sans 

cette précaution; & au moyen d’un fil de fer, on maintient leurs aîles & leurs pieds dans 

leur situation naturelle comme s’ils étoient vivans, on les serre au retour de la chasse 

pour les retrouver au besoin, sinon les chats ou autres bestiaux pourroient les manger 

ou les défigurer (Simon, 1743, chapitre XVI, p. 88) 

The decoys (Muës) are dead lapwings that have been killed by shooting or in another 

way; they are laid on the ground with the beak in the direction from which the wind 

comes, so that their feathers are spread and do not remain tucked in; they are leant 

with small forks or wooden hooks in order to keep them in the position as if they were 

still alive: alternatively, they are disposed with an iron rope, that keeps them up so that 

they do not seem dead and they are fixed in a well-visible place, from which they can 

easily be seen from their fellows that pass by and are attracted by them. In order to 

properly keep these decoys longer, so that they can usefully be employed, the lapwings 

are skinned without damaging their feathers and they are recomposed according to 
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their natural appearance, by filling the body with straw or another material that is not 

subject to deterioration, and then they are sowed below the stomach to give them again 

the usual form, or else one can be satisfied by simply accurately making them empty, 

and then filling them with salt and finely chopped parsley, or with dried and well 

chopped nettles, or with both of them: in this way they are preserved by the 

putrefaction that would happen to them in a brief time without this precaution; and by 

means of an iron rope, their wings and their paws are kept in their natural position, as 

if they were alive, they are locked up when one comes back from hunting in order to be 

able to find them again when it will be necessary, otherwise cats or other animals may 

eat or disfigure them. 

HEINRICH DÖBEL - 1746 

Heinrich Wilhelm Döbel (1699-1759), a German ranger and hunter, is author of several 

publications in his field of activity. In one of those, with the title Jäger-Practica oder Der

wohlgeübte und erfahrene Jäger, in several passages he speaks about decoys, mostly 

living, or, more rarely, of simple dead birds used to this aim, in the hunt for larks as 

well as in that for the tit, in the latter case with the aid of embroiled poles. (Döbel, 

1746, Anderer Theil, 172 et 211Kapitel). 

However, in one occasion, Döbel mentions the use of decoys: in the hunt for blackcocks, 

indeed, he predics the use of balbahn, which are either obtained from an old hat with 

appropriate modifications or by stuffing a whole skin (with feathers) of a blackcock or 

else by building a paper imitation, painted with the colors of this bird. These decoys 

must then be mounted on a stick. 

Einige stopffen auch eine ordentliche Birckhahns-Haut mit den Federn aus; noch machet 

man auch von Papier dergleichen, und machet ihn an, wie die Couleur des Birckhahns 

ist. (Döbel, 1746, Anderer Theil, 145 Capitel) 
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ANONYMOUS - 1750 

In 1750 an anonymous author published a treatise on hunting and fishing ( L'art de 

toute sorte de chasse et de pêche ) in France that, describing the hunt for plovers with 

great accuracy (even if with evident hints at the work of Chomel) mentions again the 

“entes” (decoys): 

... Il faudra pendant que vous sifflerez faire voler les meuttes de tems en tems, parce 

que les oiseaux approchent facilement quand ils aperçoivent remuer les meuttes, & en 

voyant les entes qu'ils croyent être en vie. 

... It will be necessary that you whistle now and then, flying the live decoys, so that the 

birds easily come near when they see the live decoys move, and by seeing the artificial 

decoys that they mistake for live ones. 

ANONYMUS - ~1750 (Ansbacher Beizbüchlein )

Around the middle of the XVIII century, an anonymous falconer at the service of Count 

Carl Wilhelm Friedrich von Brandenburg-Ansbach (Germany) published a falconry 

treatise, called Ansbacher Beizbüchlein by Kurt Lindner (1967), who curated its re- 

edition. In the context of a very detailed description of the traps for the peregrine 

falcons (Schlögtfalck) he describes the fabrication of a wooden decoy of a falcon: 
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Darnach macht man sich von guden vesten Holtz einen Vogell, so leicht das man ihn 

machen kann, aber auch nicht zu dünn, dass er nicht zerbriecht vom Auffallen. Diesser 

weird gemacht als wie ein Falck: der Leib von Kopff bis zum Schwantz 18 Zohl lang, 4½ 

Zohl breid, der Hals 4½ lang mit dem Kopff, der Schwantz 4½ Zohl lang und 3½ Zohl 

breid. Darnach werden die Flügell im gantzen gemacht 2 Schu lang und wie 

Falckenfkügell recht schön auf die Seitten nauss spietzig und schön gebogen. Darnach 

weird der Leib grad auf der Mitte des Flügel gelögt und vest zusammengemacht, dass 

er das Gleichgewigt hat. Darnach weird er mit einer guten Eöllfarb recht schön 

schwarzbraun , aber nicht gläntzet, angestrügen. Oben am Kopff bohrt man ein Log, 

und biend den Vogell elenlang an eine gute Schnur, und ein Werrbellen dran, das sich 

der Vogell besser schwingt. Darnach macht man sich einen Fetterbusch von weissen 

und schwartzen// Fettern zusammengebunden, in der Gröss, das er von weiden 

aussieht als wie eine Dauben. Diesser Busch weird 2 Elen vom hölzernen Vogell gögen 

der Hütten auch elenlang mit einem Werbala an die Schnur angebunden als wie der 

Vogell. (Lindner ,1967, p.108) 

So, they made up a bird with good and sound wood that is also light so that they can 

construct it, but at the same time not so thin to be broken in case of a fall. This is 

shaped as a falcon: the body from the head to the tail is 18 inches long and 4 and a 

half inches broad, the neck with the head is 4 and a half inches long, the tail is 4 inches 

and a half long and 3 inches and a half broad. Then the wings are made in one piece, 

long 2 feet and on the sides they are very accurately sharpened outside and well curved 

like the wings of the falcon. Then the body is put at the middle of the wing and soundly 

assembled, so that it is in equilibrium. Then a good oil color is applied, a nice brown- 

black, but not glittering. At the top on the head a hole is made and the bird is bounded 

to a very long and robust rope and with a junction, so that the bird can better oscillate… 

Later, they create a bundle of feathers with white and black feathers bounded together, 

of such a size that from the distance it appears like a dove. This bundle is bounded 2 

ells from the wooden bird with a very long rope in the direction of the shack in the same 

manner of the bird. 
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DENIS DIDEROT and JEAN-BAPTISTE D’ALEMBERT - ANONYME 1752 

Denis Diderot and Jean-Baptiste le Rond d’Alembert published a work between 1751 

and 1772 with the contribution of many philosophers, scholars and scientists. Entitled 

the Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers, it is a 

work made up of 28 volumes and 71.818 articles which encountered a very strong 

opposition at the time among the French monarchy and the Church due to its 

Enlightenment inspiration. In the section Natural History, there is an article by an 

unknown author, with the date 1st January 1752, that illustrates a peculiar hunt for 

crows: 

On en fait encore, à ce qu’on dit, une chasse singulière à Rouments, aux environs de 

Castelnaudari. On va dans une forêt oû il y en a beaucoup ; on ébranche plusieurs 

arbres; le soir on se couvre de noir depuis la tête jusqu’aux pieds; on a des corneilles 

de bois peint en noir; on met ces corneilles sur les arbres ébranchés; on se place au 

milieu; d’autres vont secouer les arbres circonvoisins, et effaroucher les corneilles: elles 

s’envolent, et trompées par les corneilles peintes, elles se précipitent sur les arbres 

ebranchés, où les chasseurs vêtus de noir et perchés les prennent à la main. Cette 

chasse commence en Novembre, dure jusqu’en Mars, et se fait pendant les nuits les 

plus obscures (Diderot et D’Alembert, 1752) 

According to what they tell, in Rouments, in the surrounding of Castelnaudari a 

particular type of hunt is still practiced. They go into a forest in which there are many 

(crows, tn); they cut off the branches of several trees; in the evening they dress 

themselves in black from the head to the feet. They have wooden crows painted in 

black; they put these crows on the trees without branches; they put themselves in the 

middle; others shake the surrounding trees and frighten the crows; these fly off and, 

fooled by the painted crows, rush to the de-branched trees, where the posted hunters 

dressed in black catch them using their hands. This hunt starts in November, lasts until 

May, and is performed in the darkest nights. 
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Chomel, 1740, p.744 
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ANDERS TIDSTRÖM  -  1756 

In 1756 Anders Tidström (1723-1779), Swedish chemistry professor, published a work 

titled Resan till Ornon och Utön i Skiären (1756).  

In this work he writes about decoys: 

Torsnäs ett litet hemman ¼ från Sundby. Här sågs wettar af åtskillige slags foglar som 

Skärkarlen lägger ut i siön at skiuta af samma slägte före. Desse wettar woro intet 

annat än uppstoppade foglar med fjädrar och skapnad behållne, och ett litet bräde 

under, som uppehåller fogel i watnet effter den diuphet som den lefwande simmar.  
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Foglarna som flyga af och an se sin lika ligga allena, då de flyga ned at giöra honom 

sälskap, det öfriga kommer sedan an på skärkarlen at han kan skrämma dem bort med 

en god hagelsvärm, då de mäst med lifsförlust risquerat at giöra hans wette sälskap. 

De här befintliga wettar woro af Ahlfogel, Pracknisse, Prackan, Skräcka, Ådor, Gudunge, 

Ahlkäring, Swärta. (Tidström, 1756, p.18-19) 

Torsnäs is a little farm situated at ¼ from Sundby. Here I observed decoys of several 

species of birds that the islanders of the archipelago set out on the sea before shooting 

to the same species. Their decoys were nothing else than birds stuffed by preserving 

their feathers and shape, and a little table under it, that keeps the bird on the water as 

if it swam alive. The birds that fly back and forth see their similar ones staying alone, 

so they fly down to keep them company. Then the rest depends on the islanders of the 

archipelago, who can catch them with a volley of shots, therefore they must risk to die 

by accompanying themselves to these decoys. 

The decoys present here were of male long-tailed duck, male red-breaster merganser, 

female red-breaster merganser, female gooseander, male common eider, female long- 

tailed duck and velvet scoter. 

Translation (trial, to be confirmed) 

ahlfagel male long-tailed duck clangula hyemalis 

pracknisse male red-breaster merganser mergus serrator 

prackan female red-breaster merganser mergus serrator 

skräcka female gooseander mergus merganser 

ådor male common eider somateria mollissima 

gudunge female common eider somateria mollissima 

ahlkäring female long-tailed duck clangula hyemalis 
swärta velvet scoter melanitta fusca 

Note: the stuffed birds mounted on a little wooden table seem to be of common use in Sweden 

at that time. See also in the previous pages Olof Broman (1720) 
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PIETRO LONGHI  1765 / 1770 

     La posta in botte (Caccia in valle) – Pietro Longhi 

 Hunting from a hide (Hunting on the marshes) – Pietro Longhi 
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 A series of seven oil paintings by the Venetian painter Pietro Longhi dating from the 

years 1765-1770 and known as “Hunting in the Valley” are preserved in the Querini 

 Stampalia Art Gallery in Venice. The series was reproduced by the etching artist Marco 

Pitteri (1702-1786). In the painting entitled “La posta in botte” (Hunter in the duck blind 

barrel) one can see real ducks as well as six duck decoys next to the barrel, probably 

made by floatable material such as wood and cork (see upper image).  

From an accurate analysis of the paining, it is possible to derive the impression that 

some decoys seem to exhibit a floating platform at their basis. This kind of construction, 

which is more frequent in Northern Europe, but is also not totally unknown in Italy 

(Ciferri, p.74 , Ciferri personal communication 2016), is a way that the decoy builders 

use in order to improve the stability of the decoy, by broadening their base (“shape 

stability”) rather than weighing the decoy (“weight stability”). See upper image. 

 Hunting from a hide – Pietro Longhi (detail) 

 Italian decoy with platform, found in Tuscany 
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Also, in another painting called “La partenza per la caccia” (Leaving for the hunt) a few 

decoys are portrayed in the boat. 

 “La partenza per la caccia” (Leaving for the hunt) 

It is interesting to note that in this last work the decoy, positioned in the back of the 

boat has a “bundle-like tail” secured by a ligature at the base of the tail itself: a trait 

commonly found in bulrush decoys, but not found in wooden or cork decoys. Of course, 
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a painting cannot guarantee such a high quality reproduction as a photograph can, but 

even so, one might conclude that at that time decoys were made from both wood (and 

possibly cork) and bulrush. 

 “La partenza per la caccia” (Leaving for the hunt) – detail 

   Bulrush decoy from the 20th century 
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JAKOBUS GUMMERUS - PEHR ADRIAN GADD 1769 

In 1769 Jakobus Gummerus (1742-1804), under the guidance of the famous professor 

Pehr Adrian Gadd (1727 – 1797), presented the doctoral dissertation Oeconomisk

Afhandling / om Sjö-Fogels wård och Ans i Finska Skärgården (Economic treatise on 

the care of water birds in relation to the Finnish archipelago). In speaking about wild 

geese (Wildgås, Anas anser) in this dissertation, Gummerus writes that they are: 

med wetar eller utlagde upstoppade hafsfoglar låct as de I trånga sund och inwikar, 

hwarest de ofta med nat fångas til myckenhet af Finska Skärbonden. 

lured with decoys or stuffed water birds placed in a narrow sea loch or cove, when they 

are often caught in abundance by the peasants of the Finnish archipelago. 

from Lloyd, 1867, p.360 
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DON PEDRO FAGES - JUAN CRESPI 1770-1772 

The Spanish colonization of California came about both by military means and 

missionary work. Important protagonists during the second part of the 17th century 

were Gaspar de Portola, commander of the Spanish colonizing expedition and first 

governor of the Alta California, and one of his lieutenants, Pedro Fages, who later on 

also became governor of that colony. 

On November 21, 1770, Don Pedro Fages, lieutenant of the Catalonian Volunteers, 

accompanied by six soldiers and a mule driver, left Monterey and headed north with the 

intention of exploring the San Francisco Bay area. Below is an account of this expedition 

which was recorded in Don Fages diary: 

Dia 27 de Novembre 

...y cerca de este una laguna dulce mui buena la que tenia su circunferencia matizada 

con juncos, eneas, y muchos pastos, entre los quales havia abundancia de anzares, y 

logramos matar 7. Vimos pegados a la laguna muchos gentiles afables y placenteros, a 

los que regalamos de algunas sartas de vidrio, y ellos nos correspondieron con algunos 

plumages, y anzares rellenados de zacate, de los que se valen para coger infinidad de 

estas aves... (Fages, 1770, p. 150) 

November 27th 

… near it was a very good fresh lagoon whose margin was adorned with rushes, cat- 

tails, and extensive meadows, where there was an abundance of geese, of which we 

succeeded in killing seven. We saw, close to the lagoon, many pleasant and affable 

heathen, to whom we presented some strings of glass beads. They reciprocated with 

plumes and geese stuffed with straw, which they employed to catch an infinite number 

of these birds … 

Pedro Fages led many explorative expeditions in California. In 1772 he began one of 

those (which is known as the Crespi-Fages expedition) starting from Monterey towards 

the North, accompanied by Father Juan Crespi, who kept an accurate diary of the 

journey. In the English translation by Hebert E. Bolton we can read the following 

passage: 
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Saturday, March 28 

In two leagues we left the plain and entered some hills, and descended by them to a 

deep arroyo, whose ford had to be fixed on account of its steepness. It had plenty of 

water, and on its banks we found a good village of heathen, very fair and bearded, who 

did not know what to do, they were happy to see us in their village. They gave us many 

cacomites, amoles and two dead geese, dried and stuffed with grass to use as decoys 

in hunting others, large number being attracted in this way (Bolton, 1927, p.291). 

*) In 1767, the Jesuits were expelled from all the Spanish dominions and the 

Franciscans carried on with the enterprise of evangelization begun the century before 

by their predecessors. They took over the old Jesuit missions left vacant in the 

Californian peninsula, and from there prepared the great missionary undertaking which 

eventually allowed them to conquer all of the New California. 

from:  J. R. Bartlett (1854) (note the decoys in the back on the right) 
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FRAY PEDRO FONT - 1776 

In the context of the numerous colonial expeditions guided by the Spanish for the 

conquest of California, there are also two of them led by captain Juan Bautista de Anza. 

Father Pedro Font *), too, took part in the second expedition and kept an accurate 

journal of it **). In this document, we can read: 

Sunday, March 31 

A little more than two leagues farther on we crossed two small wooded arroyos which 

are separated only by a small hill, and between which we saw a village without people. 

We traveled a league more and crossed another arroyo, where we saw an abandoned 

village, and in a hut many birds stuffed with grass, which the Indians had to hunt with 

(Bolton, 1930, p. 358). 

*) see footnote of the previous chapter 

**) The original in Spanish is conserved at the John Carter Brown Library in Providence, 

RI, U.S.A. 
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GEORGES-LOUIS comte de BUFFON - 1770 

Georges-Louis Leclerc, count of Buffon (1707-1788), French naturalist and scientist, 

published from 1770 to 1783, in the context of his Histoire naturelle, nine volumes 

devoted to ornithology, i.e. the Histoire naturelle des oiseaux. In this work, there are 

frequent references to hunting and the mention of many kinds of decoys, including 

artificial visual decoys. However one must keep in mind that Buffon, as yet other 

encyclopedists such as Gessner and Aldrovandi, largely took inspiration from the 

previous ornithological literature (see the general annotation on page 44). 

Now let’s take a look at a couple of these references. Regarding the Tetras or grand 

Coq de bruyère (capercaillie), he writes: 

On a en Courlande, en Livonie et en Lithuanie, une autre maniére de faire cette chasse; 

on se sert d’une tetras empaillé, ou bien on fait un tetras artificiel avec de l’étoffe de 

couleur convenable, bourréee de foin ou d’étoupe, ce qui s’appelle dans le pays une 

balvane : on attache cette balvane au bout d’un bâton, et l’on fixe ce bâton sur un 

bouleau, à portée du lieu que ces oiseaux ont choisi pour leur rendez-vous d’amour ; 

car c’est le mois d’avril, c’est-à -dire, le temps où ils sont en amour que l’on prend pour 

faire cette chasse ; dès qu’ils aperçoivent la balvane, ils se rassemblent autour d’elle, 

s’attaquent et se défendent d’abord comme par jeu ; mais bientôt ils s’animent et 

s’entrebattent réellement, et avec tant de fureur qu’ils ne voient ni n’entendent plus 

rien, et que le Chasseur qui est caché près de-là dans sa hutte, peut aisément les 

prendre, même sans coup férir; … (Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux, Tome II, p.221) 

In Courland (a historic region of West Latvia, n.d.r.), in Livonia and in Lithuania there 

is another way of doing this hunt; they use a stuffed capercaille, or they create an 

artificial one with cloth of an appropriate colour, filled with hay or tow, which in that 

country is called bulvan. They attach this bulvan at the top of a stick, and they fix this 

stick on a birch, within the reach of the birds that have chosen that place for their 

love encounters; because it is the month of April, i.e. the bird love season, in which this 

hunt is performed. As soon as they see the bulvans, they gather around it, they fight 

and defend themselves and initially it is a game, but soon they get passionate and they 

really fight among them, with such a furor that they no longer see or hear anything. So 
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that the hunter, which is hidden nearby in his shack, can easily capture them, even 

without a shoot.   

 Bulvans in place 

And on the theme of lapwings: 

Il s’en prend des volées au filet à miroir; on le tend pour cela dans une prairie, on place 

entre les nappes quelques vanneaux empaillés et un ou deux de ces oiseaux vivans 

pour servir d’appelans, … (Histoire naturelle, Tome XXIII, p.56) 

Flocks of them are captured with a “filet à miroir” (paired clap net); to this aim they 

strecth it over a green, they put between the nets some stuffed lapwings and one or 

two of these birds alive that have the function of call, … 
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CORNELIUS NOZEMAN - MAARTEN HOUTTUYN - 1770 / 1829 

De Nederlandsche Vogelen is the result of the work started in 1770 by the ecclesiast 

and naturalist Cornelius Nozeman (1720-1786), which was continued after his death by 

the physician and naturalist Maarten Houttuyn (1720-1798) or Houtuijn (latin: Martinus 

Houttuyn). It was completed, after the death of the latter author, by J. Sepp with the 

assistance of J.C. Temminck, director of the Leiden Rijksmuseum of Natural History. 

In this opera, the following passage can be read: 

Om ze op de Netten te doen komen, gebruikt men een, of twee levende Kievitten, Om 

ze op de Netten te doen komen, gebruikt men een, of twee levende Kievitten, gelyk ik 

hier na zal zeggen, en met een dozyn Entes [dit zijn stelten]. 't welk molikken zyn van 

Hooi, of van Stroo, en de veren van een Pluvier opgeschikt, waarin men enn houtje 

steekt om ze op de grond vast de pennen als of zy leefden. (Nozeman et Houttuyn, 

1720, cited in Jukema, 2001, p.44) 

To make them come down to the net, one or two live lapwings are used, these are 

bounded at the feet and the tail, and they are made to fly as I will explain later on, and 

a dozen of entes are also used (these are waders), imitations of birds (molikken) that 

are made by hay or straw, adorned with plover’s feathers, in which a wooden stick is 

set, in order to fix them into the ground as if they were alive. 
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LAURENT LABRUYERRE - 1771 

A great French poacher, Laurent Labruyerre (year of birth and of death unknown), who 

later became gamekeeper for the Count of Clermont, in 1771 published a treatise on 

poaching. The essay, entitled Les Ruses du braconnage, speaks of the use of decoys in 

the hunting of plovers: 

Dans le Cotentin, aux environs de Carentan, d'Isigny, etc. , on prend toutes sortes 

d'oiseaux de passage aux filets. Lorsque la mer monte , elle couvre quantité de terres 

en deçà des digues et contraint tout le gibier de se retirer dans les terres qui ne sont 

point inondées, et lorsqu'elle s'en retourne, tout le gibier suit l'eau pour y manger tout 

ce qu'il trouve sur le rivage. Les habitants louent des permissions pour construire des 

mares plates … Ils posent des filets dans ces mares … Ils fabriquent une loge … pour 

attirer les pluviers. Ils en mettent un vivant et beaucoup d'autres artificiels avec un filet 

pour les couvrir, dont les cordeaux se viennent rendre à la loge (Van der Vorst, p.114) 

In Cotentin, in the surroundings of Carentan, of Isigby and so on, they catch all kinds 

of passing birds with nets. When the sea rises, it covers wide areas of land on the other 

side of the dams and compels the game to retreat in the land that is not flooded, and 

when the flood moves back, all the water game follows the water, in order to eat all 

that is left on the shore. The inhabitants rent some permits to build sea coves … they 

pose the nets in these coves… they build a shack… to entice the plovers. They put a live 

plover and many other artificial ones with a net to cover them, whose ropes go to the 

shack. 

And one page ahead: 

... On tend aussi aux pluviers dans les environs de Paris, à cinq à six lieues, dans la Brie 

et dans le Gâtinais. On se sert d'appeaux avec des figures de pluviers. Les autres, qui 

voient ceux-ci, descendent dans les filets, dont on les couvre de dedans une loge. ( Van 

der Vorst, p.115) 

... they also tend to plovers in the surroundings of Paris, in five or six locations, in Brie 

and in Gâtinais. Decoys imitating the image of plovers are used. The others, who see 

them, fly down into the nets, with which they are covered, auctioned from the shack. 
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ANTONIO TIRABOSCO - < 1773 

Antonio Tirabosco (1707-1773), Italian writer and poet from Verona, composed a poetic 

work devoted to bird hunting in the last years of his life-: “L'uccellagione” (The fowling) 

was published post mortem in 1775. 

In a pair of passages Tirabosco seems to mention artificial decoys. For example, in the 

second of the three books in which the work is divided, while speaking about the hunt 

for finches with bird lime, he writes: 

… Lungi 

Dagl'ingannevoli arbori non molto 

Di paglia o di frondura un capannello 

Si copra e ingiunchi, a cui di sotto sia 

Il nascondersi in pronto allor che posti 

Sono i Richiami, ed i Zimbelli, e in alto 

Già collocate le mentite forme, 

E i ramuscelli col tenace vischio ...(Tirabosco, 1773, p. 50) 

… Not far from the deceptive trees, cover a little hut with straw and foliage and bound 

it with rushes, under the hut you will promptly hide yourself when the call birds and the 

live decoys are put in place, and above the simulated shapes and the lime-covered wood 

sticks are already placed … 

and in the third book: 

... I Cantajuoli, ed i loro finti aspetti 

Collocati e disposti, ivi non molto 

Lontano attenderai la bella preda ... (Tirabosco, 1773, p.89) 

... after having set and disposed the songbirds and their deceptive shapes (the decoys), 

then you will wait for the prey not far from there … 
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THOMAS PENNANT - 1776 

Thomas Pennant (1726-1798), a Welsh naturalist, is the author of several works, such 

as British Zoology and Arctic Zoology. He was elected memberof the Royal Swedish 

Society of Sciences. In his works devoted to zoology he occasionally mentions the use 

of artificial decoys during bird hunting. 

Talking about ash colored sandpipers he narrates: 

These birds, when fattened, are preferred by some to the ruffs themselves. They are 

taken in great numbers on the coasts of Lincolnshire, in nets such as employed in taking 

ruffs; with two or three dozen of stales of wood painted like the birds, placed within: 

fourteen dozen have been taken at once (Pennant, p. 388). 

Then speaking about ruffs he writes: 

The fowler resorts to his stand at day break, at the distance of one, two, three, or four 

hundred yards from the nets, according to the time of the season; for the later it is, the 

shyer the birds grow. He then makes his first pull, taking such birds that he finds within 

reach: after that he places his stuft birds or stales to entice those that are continually 

traversing the fen (Pennant, p. 386). 

His description of the hunt for gannet, a Pelecaniformes bird, is quite unusual; this 

description, indeed, recalls a similar situation described by Oppian of Cilicia (see pag. 

46). 

About four years ago one of these birds (gannets, en) flying over Penzance, (a thing 

that rarely happens) and seeing some pilchards lying on fir-plank, in a cellar used for 

curing fish, darted itself down with such violence, that it struck its bill quite through the 

board (about an inch and a quarter thick) and broke its neck. These birds are sometimes 

taken at sea by a deception of the like kind. The fishermen fasten a pilchard to a board, 

and leave it floating; which inviting bait decoys the unwary Gannet to its own 

destruction (Pennant, p. 524). 
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PETER  SIMON  PALLAS  -  1776 

Peter Simon Pallas (1741 – 1811), German, professor of natural sciences and member 

of the Russian-imperial Academy of sciences, in 1772-1733 publishes the memories of 

his journey to Russia: Reise durch verschiedene Provinzen des Russichen Reichs. In the 

pages devoted to the Ostyaks in the area of the river Ob, the following passages can be 

found: 

Weil nun das Wassergeflügel mit dem ersten Thauwetter ankommt und sich af solchen 

Pfützen  häufig niederläst, so machen die Jäger daselbst Schneeschanzen und später 

im Frühling Reisighütten, aus welchen sie den ankommenden Schwanen, Gänsen und 

Enten aus ihrem Schiessgewehr unbemerkt beykommen können.. Um das wilde 

Geflügel desto sichrer zu machen und anzulocken, setzen sie mit Heu ausgestopfte 

Enten und Gänse nahe bey den Schanzen aufs Wasser aus. Es ist merkwürdig dass die 

wilden Schwäne und Gänse auf diese ausgestopften Lockvögel so gern zufliegen und 

gleich auf sie loszubeissen anfangen. Entgehen sie aber der Gefahr einmal, so kommen 

sie gewiss den Lockvögeln nicht wieder nahe (Pallas, 1776, p.91). 

 from Lloyd, 1867, p. 288 
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Since the water birds arrive at the first thaw and often fly down to these pools, the 

hunters build trenches in the snow and later shacks with the branches, from which they 

can reach the coming swans, geese and ducks with their shooting weapons without 

being seen. In order to attract and to make the wild birds more reliant, they put geese 

and ducks filled with hay on the water near the trenches. It is curious how the swans 

and the wild geese willingly fly down on this stuffed decoys and then start to peck them. 

If they manage once to escape the danger, for sure they never come back again to the 

decoys. 

A bit later in the same chapter, Pallas speaks again of decoys, without explicitly 

mentioning their nature (live or notl). But according to our personal evaluation, he could 

hint again at the artificial decoys that he described above. 

Später im Frühling, wenn schon viele Seen aufgehn, so ist auf obgedachte Art keine 

Jagd mehr; weil sich aber das Wassergeflügel erst spät im Frühling nach den Nestern 

zerstreut und indessen von einem See zum andern schwärmt, so haben die Ostjaken 

zwischen den Seen gerade Bahnen durch die Waldung gehauen, durch welche sich die 

schweren Gänse und Enten zu fliegen desto lieber gewöhnen, weil sie sich nicht gern 

hoch in die Luft erheben mögen. Da wird nun in der Dämmerung eine Menge dergleichen 

Geflügel mit den von mir im vorigen Theil beschriebnen, schwebenden Luftnetzen 

gefangen .…… Geschieht es aber dass sich die Gänse über das Obischer Netz erheben 

wollen wenn es zu früh ausgespannt werden, so haben die Ostjaken schon in einigem 

Abstand Lockgänse hingestellt und wissen auf einer Birkenrinde die Lockstimme der 

wilden Gänse so geschickt nachzuahmen, dass sie fliegenden das Netz vergessen, sich 

gegen die Lockvögel niederlassen und also dem Vogelsteller unfehlbar zum Raub werden 

(Pallas, 1776, p.92). 

Later, in spring, when many lakes already thaw, the above-mentioned manner of 

hunting is no more possible; however, given that in late spring water birds disperse 

after the building of the nests and fly in flocks from one lake to another, the Ostyaks 

have obtained among the lakes straight passages across the forests, through which the 
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heavy geese and ducks willingly get accustomed to fly, because they do not love to fly 

higher. Therefore, given that, at sunset a large quantity of these birds is captured with 

the suspended nets that I described in the previous part… however, it might happen 

that the geese want to get higher than the ostyak net if this is stretched too soon and 

so Ostyaks have already positioned to a certain distance luring ducks (decoys ?) and 

they are able to imitate with a piece of birch bark the cry of the wild ducks so well, that 

these fowls forget about the net and go to the calls and therefore they unavoidably 

become prey of the fowler. 

Ostyak duck net - from Sirelius 
1933 
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AUGUST HUPEL - 1777 

August Wilhelm Hupel (1737-1819), German pastor and scholar, long time resident of 

Lavonia, published the second volume of the Topographischen Nachrichten von Lief- 

und Ehstland in 1777. He devoted a chapter to the natural history of Lavonia (Versuch 

einer liefländischen Naturgeschichte im Grundriss). In the following passage he states: 

Im Herbst werden sie in kleinen niedrigen Hütten geschossen, welche man von Zweigen 

pyramidenförmig mache, in diesen verbirge sich der Schütze: Auf Stangen sezt man in 

Gestallt eines Birkhahns gemachte Pulwanen *), lässt die Hähne treiben, welche sich 

durch den Schein betrogen zu den Pulwanen setzen; so kann ein Mensch an einem 

Morgen mehrere schiesse (Hupel, 1777, p.452) 

In autumn they are caught from small and short shacks that are made with the 

branches, piled in the shape of a pyramid and in this the shooter hides himself. Decoys 

manufactured to imitate a blackgrouse (blackcock), are set on rods, then they let the 

cocks arrive, and these, fooled by the appearance, go towards the decoys; in this way, 

a man can shoot to many of them in the time span of a morning. 

*) Pulwan, also called Polwan, Bulwan, Ballban. Balbhahn, Balbahn, Ballhahn is an 

artificial decoy that imitates the blackgrouse. For the most part made of stuffed cloth it 

was and is still in use in Northern Europe, from Russia to the Baltic and Scandinavian 

countries during the hunt for the blackgrouse troughout the breeding season. More 

extensively, these terms are sometimes used as a generic meaning for decoy. 
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PIERRE-JOSEPH BUC’HOZ - 1784 

In 1784 Pierre-Joseph Buc’Hoz (1731-1807) lawyer, physician and French naturalist, 

publishes a work, Les agréments des campagnards dans la chasse des oiseaux and le 

plaisir des grands seigneurs dans les oiseaux de fauconnerie. In the part devoted to 

fowling he describes in great detail the hunting techniques and, even if he largely 

privileges the use of live decoys, he mentions every now and then the use of decoys 

with both stuffed and dried birds. 

SAMUEL ÖDMANN - 1785 

Samuel Ödmann (1750 -1829), a Swedish theologian and naturalist, refers to wooden 

decoys (probably for the first time in Sweden) in one of his writing: 

Svärtor fås väl stundom på fogelnätet, men de fläste skjutas för vättar. Det är 

besynnerligt, då andre hafs-foglar äro upmärksame vättames ställning, egenskap, 

renhet och likhet med naturen, är deremot Svärtan så föga noggran, at hon fäller för 

brända tradvättar, som borde förekomma henne misstänkte (Ödmann, 1785).

Scoters are yet sometimes caught by means of bird nets, but for the most part they fly 

down to the decoys. It is strange that, whereas the other birds pay attention to the 

position of the decoys, and to the clarity, authenticity and similarity with the nature, 

the poor scoter does not pay much attention in order not to fall on the decoys of 

scorched wood, which should arouse its suspicions. 
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KÖKAR - 1787 

The Åland islands are situated between Finland and Sweden and are still inhabited by a 

Swedish-speaking population. The Åland islands come from a troubled political history, 

going from Sweden in the Middle-Ages to Finland in the last century. On the Baltic side 

of this large archipelago (around 6500 among larger and smaller islands) there is Kökar, 

composed by a small group of islands. One of the main of them is called Karlsby. Ören 

is an islet on the exterior border of the Kökar group. 

Finnish ethnologist Ragna Ahlbäck (1955) in her study “Kökar, naringslivet och dess 

organisation i en utskarssocken”, reports the following judiciary document (1787): 

Jakträtten inom Karlby södra skärgård var ännu efter 1768 års skattläggning rätt 

omstridd. År 1787 stämde åtta bönder i Karlby Thomas Tomasson från Ősterbygge för 

att han och hans folk upprepade gånger idkat fågel- och sälfångst inom Karlby ägor… 

… Ett vittne intygade att han sett sonen, Samuel Tomasson, och mågen Johan Mattsson, 

skjuta fåglar för vettar vid Rödgrund, vilket “ mera “ tillhörde Karlby än andra 

däromkring liggande byar, änskönt folk från dessa byar någon gång under våren kom 

dit för att skjuta fågel; vittnet kunde ej förklara varför Karlby hade större rättighet till 

detta grund än de andra , utan sade bara att så har det alltid blivit ansett. Ett annat 

vittne berättade att Rödgrund låg något mindre än en halv mil från Őren inåt skärgården 

och att han hört omtalas att karlbyborna bärgat höet på Őren. Samuel Tomasson och 

Johan Mattsson erkände att de skjutit flera skott från Rödgrund utan att de haft 

fullkomlig rätt att öva fågelskytte på samma grund, emedan det egentligen tillhörde 

Karlby. Då det alltså befanns att Tomas Tomassons folk utan lov lagt ut vettar och 

skjutit fågel inom den s.k. Ören samt i Karlby skärgård dömdes Tomas Tomasson till 10 

dr smts böter. 

The hunting rights in the southern Karlsby archipelago remained confused also after the 

tax reform of 1768. In 1787, eight farmers from Karlby sued Thomas Tomasson from 

Ősterbygge because he and his people had repeatedly hunted birds and seals on the 

Karlby territory … 
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… A witness has confirmed to have seen his son, Samuel Tomasson, and the nephew, 

Johan Mattsson, shooting to the birds with decoys in Rödgrund, which belonged “more” 

to Karlby than to the other surrounding villages; however, the people from these 

villages, every now and then during the spring, come and shoot to the birds; the witness 

could not explain why Karlby had more rights in this than the others, but limited himself 

to say that it has always been allowed. Another witness told me that 

Rödgrund was in the archipelago to less than half a mile to Őren, and he had heard that 

the inhabitants of Karlby had made hay in Őren . 

Samuel Tomasson and Johan Mattsson conceded that they had shoot several sots from 

Rödgrund, but they claimed that they had all the right to fowl in that territory, because 

in reality it belonged to Karlby. Given that it has later been discovered that 

Tomas Tomasson’s people had posed the decoys and had shot to birds in Őren without 

permission, as well as in the Karlby archipelago, Tomas Tomasson has been fined by 

10 silver coins. 

And further (1793): 

Är 1793 upptogs till behandling ett mål mellan en bonde från Kallsö och en bondson, 

Per Mattsson, från Bjorsboda. Per Mattssons hade utan tillstånd skjutit fågel på grund 

som hörde under Kallsö. Den bonde som upptäckt honom hade till vedermäle tagit bort 

Per Mattssons vettar, vilka denne inte hade återlöst. Häradsrätten ansåg att 

kallsöbonden i enlighet med BB 17:3 hade haft rätt att ta vettarna och behålla dem till 

dess att Per Mattsson bjöd rätt för dem; för sitt intrång på andras ägor blev Per Mattson 

dömd till böter. 

In 1793 a case between a farmer from Kallsö and the son of a farmer, Per Mattsson, 

from Bjorsboda, was presented to the judge. Per Mattssons had shot without permission 

to the birds in a territory which belonged to Kallsö. The farmer that discovered him had 

taken away the decoys that Per Mattsson had not taken back. The jurisdictional court 

judged that the farmer according to BB 17: 3 had the right to take the decoys and to 

keep them as long as Per Mattsson had not repaid its fault; for his intrusion in other’s 

property, Per Mattson was fined. 
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In the same publication we also find the following note: 

I e dom från Sund 1565 omtalas fågelskåror såsom en värdefull tillgång vid sidan av 

fiskevatten och sälgrund; en fågelskåra är en stenvall bakom vilken skytten döljer sig 

vid fågeljakt. 

In a judgement from Sund*) in 1565 the fågelskåror (hollows and recesses in the rock) 

are mentioned as high-value resources on the side of fishing waters and seals places. 

A fågelskåra is a rock wall, behind which the hunter hides for the bird catch. 

*) Sund is a Finnish municipality situated in the Åland islands. 

Yukka Peltonen, in his interesting publication on decoys “Kaaveita ja bulvananeja” 

(2001), writes on this annotation: 

It is likely that birds who reached shooting distance were enticed with decoys 

(On todennäköistä että lintujen tulo ampumaetäisyydelle pyrittiin varmistamaan 

houkutuskuvilla). 

   from Peltonen: Kaaveita ja bulvaaneja 
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JOHANN  NAUMANN – 1789 

In 1789 Johann Andreas Naumann, a farmer and German naturalist of the XVIII 

century, dictated a text with the title Der Vogelsteller oder die Kunst allerlen Arten von 

Vögeln sowohl ohne als auch auf dem Vogelheerd bequem und in Menge zu fangen (The 

bird trapper or the art of capturing any species of birds as well as of catching many of 

them easily in the trapping area). 

In this text of remarkable hunting content, the use of the artificial decoy is almost totally 

ignored in favor of the use of live ones. However, at one point, while speaking about 

thrush, he writes: 

Wer keine Lockvögel hat, der muss bey Zeiten, ehe sie aushecken, zusehen, dass er 

einige Jungen aus den Nestern aufziehet; sollte aber dieses auch fehl schlagen, so kann 

man einige schiessen, sie abbälgen, und diese Bälge so lange auf dem Heerd setzen, 

bis man einige lebendige fänget. Man kann auch solchen Balg auf das Ruhr binden, man 

spannet die Flügel mit einem Drate aus einander, und bindet ihn auf dem Rücken, 

zwischen den Flügeln den Ruhrfaden an, so, dass es aussiehet, als wenn er lebte, und 

muss ein Vogelsteller nicht verdrüsslich werde, ob er gleich einige Tage umsonst stellen 

muss (Naumann, p.124). 

He, who does not own decoy birds, must, from time to time, take care of growing some 

young birds taken from the nests before they grow adult; if this strategy does not have 

success, then it is possible to shoot to some of them, to disembowel them and to set 

out these stuffed skins on the trapping area, as long as you don’t capture some live 

birds. It is also possible to bind such decoys on a joint, you stretch the wings with an 

iron wire, and you bind the guide wire on his back between the wings so that it appears 

as if it would be a live bird, and it must not create discomfort to the bird trapper if he 

has to set out the decoys without any result for some days. 
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PIERRE BULLIARD - 1795 

Pierre Bulliard (1752 – 1793), French physician and botanist, in his work "Aviceptolgie 

française ou toutes les ruses dont on peut se servir pour prendre les oiseaux qui sont 

en France", which was published post mortem in 1795, clarifies once again the term 

« entes », providing the following definition: 

ENTES. Ce sont des des peaux d'oiseaux remplies de mousse ou d'etoupe; plus elles 

imitent les oiseaux vivants, et moins elles causent de défiance aux autres (Bulliard, 

1795, p.XVI de la Table alphabétique et raisonnée) 

ENTES. They are skin of birds filled with moss or tow: the more they imitate the live 

birds, the less they arouse diffidence in the others. 

In the chapter devoted to larks, Bulliard illustrates the use of moquettes (decoys) in 

order to lure these birds. On this theme he writes: 

...Il est bon d'avoir une fausse moquette, jusqu'à ce qu'on puisse s'en procurer une 

vraie. On se sert de deux ailes d'allouettes, qu'on attache à une petite baguette fort 

légere, nommèe verge de moquette ou de meute; on la fait jouer comme on feroit d'une 

vraie moquette ... (Bulliard, 1795, Section VI, p.92) 

... It is good to have a false decoy (fausse moquette) until it is possible to avail yourself 

with a true one. One can use two lark wings, which are attached to a very light stick, 

which is called verge (eng. cane) de moquette ou de meute (eng. decoy); they handle 

it as it would be done with a decoy. 

From this last note it clearly appears that Bulliard uses the term MOQUETTE in reference 

to a decoy, either live or artificial. 
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JOHANN  BECHSTEIN   - 1797

Johann Matthäus Bechstein (1757-1822), a German naturalist and ornithologist, is the 

author of several publications devoted to ornithology: among these, one bears the title 

of “Gründliche Anweisung alle Arten von Vögeln zu fangen” (1797), in which the use of 

stuffed birds is frequently mentioned. 

Regarding the bullfinch he writes: 

Ja man kann sie sogar mit einem Kloben auf einer Meisenhütte bekommen, wenn man 

nämlich anstatt der Meise einen Gimpel hinhängt oder nur einen ausgestopften neben 

den Kloben hinstellt, mit dem Munde das Gimpelgeschrey nachahmt (p.360). 

It is even possible to capture them with the cloven stick from the shack (lit. shack for 

the tits), i.e. when in the place of a tit a bullfinch or only a stuffed one is placed near to 

the cloven stick, and with the mouth one imitates the cry of the bullfinch. 

And on the jay: 

Auf die Hütte wird eine lebendige Eule, oder in Ermangelung derselben, eine 

ausgestopfte oder auch wohl nur ein ausgestopfter Hasenbalg gebunden. Beyde, 

letztere aber muss man mit einem Stock bewegen können, damit die Vögel glauben, 

die Eule bewege sich (p.404). 

On the shack, you bind a live owl or, if there is no owl available, a stuffed one or even 

only a stuffed hare skin. Both of the latest two, however, need to be moved with a stick, 

so that the birds believe that the owl moves. 

On the hunt for the lapwing: 

Man hat wenigstens einen lebendigen Kiebitz nöthig, den man an einem Bindfaden 

bewegen kann, und etliche ausgestopfte Bälge, welche man auf den Heerd stellt 

(p.419). 

It is necessary at least a live lapwing, that can be moved with a rope and many stuffed 

skins, that are placed in the trapping area. 
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Also on the plover: 

Man lockt sie durch einige ausgestopfte oder angeläuferte Lockvögel und durch 

Nachahmung ihrer Locktöne Tia! auf den Heerd (p. 566). 

They are enticed in the net with some stuffed decoys or with live decoys and with the 

imitation of their cry Tia! 

On the theme of luring the tits by imitating their call, he writes: 

Hat man eine ausgestopfte Eule, so geht der Fang noch besser von statten (p.478) 

If you have a stuffed owl, the catch proceeds even better. 

In the hunt for the starlings, then: 

Bey diese aufgestellte Garne setzt man, an Leinen gebunden, zwey lebendige Staare 

nebst verschiedenen ausgestopften Bälgen von todten (p.637). 

Near this mounted net you place two live starlings, bound to a little rope and near to 

several stuffed skins of dead (starlings). 

And the bustards: 

Um Strasburg fängt man sie, wenn alles mit Schnee bedeckt ist, mit einem Schlaggarn, 

dessen Zugleine die Länge eines Ackers hat. Man lockt sie durch ausgestopfte Bälge von 

Trappen herbey, zwischen welche man Kohlköpfe in die Erde steckt (p.693). 

In the surroundings of Strasburg, when all is covered in snow, they are captured with 

a clap-net, whose maneuvering rope should have the length of a field. They are enticed 

with stuffed bustards, among them you also place some cabbage heads. 

And lastly on the quails: 

In Frankreich fängt man die Hähne in Schlingen, wenn man sie durch ein ausgestopftes 

Weibchen, dessen Stimme man nachahmt, herbey gelockt hat (p.696) 

In France, the males are captured with laces, once they have been attracted by a stuffed 

female, whose cry is imitated. 
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GERVAIS–FRANÇOIS MAGNÉ DE MAROLLES - 1798 

Gervais-François Magné de Marolles (1727 - 1792), bibliographer and hunter, in his 

work entitled “Chasse au fusil” (Gunhunting) makes multiple references to the use of 

decoys. 

For example, when describing the chasse à la hutte practiced in Picardie and, in 

particular, in vallé de la Somme, the author indicates that, besides the live decoys, the 

hunters also make use of artificial ones: 

...Outre les appellans, on place quelquefois dans les mares des figures de canard faites 

avec de la terre et du gazon, qu'on y dresse sur des piquets à fleur-d'eau, e qu'on 

appelle des étalons. (Marolles, 1798, p.571) 

Besides the live decoys, sometimes reproductions of ducks made up by soil and grass 

are also used in the ponds; they are raised on a picket on the surface of the water and 

they are called “étalons”. 

But in the additional Supplement added to the main work we also find this annotation, 

which refers to the text displayed above: 

(Pag.571, lig.5 et 6.) – Aprés ces mots, et qu’on appelle des étalons, ajoutez en note: 

En Champagne, particulièrement aux environs de Troyes, quelques chasseurs se 

servent pour l‘affût des canards, sur les étangs ou rivières, de figures de canard faites 

de bois léger, et peintes d’une couleur imitant le plumage de ces oiseaux. Ces 

simulacres se posent sur l’eau, et au moyen de ficelles qui y sont attachées, le chasseur 

caché dans une petite hutte les fait remuer à volonté, pour attirer les canards qui 

passent en l’air (Marolles, 1798, Supplément, p.100). 

(Pag.571, lig.5 et 6.) – After these words: “et qu’on appelle ètalons” add the following 

note : in the region of Champagne, in particular in the surroundings of Troyes, some 

hunters for the ambush to ducks in ponds and on rivers use some shapes of duck made 

of light wood, and painted in a color that imitates the plumage of these birds. These 
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reproductions are laid on the water and, by means of little ropes that are attached to 

them, the hunter, hidden in a little shack, moves them at his will, in order to entice the 

ducks passing in the air. 

Finally, by describing hunting along the sea coastlines in the Poitou area, he once again 

mentions the employment of decoys. 

C'est dans ces marais ou prairies que les chasseurs les attendent le soir, cachés dans 

les trous. Pour mieux les attirer, ils emploient des figures d'oiseaux appellée formes, 

posées sur le bord de l'eau. Ces formes sont faites avec des peaux d'oiseaux écorchés, 

rempliesde paille ou de gazon. (Marolles, 1798, p.579) 

It is in these marshes and meads that the hunters wait for them in the evening, hidden 

in holes. In order to better lure them in, they use reproductions of birds called “formes”, 

which are laid down on the border of the water. These decoys are made with skin of 

flayed birds, filled with straw or grass. 
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ROGER WILLIAMS or the dawn of the American era - 1790 

Roger Williams (1770-1840) from Sheepshead Bay, Long Island, is regarded as the first 

American non-aborigine decoy-maker of whom we have information. A wooden decoy 

of a root head merganser is attributed to him. This decoy is presumably dated around 

1790-1800 (Kansas, p.26). *) 

Attribution of the date is based on the statistic datum which indicates that the average 

life expectancy of an American man in the first half of the XIX century was around 32- 

40 years (which probably also includes the high infant mortality rates of the times). 

Root head merganser attributed to Roger Williams 
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We know very little about Williams. On the contrary, we have more information about 

another decoy-maker, BENJAMIN HAWKINS, a farmer of Bellport, Long Island, who 

was born in 1786. We know a decoy of a shorebird made by him. This decoy is described 

by Joel Barber in his book Wild Fowl Decoys (p.85) as follows: 

The body of this decoy is roughly cut from white pine one-half inch in thickness. The 

head, neck and bill, in one piece, is made from a locust sapling and tenoned into the 

top edge of the body. The lower edge of the body has the customary hole for the leg or 

“stick”. The present painting is faded to a sort of neutral brown. In places, however, 

this color is chipped away, showing an original tint of grey - undoubtedly intended for 

yellow-leg snipe. 

When Barber had the occasion of examining it, the left side of the decoy had on it a 

piece of stained and aged paper, with the faded written note: 
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It was the beginning of an extraordinary era in the US history, which was characterized 

by a demographic explosion, during which, in particular in the second half of the XIX 

century, the sport hunters (sportsmen) where joined by the professional hunters 

(market gunners) and with them a relevant production of hunting decoys took off. In 

this context the great masters of hunting handicraft, such as Albert Laing, Benjamin 

Holmes, Charles Wheeler, Nathan Cobb jr and many others, emerged (L. & G. Kangas 

1992, W. J. Mackey jr. 1965, R. Shaw, 2010 et alii) 

*) For this chapter we are largely indebted to the article of the professor emeritus 
Gene Kangas: Older than Methuselah, Decoy Magazine, March-April 2017, pp. 24-32 

CYPRESS J, Jr - before 1800 

It is possible to assume that wooden decoys were already in use before the beginning 

of the XIX century from a tale included in a collection published in New York in 1842 

with the title “Sporting scenes and sundry sketches” by J. Cypress Jr. (pseudonym of 

William P. Hawes), where this author describes the meeting of his great-grandfather 

with a newly-arrived settler in the area, who used wooden decoys in the hunt for ducks: 

Why, y’see, th’ old man was one o’ th’ first setllers that come down from M’sschus’tts, 

and he tuk a small farm on shears down to Fort-neck, and he’d every thing fixed 

accorden. The most of his time, hows’m’ver, he spent in the bay, clammen and sich 

like. He weas putty tol’r’bl’ smart with a gun, too, and he was the first man that made 

wooden stools for ducks (Cypress, p. 56) 
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SUPPLEMENTUM 1 

THE BIRD SCARERS 

Artificial reproductions of birds or of parts of birds were not always used to entice their 

live fellows, sometimes their use aimed at a different objective, i.e. that of frighten 

and lead them towards the nets. For the most part here, we are talking about bird 

wings, but sometimes also entire birds or even wooden imitations. 

Pigeon hunting 
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ALBERTUS MAGNUS – XIII century (see p. 54) 

Albertus Magnus (around 1200 - 1280), in his work by the name De animalibus libri 

XXVI (date unknown), describes the way of catching plovers (Pluviales) as follows: 

Haec aves dicitur capi dum plumbatae sagittae ultra eas in aëre proiciuntur: tunc enim 

timentes in imo volant et in retia cadunt tensa iuxta terram (Stadler, 2. Band, Buch 

XXIII, p.1507) 

They say that these birds are caught by throwing arrows, which have been made heavier 

*) in the air above them: in that moment, in fact, the scared (birds) fly down and fall 

into the nets stretched at the ground. 

*) In the German edition by Walther Ryff ( Ryff, Das andere Buch, Von der Natur/art und 

Engenschafft der Thierer ) the term used is “schwere Vogelbelg”, i.e. heavy (loaded) bird 

skin. 
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AGOSTINO GALLO - 1572 

Agostino Gallo (1499 - 1570), an agronomist from Brixia, in his work Le Vinti Giornate 

dell’ Agricoltura, et de Piaceri della Villa/The twenty days of agriculture, and on the 

pleasures of living in the countryside (1564), writes: 

Ancora frà gli altri modi, che si vsano per pigliare questi vccelli, in vero non è da 

biasimare quello che i Bergamaschi chiamato roccolo; I quali, accomodandosi in sito 

eleuato, conciano un capānetto di frasche tanto grande, quanto vi possa nascondersi 

l’uccellatore, hauendo però vn buco in cima, accioche possa gittar fuori (quando li pare) 

un lodro di penne, legato con un braccio di spago in cima d’un bastoncello. Al quale 

capānetto non pōgono appresso arbor verde, eccetto che da ponēte vna folta onizzata, 

ò altri arbuscelli; tirandosi a cāto una rete: & uerso al capānetto, & ponēndoui lontano 

più rami secchi, & alti non più d’un huomo: Et anco frà quelli, & il capannetto mettono 

una ciuetta,& tordi al modo detto; Et tantosto che ‘l sonatore è accomodato dentro, 

tutto a un tempo chiama i tordi col zuffolo, tirando la filagna della ciuetta per far cantar‘i 

tordi detti ingabbiati, acciòche si abbassino quei, che volano per l’aere; I quali, posti 

che sono sopra quei rami secchi per meglio mirar la ciuettas, porgendo fuor’il lodro con 

prestezza, & crollandolo con impeto (stimāndo essi sia vn’ vccello di rapina) subito 

volano verso gli arbuscelli verdi, pensando sempre di saluarsi in qlli, e cadono nella rete 

(day XIX, p. 370) 

Further, among the ways that are used to capture these birds, in all truth, there is no 

way to blame the one that people from Bergamo call roccolo; they put themselves in a 

high place and prepare a bough hut which is to large that a flower can hide in it, but 

they put a hole in the ceiling of the hut, so that he can throw to the exterior, when he 

thinks is the right time, a gross of feathers, bound with a rope at the top of a stick. 

They do not put other green trees close to that hut, expect that once the hut is built, 

they put aside some other small trees; they take with them a net and go to the small 
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hut and far from it they put some dry branches, which are no taller than a man and 

between those and the little hut they pose a owl and throstles, in the way which has 

been described above. And as soon as the musician has found his place inside, all of a 

sudden he calls the throstles with the flageolet, at the same time stretching the rope of 

the owl to make the so-called caged throstles sign, so that the ones that are flying in 

the sky come down; and the latter ones, reaching the dry branches to better see the 

owls, by throwing out the gross of feathers with dexterity, and dragging it down with 

impetus (thinking that there is a bird of prey), they quickly fly towards the small green 

shrubberies, thinking that they can save themselves in this way, and the fall into the 

net instead. (day XIX, p. 370) 

The use of the dog and of the hawk in partridge (Jost Amman, 1592) 
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ANTONIO VALLI DA TODI - 1601 (see pag. 83) 

When describing “The way of fowling with the “Ragna”, Valli writes: 

quando s’ucella à i fossi, ò dove vi parerà cercarete d’haver una canna alta con due ali, 

& sonagli legati in cima, & mentre che s’alzano maneggiando la sopradetta canna con 

dette ali, e sonagli toccando il sordino *), acciò si abassino detti uccelli, dubitando che 

non sia Sparviero, non havendo commodità della canna buttando le sopradette ale in 

aria farà il medesimo, … ( Valli da Todi, 1601, p.45) 

When one fowls in the dales, or wherever you prefer, you better have a long stick with 

two wings, and bells bounded to the upper end, and while they rise, handling the above- 

mentioned stick with the wings, and bells touching the “sordino”*), so that 

this birds come down, doubting that it may be a sperber, or if you don’t have a stick 

available you can simply throw the above-mentioned wings in the air and it will have 

the same effect, … ( Valli da Todi, 1601, p.45) 

*) This was a whistle with a particularly shrill sound, which, by imitating the hiss of the swooping 

bird of prey bird of prey , frightened the birds. 
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EUGENIO RAIMONDI – 1621 (see p. 88) 

Eugenio Raimondi from Brixia (1593-1663) in his work Delle caccie (On hunts) in the 

chapter devoted to the hunt for the linnet (p. 249) writes: 

… Et mentr’ é nel tempo delli grandi freddi, e che sia nuuoloso, che paia vogli fioccare: 

come comincian’a venir alla volta della rete, comincierai quando sono vicini a pitolare 

cō la bocca, & tirar’ alcuni di quelli māganelli, ò altr’appostato, che timorosi di Sparvieri, 

ò altri vccelli di rapina, si abbatterān’ a terra, & darāno nella rete mappata. 

...and when is the time for the rigid cold climate, and it is also so cloudy that it seems 

like it could snow, as soon as the start to come close to the net, you will start when 

they are close to bite with the mouth, and you will throw some of the sticks while hidden, 

and the fearful sparrows or other birds of prey will fall to the terrain, and they will end 

up in the predisposed net. 

MARTIN STRASSER VON KOLLNITZ - 1624 (see p.89)

Around 1624 Martin Strasser von Kollnitz (1556 ? – 1626) , a Carinthian prince-bishop 

master hunter, composed a major opera pertaining to the art of hunting. In the chapter 

dedicated to the hunting of quails and larks he writes: 

Noch auf ain andere Manier fachet man auch die Wachtln und Lerchen mit Nötzen… 

Darzue praucht man auch ein hilzes Stössfälkhl an einer langen Stangen, wölliches man 

ob den Hundt hin und wider an ainer \\ langen Stangenschnuer revüern lasst (Das 

Jagdbuch des Martin Strasser von Kollnitz, p.378). 

Quails and larks are also captured in another way with the nets… To this aim, it is 

necessary to have a wooden sparrowhawk on a long perch, which, tied to a long rope, 

is let wandering back and from above the dog. 
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CORNELIS VAN HEENVLIET - 1636 

Cornelis Jacobsz Van Heenvliet (born ? – dead 1639), a Dutch assistant forester in west 

Friesland, was author of a remarkable book entitled Jacht-Bedryff (1636), which is 

conserved at the Dutch Royal Library. The chapter regarding larks makes mention of 

the use of the Eurasian hobby for the hunt of these birds. Van Heenvliet writes: 

Men vanghtse oock met cleijne Loopnetten met sijn tween, in welck geval oock een 

Boomvalck heel goet in alsse duijcken willen, om soo veel meer te gelijck mede 

t'overloopen en bij faulte van eenen levendigen dientmen sich oock wel van eenen 

houten boomvalck ( Van Hennvliet, 1636, p.49 ) 

They are also caught in two with little loop nets, and in this case it is also useful a 

healthy Eurasian hobby, which in the same way could fly over as if it wanted to fly 

down, and in lack of a living one, a wooden Eurasian hobby would be equally useful. 

HANS PETER VON FIRDENHEIM – 1662 (see pag.100) 

In the hunt to the grebes he writes: 

Lörchen hab ich auch in der ersten gefangen mit einem kleinen gärnlein und hab einen 

gemachten sperber oder baum falcken an einer schnur und stangen. Wann dann einer 

ein lörch sihet nider fallen, laufft er und schwingt den vogel. So meint die lörch, es sey 

ein lebendiger sperber und truckt sich (Lindner 1969, p.181). 

At the beginning, I have captured also the grebes with a small net and I have a hawk 

or a Eurasian hobby, both artificial, bound to a rope and to a stick. Then, when one sees 

a grebe coming down, he runs and waves the (artificial, tn) bird. In this way, the grebe 

believes that it is a hawk and is fooled. 
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NOEL CHOMEL - 1709 (see pag.112) 

In addition to the decoys (entes) one can notice in the trapping area (p.108) an 

artificial decoy in the shape of a kite (faux huau), which is described below *): 

Il faut encore une Verge de Huau, comme on le voit dans la cinquième planche ; …. Ce 

huau n’est autre chose que deux aîles d’un milan, ou d’une buse, qui sont liées avec 

trois ou quatre sonnettes de chasse, au bout de la verge. (Chomel et De La Marre, 1767, 

p.93)

It is also necessary to have a “verge de Huau” (lit. cane of kite) as it can be seen in 

the fifth table; … this kite is nothing else than two wings of this bird (milan) or of a 

buzzard, that are bounded together with three or four little bells at the extremity of 

the cane. 

*) The two species of kite (black kite or milvus migrans and red kite or milvus milvus) were 

often confused and they were indicated with the same name: milan. But also other names were 

used, such as escoufle, hüan or huhau and nible. 
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LOUIS LIGER - 1709 (see pag.110) 

Interestingly, he hints to an artificial bird of prey used in the hunt for larks: 

Mais comme on n’a pas toujours un oiseau de proye, il y en a qui en font faire un avec 

une planche de bois ou autre matiere plus légere & moins cassante, les ailes étendues 

comme si l’oiseau planoit, & le font peindre tout semblable à un oiseau de proye; ils le 

suspendent en équilibre par le moyen d’une petite ficelle fort fine longue de dix pieds 

qu’ils lui attachent par-dessus le dos, dont l’autre bout est attaché à une petite perche 

légere de pareille longueur: on tient d’une main le gros bout de la perche & l’oiseau 

peint, & de l’autre le bâton où est attaché le petit filet; & lorsqu’on apperçoit ou qu’on 

voit remettre une Allouette, on lâche l’oiseau peint qui est attaché & suspendu au haut 

de la petite perche par la ficelle dont on a parlé ci-dessus, & on le fait tourner & planer 

en rond en marchant vers l’Allouette qui se laisse couvrir du petit filet qui est au bout 

du bâton.Il y en a qui font embaumer ou sécher un véritable oiseau de proye avec les 

aîles étendues & montées avec des fils-de-fer, ainsi que la tête & le cou, & le suspendent 

comme l’oiseau peint, & s’en servent de même (Ligier 1753, p.270). 

However, given that it is not always possible to have a bird of prey at one’s disposal, 

there are some people that make build one with a wooden table or with another 

material, lighter and less fragile, with spread wings as if the bird planed, and they make 

paint it in a fashion that is very similar to the bird of prey; they hang it in equilibrium 

by means of a little rope, which is very thin and ten feet long, that they attach on the 

back, and the other end of which is attached to a little stick of a similar length: with 

one hand they hold the main end of the stick and the painted bird and with the other 

hand they hold the cane that brings the little net; and when they glimpse or see a lark, 

they release the painted bird which is attached and suspended above to the little stick 

with the thin rope that we have mentioned above and they make it spin and plane round 

by walking towards the lark, that is easiliy covered with the little net that is positioned 

at the end of the stick. There are some who make embalm or dry a true bird of prey 

with wings spread and mounted with iron wire, as well as the head and the neck, and 

they suspend it like the painted bird and the use it in a totally similar fashion 
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HEINRICH DÖBEL – 1746 (see pag.125) 

Heinrich Wilhelm Döbel (1699-1759 in his work Jäger-Practica oder Der wohlgeübte und 

erfahrene Jäger mentions the use of scarecrows to lead the birds that one wants to 

capture towards the nets. 

Before starting this operation, it is important to prepare a hawk as follows: take a dead 

hawk, if available, take out, as long as it is still fresh, the skin with the feathers, and 

stuff it in the same way which is used to skin and stuff birds and to mount them on the 

wire. However, in this case there is the difference that the wings of the hawk need to 

be spread. 

The brain and the eyes need to be removed and in their place glass eyes similar to those 

of the hawk need to be put. Who is not skilled with the stuffing, takes the dead hawk, 

removes the brain and the eyes, as mentioned above he inserts other eyes, stuffs it 

with a fine fabric, and dries it in a moderately warm oven. This procedure must be 

repeated several times, then spread on it some pepper, so that insects do not easily 

proliferate on it. 

… the wooden hawk must be made of a light wood, of a shape and a size similar to 

those of a real hawk, carved and made with spread wings, and also with the same color 

of the live hawk, i.e. the chest should have a yellow-white background, and some brown 

stains, and should also be painted under the wings, as it has been signaled regarding 

the hawk’s characteristics. 

On this topic, it is also worth mentioning that the first, the stuffed hawk with the 

feathers, is notably light in the wind: hence, it is advisable to tie a piece of lead on the 

back, or to insert it inside, so that, when it is windy, it does not move by continuously 

oscillating. 

Further, in the description of the hunt for sparrows, we read that when these come 

closer to the net, the fowler acts so that a live sparrowhawk flies over them and keeps 

them to the ground: fearful and confused they don’t realize that they are falling into 

the net. To this aim, a dead and stuffed sparrowhawk (ein todter und ausgebälgter 

Sperber) to stir in the air is enough (Döbel, 1746, Anderer Theil, 214 Capitel). 
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PIERRE BULLIARD - 1795 (see pag.156) 

In the lexical chapter of the "Aviceptolgie française » one can find the following term: 

HUAUX. Nom qu'on donne aux deux ailes d'une buse qu'on attache au bout d'une 

baguette avec quelques grelots. Cette machine sert à faire donner les pluviers dans les 

nappes. (Bulliard, 1795, p.XXV de la Table alphabétique et raisonnée) 

HUAUX. Name that is given to the two wings of a buzzard that are attached at the top 

of a stick with some harness bells. This device helps in making the plovers fly down to 

the nets. 

GERVAIS–FRANÇOIS MAGNÉ DE MAROLLES - 1798 (vedi pag. 159)

Take note that Magné de Marolles too mentions the use of a scaring device in the hunt 

for wood pigeon. Quoted here is the relevant text: 

le chasseur ..... on le munit ..... d'un certain nombre de raquettes de bois blanchies 

avec de la chaux, d'un pied de long, y compris une queue ou manche pour les 

empoigner, et de l'épaisseur d'un pouce, ayant, à-peu-près, la forme d'un battoir de 

blanchisseuse. Ces raquettes, simulacre grossier et mal imitè d'un épervier, mais qui 

n'en réussit pas moins à effrayer les palomes, dont cet oiseau est la terreur, sont 

appellées en béarnois matous. L'usage que le chasseur doit en faire, est de les lancer 

fortement vers les bandes de palomes, lors qu'elles passent en sa proximité, dirigeant 

leur vol vers les filets; ....(Marolles, 1798, p.423) 

the hunter ... is provided with ... a certain number of wooden rackets, which have been 

whitened with lime, one foot long, included a tail or a grip to handle them, with depth 

equal to one inch, having approximately the shape of the beater of a laundress. These 

rackets, a rough and badly-succeeded imitation of a sparrowhawk, which were 

nevertheless able to frighten the doves, this bird being their terror, are called “matous” 

in Bearnaise. The use that the hunter should make of them consists in throwing them 

with strength towards the flocks of pigeons, when they are in the surrounding, by 

directing their flying towards the nets … 
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Even if the follwing literary finds belong to a more recent time frame than 

that of this research, they seemed to be worth mentioning for the sake of 

curiosity 

E. J. EYRE - 1845 

Edward John Eyre (1815 – 1901), colonial administrator for the British empire, explored 

the Australian continent when he was young: he published his discoveries in the 

Journals of Expeditions of Discovery into Central Australia, and overland from Adelaide 

to King George's Sound, in the years 1840-41. On the topic of capturing birds with the 

nets we can read what follows: 

… a large square or oblong net, (kue-rad-ko) from thirty to sixty feet broad, and from 

twenty to forty deep, is formed by lacing together pieces of old fishing nets, … 

… The natives then go down to a lagoon of moderate width, where two tall trees may 

be standing opposite to each other on different sides, or they select an opening of 

similar kind among the trees on the bank of the river, through which the ducks, or other 

birds, are in the habit of passing when flying between the river and the lagoons An old 

man ascends each of the trees, and over the topmost branch of both lowers the end of 

a strong cord passing through the net. The other end is tied near the root of each tree, 

and serves for the native, who is stationed there, to raise or lower the net as it may be 

required….All being ready, a native is left holding each end of the rope, and others are 

stationed at convenient places near, with little round pieces of bark in their hands to 

throw at the birds, and drive them onwards as they approach the net … 

… as they approach nearer, the two natives at the trees utter a shrill whistle, resembling 

the note of the hawk, upon which the flock, which usually consists of ducks, lower their 

flight at once, and passing onwards, strike full against the net, … 

… Should the birds fly to high, or be inclined to take any other direction, little pieces of 

bark are thrown above them, or across their path, by the natives stationed for that 

purpose. These circling trough the air, make a whirring noise like the swoop of the eagle 

when darting on the prey and the birds fancying their enemy upon them, recede from 

the pieces of bark, and lowering their flight, become entangled in the net. 

(Eyre 1845, pagg. 286-288) 
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GEORGE D. ROWLEY  --  1878 

George D. Rowley (1822-1878), an English ornithologist, publishes an interesting sketch 

in his Ornithological Miscellany (3rd vol., p. 214).    

A Linconshire gossard, with his long “driving-stick” over his shoulder, tipped with a 

red rag at one end and a hook at the other, cried formerly, and still continues to 

shout, “Lag ‘um, lag ‘um, “ as he slowly plods his weary way, at the rate of a mile per 

hour, through the fens. The flock are said to be much afraid of the red rag … 

(probably to prevent the ducks from flying off, EN) 
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SUPPLEMENTUM  2 

MOBBING INDUCERS 

Mobbing is the phenomenon for which a bird or a group of birds interact, 

in the role of potential preys, with another bird, which is regarded as a 

bird of prey, bothering him with high cry and sometimes with stereotypical 

sequences of movements (Artuso 2015). On the reason of this 

phenomenon multiple hypotheses exist (see e.g. Curio et alii 1978, 

Ostreiher 2003, Hegelbach 2018). Among the most  common mobbing 

inducers there are the owls (strigidae) .  These  latter  are  mostly night 

time luring birds, whose notable enticing ability can be linked to mobbing. 

Roman mosaic, Ancient Carthage, Tunisia 

The ability of these owls to attract other birds is known from the ancient 

times, and has been exploited from those times for hunting aims 

(Aristoteles, IV century. b. C.) mostly in combination with the several 

ways of using mistletoe (rods, “klobe”, glue, etc.). 
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During the day others birds fly around the owl, which is called 

“astonishing it”, and as they fly round it pluck off its feathers. For this 

reason fowlers use it in hunting for all kinds of birds (Aristoteles, book 

IX, chap. 2, p. 232) 

Hunt with “klobe” and owl (from: Le Livre du Roy Modus , 1839) 

If the usual technique requires the use of the live owls (usually the 

coquette or the owl, according to the type of fowling), in the hunting 

literature there are  some examples of the use of artificial reproduction 

of these birds with a decoy aim. In the following, we report those found 

during our research. 
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GERVASE MARKHAM – 1621 (see pag. 85) 

Gervase Markham (1568 ? - 1637), poet and English writer, 

publishes the work Hungers preuention: i.e., The whole arte of 

fovvling by vvater and land. In it mentions the use of artificial 

visual decoys to entice birds. Here what he writes: 

Now if you haue not a liue Owle or a liue Batte, if you can get but the 

skins of either and stoppe them with woole or flockes, they will serue as 

well as if they were aliue, and continue (with carefull keeping) twenty 

yeeres and  better.  I haue seene some that for want of either of these 

hath had an Owle so liuely cut out in wood, and so artificially painted, 

that it hath serued him for this purpose, as well as any liue one could 

doe, and he hath  taken  Byrdes  in  wonderfull  great abundance 

therewith. (Markham, 1621, p.133) 

JOHANN BECHSTEIN - 1797 (vedi pag. 157 ) 

Johann Matthäus Bechstein in the paragraph devoted to the hunt of the 

jay in his work  “Gründliche Anweisung alle Arten von Vögeln zu fangen” 

writes: 

Auf die Hütte wird eine lebendige Eule, oder in Ermangelung derselben, 

eine ausgestopfte oder auch wohl nur ein ausgestopfter Hasenbalg 

gebunden. Beyde, letztere aber muss man mit einem Stock bewegen 

können, damit die Vögel glauben, die Eule bewege sich (p.404). 

On the shack, you bind a live owl or, if there is no owl available, a 

stuffed one or even only a stuffed hare skin. Both of the latest two, 

however, need to be moved with a stick, so that the birds believe that 

the owl moves.  
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 FINAL REMARKS 

Due to the scarcity or in some cases the total absence of information relative to many 

geographical areas and historical/cultural epochs as well as the historiographical 

incompleteness of this study, we need to use much caution when drawing our 

conclusions. However, we think that we can rightly propose some considerations. 

The severe perishability of the manufactured items is an obvious reason for the 

scarcity of ancient artifacts. Only extremely favorable climatic conditions such as the 

caves of the barren areas in Nevada and the graves in the valley of the Nile were 

able to (Nevada) or could have been able to (Egypt) allow them an exceptional 

preservation.  

The ancient iconographic and literary witnesses are often occasional discoveries in 

texts and images of non-hunting nature. The most recent descriptions of decoys, too, 

are often included in non-hunting texts and therefore have to be examined with much 

prudence.  

However, it is important to keep in mind that the first signals of whatever kind of 

artificial decoys should not be interpreted as the first making or beginning of their 

use. Further, one could wonder if what we have collected from the past is from time 

to time only a collection of causal findings, i.e. biases (a bias is a single non-

representative data point, which generates a prejudice and do not allow to infer 

reliable general conclusions). 

Bird catching is a type of hunt that requires much patience, observation spirit and 

imitation ability, more than the use of sophisticated instruments. The use of visual 

and acoustic artificial decoys is a simple and intuitive device that was probably 

already practiced by the hunter-gatherer man in the prehistoric era. To illustrate this 

concept, we report here the words of a famous US hunter, William B. Leffingwell, 

who, by talking about fowling in the famous Chesapeake Bay, narrates an episode 

which illustrates how decoys started to be used in an epoch in which, given the large 

abundance of birds, in particular canvas-back, nobody used them. One day, he 

observed that… 
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… some boys threw some whitish-colored blocks into the water, and the canvas- 

backs kept darting to them. I noticed an old gunner watching this performance, 

and the next day the old fellow went out with a  gunny-sack  half-filled  with 

blocks, hewn to resemble ducks. That night he returned with his boat half-full of 

ducks. Every time, after that, he took the same bag along, and some  other 

hunters watched him, and found the ducks were constantly sailing in to these 

imitations he had out. After this, they all got to using them, with added 

improvements; but I am satisfied that those boys throwing blocks were the origin 

of decoys. (Leffingwell, p.415) 

Unfortunately, some authors, when  tackling  certain  aspects  of  hunting,  tend 

to exaggerate their originality and primordiality, in a manner that is  hardly 

realistic if one studies these aspects of hunting in a more ample historical context. 

For example, tendency to link the origin of specific types of decoys to restricted 

historic epochs or geographical areas is a point of view that objectively lacks 

plausibility and therefore is questionable. 

We feel that, as has already been rightly pointed out by Efting Dijkstra when 

speaking about duck decoys, “it is likely that duck decoys have originated at

different places at different times in history and have evolved along 

different lines” (2010, pag.59). The Efting Dijkstra further notes that the 

evolution of artificial decoys has not been unilinear, but has witnessed several 

fluctuations over time.  Moreover, different types of decoys may have cohesisted 

in the same epoch. 

The same concept has been  recently  expressed  by  Cynthia  Bird  (2017, 

p.11): “Whether examined as hunting tools, historical artifacts, or works

of  art,  decoys  require  a  full  consideration   of   their   historical 

context. Often represented as having evolved from the simple tools of 

Native Americans to today’s works of art, the history of  decoy  is  far 

more rich and complex. It does  not  show  a  linear  progression  from 

one initial appearance to the present. Rather,  it  suggests  the 

polygenesis of decoy use: the practice, like many elements of material 

culture, emerged independently in more than one setting, rather than 

springing from a single source and spreading from there” 
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Of course, this does not exclude the possibility that in certain places 

and in certain  epochs  the  manufacturing  of  the  visual  decoys 

reached relevant peaks of diffusion and mastery. The United States is the 

most significant example in this regard; there, in fact, the sculpture of decoys 

has even gradually evolved beyond its original purpose for hunting to achieve a 

relevant place in folk art. 

In this context, also the hypothesis of the propagation of the construction 

technique of the hunting decoys from the native populations to the European 

immigrants in North America and then from those immigrants towards Europe 

(see, for example, Earnest, 1965, p.39) seems to be really weak and lacking 

proof. In fact we can assume that these techniques were most likely already 

known in Europe, especially among those of the (lower) social classes which 

comprised most of the overseas migration. Neither does there seem to be any 

clear evidence of a broad movement from the Old World to the New. It is highly 

likely that the employment of man-made visual decoys can be considered a clever 

trick which comes intuitively to anyone who is involved in this type of hunting. 

In addition, even less credible is the hypothesis that  the  evolution  of  the  

decoy  construction technique is linked to materials, with a gradual evolution 

from rush decoys to cork and then to wooden ones. Undoubtedly, it seems more 

plausible that the choice of the material was conditioned by its on-site

availability and by the inventiveness of each population. Neither can one 

neglect the likely co-existence of different types of decoys in use among the 

same populations or classes of hunters. 

In support of this hypothesis, let us consider the following 

table: 
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Upon close scrutinity of this table, we can draw a few conclusions: 

1. The stuffed decoy is by far the most commonly employed type of decoy used

throughout the time range taken into consideration in our research, probably due

to the ease with which it is made as well its strong likeness to the living bird.

2. The wooden decoy has also been employed quite frequently, most likely because

the greater effort required to make it is compensated by its durability.

3. One can also note how fowlers often take advantage of unusual decoy solutions,

sometimes very original ones, as a demonstration of their creative capacity.

However, keep in mind that literature and iconography are not necessarily a reliable 

reflection of the real hunting activity, at least from a quantitative aspect. Mentions of 

decoys and their iconographic representations are largely dictated by reasons related 

to the subject of the work and to the author’s knowledge. 

Further, we need to highlight the danger of the narrative, i.e. the tendency of ordering 

complex evolutionary processes in a simple linear chain, such as the supposed technical 

evolution of decoys on the basis of the materials used. In addition to this, consider the 

reflection according to this the material culture, i.e. the whole set of physical objects, 

do not necessarily reflect the skills and the knowledge of the people, in particular in the 

case of ancient populations, where in addition the passing of time has caused a selection 

of objects that we have received, due to their different degree of perishability, and hence 

a distortion of reality. 
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